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Introductíon

The Fidler Mounds (Eatf-3), of whfch Ëhere were 2, hrere excavated

in 1963 prior to the construction of the Greater Winnipeg Floodway.

Analysis began after the 1963 season but was discontinued and no more

than a few bríef reports of a general nature r¡/ere ever wriËten.

This thesis is a site report and surnmary of laboratory analysis

of the material recovered. Problems and limitations are several. The

wriËer vras noË present during excavations, and has had to depend on

the notes and records unde 12 years ago. The uounds Ëhemselves had

been very badly disturbed and damaged by past exeavaÈions, and had been

used as root-cellars, garbage dumps, and trash-burning areas for years.

Skeletal material and artifacts had been broken, warped, eroded, mixed,

scattered and looted. Unfortunately, some have been losË. The fer,r

references to the mounds in publíshed literature and delivered papers,

based on limited information, have often been erroneous.

It wil-l be the writerrs task to report, given the above-mentioned

problems, on rrrhat was found in the Fidler Mounds, and to discuss the

import,ance of the mounds in Manitoba prehistory.



Introduction

The reasons for excavation and analysis of burial mounds have

been 2-fol-d: to establish the identity, physical characteristics, and

health of the builders, and to establish the place of mound-bullding

and furnishing in the social and religious sphere of the execuËing

people(s). The development of hypotheses, and of means of testing Ëhem,

may be traced Ëhrough 4 stages, each dependent on Ëhe level of knowledge

available at different Ëimes in the past.

Stage I was an unorganized period of speculation, characterized

by no clear directional flow between hypoËhesis and testíng. This was

Ëhe perÍod of excavations by curious individuals, largely for the

acquisit,ion of collectorrs items. Speculations as to Ëhe identity of

the mound-builders and the fr¡nction of mounds c¡me from the individual

researcher accordíng Ëo his experience, reading, prejudices, and reason-

Íng power. Donald Gunn (1868) agreed with the 1ocal Indians north of

Winnipeg Ëhat mounds were the remains of earth-lodges, because the

Indians he knew used scaffolds to dispose of Ëheir dead. George Bryce

(1904) ascribed the mounds to Èhe ancestors of the Mandan, based on

legends of Mandan presence in southern Manitoba, and 1oca1 Indian

burial practices. John Schultz (1881) noted differences betv¡een the

skulls recovered from mounds and Ehose of modern Plains Cree, and

hypothesized a past population change in Manitoba. T.H. Lewis (1886)

argued thaË mounds were specially-made structures, not collapsed earth-

lodges; lodges would leave rings and depressions. Henry Montgomery

(f908) noted differences in the ceramics, burial modes, and physical
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anthropology between Mississippían mounds and those of the north, but

asslgned boËh groups to the same extincË people--not ancesËral to the

modern Indians. 0n1y Cyrus Thomas (1885) of the American Bureau of

Ethnology aËtempËed to establish a link between mound-builders and

living Indians. To do so, he utilized documentation of mígrations of

the living groups, shífts in tribal boundaries in relation to mound

sites, and some physícal anthropology.

Arising out of Ëhis period vras SËage 2, that of t.raít-tracing.

Assuming Lhat similar groups would share simí1ar artifacËs and burial

practices, 20tï.:r Century archaeologisËs began eornpiling traít-lists

fron their own work and from that of earlier researchers. Digging was

still mot.ivaËed by curiosity, but it r¡as tempered by a conscious atËempt

to noËe similarities and differences so as Èo refine the traiË-lists

and to sort all known excavated mounds inËo definiÈe aspecËs and foci.

Differences in burial modes and artifact inclusíons meant differences

in culture, in this context. Using the diffusíon model, archaeologists

attempted to find Ëhe centres from whÍch burial pracÈices radiated (and

weakened, with distance and cultural admixture). The model of culËural

evol-ution r¡as used by other archaeologists Ëo Ërace the developmenË of

mound burial from Archaic to Mississippian times, and its later "decline."

Chris Vickers (L947) saw a link between the Headr¿aters Lakes

AspecË of Minnesota and some of the Manitoba mounds, in the form of

seated burials and miniature vessels. MacNeish (1954) lumped all

Manitoba mounds int.o the Manitoba Focus, whieh he saw as closely rela-

ted to the Mínnesota Blackduck Focus. He also noted similarities be-

tT¡reen the Arvilla Focus of }tlnnesota and some Manítoba mounds (MacNeísh

1958). This has been rnost receritly reiterated by Johnson (1973) ' at
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the same l-evel of comparíson. Capes (1963) suurnarized these proposed

relationshíps, and went further to demarcate the Souris-Antler region

from the resË of southern Manitoba on the basis of possible influences

f rom NorÈh Dakota: small ceramic vessels with spiral incisl-ons. A1-1

of these authors lean towards the theory that Ëhe mounds were built

by the ancestors of the Assiniboíne, based on the early presence of

this group in Manitoba in the fur-trade era, and on the buría1 customs

described by Alexander Henry ín L776 and ascribed to the Assiniboine

(MacNeish 1954; Bushnell 1927).

Traits used to determine the degree of relaËionship betr.¡een a

part.icular mound and a particular complex or focus have included mound

shape; position of graves vis-à-vis the mound floor; the presence/ab-

serrce of miniature vessels, beaver-tooth gouges, she1l beads, 1og

covers for graves, red ochre, triangular or side-notched projectile

points, burnt clay floors; and a long list of others (Capes 1963). Not

only are many of these it.ems or features shared by a number of suppos-

edly differenË foci or aspecËs, buË also many of Ëhem are so persisËent

over time and space as to be useless for theír stated purpose (e.g.,

Steinbringrs 1975 paper, in which red ocre and subfloor burial are

defined as Archaic, and in v¡hich Burial 20, Fíd1er Mounds, is so j-den-

tifíed). There is also the historically-documented burial of their

dead by other groups in exísting mounds, and the crowning problem of

widespread mound plundering. Disturbance reduces and/or relocates the

ful1 complemenË of burials and artifacts, so that mixt.ure and negative

evidenee complicate the history of a particular mound. An example of

the difficulty of fitting a mound in a cultural slot ís given in Hanna

(1e73) .
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In an attempt to íntroduce a fresh, non-ci.rcular approach to the

problem of mounds, a number of researchers have concentrated their aË-

tention on the physícal anthropology of the mound people (Stage 3).

Until now, the only description of a Manitoba.mound population has been

Cameronrs (L962) study of the }fontgomery collection from the Souris-

Antler area. This has since been incorporated into an ambitious atternpt

to map genetic relationships among various Plains, tr^ioodland, and Aretíc

groups, with a view of tracing population movements and change wíËhin

North America (Ossenberg L969). The basic operations involved in such

analysis include the selecËion of non-continuous skeletal characteris-

tics (those most sensitive to genetíc change), the computatÍon of their

relative frequeneies across populations, and the applícation of an

equation calculating genetic relatíve dístance between skeleÈal groups.

ImportanË to this analysis ís the inclusion of data from skeleËal co1-

lect.ions, particularly crania, whose ethnic identities are known, as

extrapolations are made from these to those populatíons whose ídenti-

ties are noÈ known. One basic problem of this approach ís that in order

Ëo get a big enough sample to work with, skeletal material from rela-

tively large geographical areas must be lumped, and this is done on the

rísky basis of ascription to an aspect or focus, wheÈher or not thís

ascription has any basis in realíly. 6n s¡enplêr acknowledged by

Ossenberg herself (L974), is Ëhe Melita Focus of southwestern Manitoba,

defíned solely on the preserice of spiral-incised miniature ceramic

vessels (Capes 1963).

The 4th stage in the manípulatíon of mound data concerns the

relation of mound features to the status of the dead, and what these

indicate about the social structures and otganízation of the group.
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InformaËion used to generate hypotheses comes from ethnographic studÍes

of various types of social orgartzation from urban to band socieËy.

Recent papers (Binford L97L, Saxe 1970, Tainter L975) have pressed

archaeologists to turn attention to the potentÍ-al of applying tests to

their data based on the studies of the mortuary customs and rationaLiza-

tions of groups all over the world. Ucko (f969) has also cautioned

archaeologists against the self-defeating application of their own pre-

judices or assumptions about burials to their data. For instance, dis-

posal of the dead depends Ëo some degree on staËus, but methods of dís-

posal nay be antagonistic within a sma1l geographical area: Group A

cremates kings; Group B, 25 miles auray, cremates habiËual criminals. The

inclusion or absence of grave-goods may have nothing whatever to do with

the personal status of the deceased or with beliefs in an afterlife.

Differences in burial modes or associations are assumed to re-

flect the status at death of Ëhe individual (Tainter L975). In the case

of northern Plains-Prairie mounds, it is also assumed, from the artifact

inventory and from physical indicators (e.g., teeËh) that the people

buried therein were hunter-gatherers. From ethnographic studies (e.g.,

Damas L969, Williarns L974) we know that hunËer-gaËherers lrere organLz-

ed inÈo band societies. Personal status in a band society should fall

into a few unambiguous categories: rnale/female, young/old, married/

unmarried. Beyond this leve1 of different.iat.ion, there are others more

ambiguous, more qualified: r.¡ork prowess, physical and mental health,

degree of conformi-ty to group standards of behaviour, variations ín mar-

ital status (bereaved, divorced, re-wed, multiply-wed), congenital fac-

tors (hermaphrodism, genetic crippling), clan or voluntary society

memberstr-ip, and status prescribed by spiritual agency (through dreams
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or visions), to name a few. Each person, as he/she ages, assumes a

mantl-e of sËatus made of several layers of duty, responsibility, and

prl-vilege. The total of these is the social- persona (Saxe 1970). A

female burial, for example, may reflect ín its treatment all of the

wornants accumulated status until death: wife, mother, mother of deceased

vrarriors, clan member, and so on. The choice of status to be reflecËed

may be influenced by such factors as cause of death and/or environmen-

taL factors Ce.g., nearrì.ess of enemies, time of year, period of economic

activity). The determination of age-sex status may be Ëhe most easily

done, should any difference be discernibl-e; other Ëypes of sËatus are

or may be more subtle, and require different methods, such as Tainterrs

(l-975) use of Ëhe infornatíon statisËic to segregate seËs of burial-s

marked by degrees of energy expenditure, assuming that there is a posí-

Ëive correlatíon between rank and labour put into burial.

All 4 st.ages of research depend on historical documentaËion, used

in various r¡rays, but largely for the generaËion of hypotheses to account

for the phenomena studied. As in other instances of the use of doeumenËs

in conjunction wiËh archaeological research, however (see Binford L97Lz

18), the number of variations on the basic theme of disposal of the

dead have assuredly not been recorded (see Bushnell 1920 , L927).

It ís ín the context of the above discussion that Ëhe analysis of

material from the Fídler Mounds will be discussed.



Excavatlon History of the Fidler Mounds

The Fidler Mounds (EaLf-3), once located at 50o 05t 30rr N, 96"

56f O8ttW, River Lot 160, just north of and across the river from the

toqm of Lockport, Manitoba, \"rere excavated in 1963 as part of a sal-

vage project made necessary by the construction of the Greater I^Iínnípeg

Floodway. The results of this excavation, the final one of many, have

never been published, as analysis was not compläted.

There have been 5 more-or-less recorded excavations of these

mounds over a period of 96 years. Of all the material recovered, only

that excavated in 1963 was available for study. In L963, the mounds

yÍelded 21 burials, comprising 49 individuals, and numerous artífacts

and faunal- remaíns.

First mentíon of these mounds was made by Donald Gunn, a pioneer

in the Red River district. His neighbour, in the fall of 1866, dug a

root-cellar into the edge of the northerly of a pair of mounds on hís

property. Some 4-5 feet below the surface, oak logs \¡rere encountered;

these overlay a sÍ-tting skeleton. Associated i,¡ith thís burial- were 4

or 5 skulls i-ying face dor,¡n nearby, and a number of she11 ornaments,

shel1 beads, beaver bones, a pot containing a shell, and 2 pipes of

t'bluestone". A hard-baked earth floor, at 8 feet below Èhe top of the

mound, coineided r^rith Ëhe actual prairie surface (Gunn 1868).

Charles N. Bel1 of Winnipeg excavated both mounds in 1885 and

reported his findings. Digging a crescent-shaped trench from the top

of each mound to the natural prairie level, Be1l noted a succession of

roots and humus, 4 feet of black loam with traces of ash, charcoal, and

burnt elay, and, in the norËh mound, a layer of hard burnt earth and

a 1og covering over a siËting burial. With the burial were a sma11
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ceramic vessel, shell- beads, a shell- gorget, steatite pipes, and quanti-

ties of red ochre spread over the bones. Near the burial was a central

clay platform below rocks, surrounded by 7 bundle burials. Scattered

in the fill were supine burials, ascribed to the smallpox epidernic of

L782. The northerly mound was oval in shape, 75 feet long and 65 feet

wide, and 8 feet hígh. Its surface was covered with a profuse growth

of 3.S-inch díameter oak trees. A filled-in shaft was located in this

mound, possibLy the root-cellar of 19 years before. In the souËherly

mound, for which no excavatíon deËails were published, Bell found bones,

pottery, stone mauLs, shells, and a double layer of rocks 4 feet below

Èhe mound surface. Both mounds were situated on a ridge 500 yards from

the Red Ríver (8e11 l-885, 1893, 1898).

A. McCharles located the mounds on a \..Iester1y-facing ridge 40

rods C22O yards) from the Red River. Both were oval in outline, each

abouÈ 65 feet 1ong, 55 feet wide, ar.d 7 feet high. They \'{ere apParently

connected by a "wallsvay" some 300 yards 1ong, made of earth and cracked

in the suuurer heat, símilar to ones he had seen in the Souris-Antler

area. He re-díscovered Bel-1ls trenches, and recovered an extended

burial- from near Ëhe centre of the southerly mound, 1evel r,¡ith the

prairie surface, head to the N and facing E. Thís indívidual w'as cover-

ed by 2layers of l-imestone slabs. In the fill, 1-3 feet belor^r the

mound surface, there were bundle burj-als. McCharles re-described Be1lrs

artifact finds, which included a seashell pendant with a \,¿omants face

carved into it, surmounted by a conical hairdo, a red pipestone hatchet

with carved animals on each side, and a yellow clay breastplate

(McCharles 1887).

The Reverend George Bryce excavated these mounds as we11, remov-
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íng a number of individual-s associated with shell ornaments. He publish-

ed no account of these mounds; details of his r,¡ork were told by Ëhe land-

ol,Jner to I¡I. B. Níckerson years later. Nickerson noted that the mounds

appeared to have been fu1ly excavaÈed, and Ëhat the southerly one had

at the time of his visit an active root-cellar in iËs centre (Capes

19633 see Pl-ate XVII, Fig. 3, for a photograph of th-is mound).

Timothy Físke, of the University of Manitoba, found the mounds in

1963 to be 200 yards E of the Red River, severely piËted, and covered

with and surrounded by trash. The N mound measured approximately 19

metres across; the S one about 17 metres. Although it seemed unlikely

that anything would be found in the mounds, investigation went ahead,

and resulËs \.^/ere obtained.

The Are.a

The Fidler Mounds r¿ere located on a ridge above the river terraces

of Ëhe Red River, in the Red River sub-area of the eentral lowland area

of Manitoba (Ehrlich, Poyser, Pratt and E11is 1953). This is a generally

flat clay basin with 1ocal floodplaíns and river levees. Underlying the

region is the Red Ríver Formation: limestone and dolomite, overlain by

glacially-deposited boulder till from 20-200 feeË thick. As part of the

Lake Agassiz basin, the area is covered rn¡ith lacustrine and alluvial

deposits. The river terraces, subject historically to inundation, are

of Red River C1ay, a v¡e11- to intermediate-well-draíned soil Ëype. In

profile, the A horízon is black to very dark grey, 8-I2 inches thick'

neutral in reaction and strongly organic. The B horizon, 4-6 inches

thick, is dark grey-brown and slightly a1ka1íne. This grades into the

Ca horízon which is light grey-brown clay, B-10 inches thick, hard when

10
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dry, and fínely f-ime-carbonated. Cl is grey-brown, cloddy, very hard,

and alkal-ine. This type of soil is generally found on ridges or near

stream channel-s (Ibid. ) .

Native vegetation was predominantly tal1- prairie grasses, with

shrubs and trees being located along river channels (Ehrl-ich eË a1;

I^Iat,ts 1960). On the better-drained Agassiz basin, dominant grasses in-

cluded big and littl-e bluestem (44¡gprgg" gerardi and A. scoparíus),

wild rye (g].y4g9- canadensis), northern wheatgrass (lgfggylgr dasysËach-

-Ills), June grass (Kg_elarie cristata) , and needlegrass (Stipa spartea)

(Bird I96L; WaËls 1960).

Well-drained areas above river channels were characterized by

white oak (9gers-q macrocarpa), trembling aspen (Populus tremuloides),

lzestern snowberry (_FggþgélgIpg9_ occidentalis), hazelnut (Cor:-lus_ sP. ) ,

and red-osier dogwood (Cornus stolonifera). Clay Ëerraces and flood-

plains were noted for the presence of e1m (U1mus americana), basswood

CI¿lr" americana), cottoil..rooa (3r2glgg. deltoides), box elder (Acer

negundo), lance-leafed ash (Fraxínus pennsylvanica), wi11ow (Salix sP.),

and various ferns and herbaceous plants. Both associations included

saskatoon (Amelanchier alnifolia), high-bush cranberry (Viburnr¡m trilo-

Þg*), and nannyberry (Viburnum lentago) r âmong others (Bird 1961).

Fauna of the area included most of the following: plains bison

G¿Egn bison bison), elk (Cervus canadensís), white-tailed deer (Odocoi-

leus virginianus), moose (Alces americana), black bear (Ursus americanus)

coyote (Ca!Þ latrans), wolf (Canis lupus), snowshoe hare (Lepus ameri-

ganus_), white-tailed jackrabbit (L. tov¡nsendii), beaver Gg¡-çgf cana-

densis), muskrat (Ar!gf:C zibethicus), red fox (yg1p.9. vulpes), martin

or fisher (Martes pennanti), mink (Mustela ti"t"), otter (Lutra canaden-

12



e¡"), Franklinrs ground squÍrre1- (!é!g11gg_ franklinl), 13-1ined ground

squirrel (C. tridecom lineatus), and pockeË gopher (Thornomys Èalpoides)

(Bird L96L; PeËerson 7966).

Birds of the area included prairie chicken (Iyn€gngrþgs cupido),

sharptailed grouse (Pedioecetes phasianellus), sandhíll crane (Grus

canadensis Ëabida), and a variety of waterfowl; mallard (Anas plaËyrhy-

EÞgg) , couulon merganser (M"rg!E_ merganser americanus), bluewing Ëeal

(4. discors) , Canada goose (E¡gÉC canadensis), whistling sr¡/an (Olor

columbianus), and trumpeter s\^ran (0. buccínator), to name a fe¡,¡ (_IÞ19_.).

Fish of the Red River available for exploitation included channel

catfish Gglg]g¡ge. lacustrís), suckers (_C"fg¡fgg"s_ sp.), northern pike

(EEgå lucius), perch (Stj-zostedion vitreum), silver bass (Aplodinotus

grunniens), walleye (S. vifrenum), goldeye (Hiodon alsoides), rock bass

(Antlg€]i!""- rupesËris), and sturgeon (AgilggECL fulvescens) (Hinks L943)

A variety of mussel species, including Lasmigonia complanata,

Anondonta grandis grandis, Quadrula guadrula, Lampsilis sp., Amblema

costata, A. plicata, and Ligumia recta laËissima, r^rere (and are) present

in the Red River system for exploítation as food (Clarke L973).

In sum, the banks of the Red River T.rrere excellent places to live

from Ëhe point of view of resources and ín terms of good campgrounds.

McCharles (1887) noted the good fishing and hunting ín the vicinity of

Ëhe St. Andrewrs rapids, and a perusal of the number of recorded sites

along the river frorn just south of l,iinnipeg Ëo Lockport, not to mention

reports from local collectors and early antiquaríans, shows that the

area T^ras densely settled in prehistoric times.

Excavations in 1963

Excavations r¡rere carried out at Ëhe Fidler Mounds between June I
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and the end of August,1963, with a fulltinre cre\¡r of 5, plus occasional

volunteers. The area on and around the mounds had been cleared and

staked out earlier. The grÍd was laid out in 3-metre intervals, but

the excavators did not attempt to correlate their units closely with

them. MeËric equipment v/as not acquired until July 30, so unËil that

date all measurements \.{ere recorded in the English system.

Excavation uniËs were laid out r,¡iËh no apparenÈ attempt t,o trench

the mounds (see Fíg. 2). Extensions to excavation units \,/ere necessi-

tated by Ëhe finding of burials, and were made in no systematic fashion

(Fig. 2). Burials and features r¡/ere numbered consecutively as Ëhey

were found.

The excavators, attempting to ascertain the original stratigraphy

of the mounds, d.g in arbiËrary levels--although not consistently. Sod

rr¡as considered to be Level 1, and it averaged about 5 cm in depth.

Layers of earËh below the sod l,/ere removed in 1eve1s of from 10-17 cm,

with no consistent rule. MosË units were dug so that floors were kept

horizonËal; however, sometimes the floors \¡rere dug so that they measured

close to Ëhe same depth from surface from each corner of the unit.

PorËions of units r,¡ere marked off and exeavated deeper than the rest'

and some levels were expanded lateral1y beyond the oríginal boundaries.

For example, Unit J (see Fig. 2) was dug in 10 levels, of which lll-6

were in the original unit, 1i7 was a 1-by-0.75-metre level in the SW

corner of the unit, üB was the fj-rst level of the NE exËension, ll9 was

the 2nd, and //10 r^¡as the leve1 that brought the floor of the extension

even with Level 6 in the original unit. Total depth of the uniÈ, mea-

sured at the SW corner, vras 120 crn.

Excavation r¡ras done with tror¿els, except for work done after the
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season ¡¿Íth shovels (Uníts AA and BB, Flg. 3 & 4). Half-ínch interval

screens were used to screen the earth removed from each 1evel. Artifact

provenience was recorded by level only, not by distance from the unit,

walls or depth from surface. Datum for elevations was the top of a Large

rock just E of Mound 2 (the S mound) near grid stake I-15. However, in

his manuscript report, Fiske retained the elevations of burials from

this point while changing the horizont.al reckoning of burial position to

arbitrary straight lines N and E of the mounds. Thus, aLL burials were

recorded as S and I,^i, instead of in relation to datum. The rows of 3-metre

stakes ran E from an arbitrary point A-0 I^I of the mounds and slightly S

of the road between thelo. They were lettered A to M N and S of A-0, and

were nr¡mbered I'f -3, 6, 9, and so on, as far as -24 and *15 (Fig. 2). For

the purpose of this paper, datum for horizontal position has been set at

G-0, this beíng a more convenient poi-nt \,riËh \,rhich to work.

Although Mound 1 was investigated in fu11, the S half of Mound 2

lay outside the Floodway right-of-v/ay on private property, and the land-

o\^rr.er denied permission to dig. For this reason, only the N half of

Mound 2 was excavated.

A single carbon-l4 date was obtained from the Fidler Mounds. IË

was made on a smal1 sample of scattered bits of charcoal recovered from

the floor of the central burial pit, not far from Burial 13. The date,

obtained from the Saskatchewan Research Council, was 380+ 80 years B.P.

(3-225) or about A.D. 1570.

Level and unit record sheets, notebooks, sketches, black-and-

v¡hite prints and colour slides frorn 1963, together with my ra\^/ data, ate

on file at the Anthropology Laboratory, UníversiËy of ManiEoba.
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Introduction

The following is an invenËory of the Fidler Mound burials, listed

according to location (by excavation unit and distance form arbi-txary

datum G-0), relation to ground level (AGS/Bcs-above/below ground sur-

face), grave form, if determinable, mode of disposal, ngmber of bones

per i4dividual, the number, aBê, and sex of the j-ndividuals, any anomaly

(geneËic oddity) or pathology present, and associations, such as arti-

facts. Locations of burials aïe given pictoïially in Figs. 3 and 4.

Burial lzL-L2 (Plate 1a)

CHAPTER 2

Burial Tnventory and Mound Structure

Location: UniË B, 12.9 rnetres E of G, 4.5 rn S of 0, 43 centimetres AGS'

in topsoil on Ëhe outer slope of Mound 1.

Grave: none.

Mode: none appaïent. Bones were clumped in alr. area 36 cm NS by 26 cm

EW, and l-0 cm from Ëop Ëo bottom of the bones.

Individuals: 2 of indeËerminate sex; I adolescenË about 18 years of age,

and 1 adult, the latter represented by I skul1 fragmenË. The former

was represented. by 55 skull fragments, right half of a mandible, a right

ulna, right radius, left metacaïpal' left 3rd and 4th metatarsals' and

left fibula. There is a shovel cut on Ëhe mandible; othen'fise the bones

are relatively intact.

Anomaly: os j-nca and mixed dentition in the adolescent.

Pathology: none.

Associatiorts: none.
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Burtal 3: 1-48 (PLaEe 2a)

Location: 12 m E of G, 2.8 ur N of 0, unit c, 28 cn BGS, in rhe depressed

centre of Mound 1.

Grave: none. A rockpile (Feature 5) lay over the SW part of the burí41;

historic glass and tin cans v/eÏe found on top of the rocks.

Mode: possibly disËurbed secondary burial.

Individuals: a) adult male, 30 years of age, b) adult 40 years of age"

c) child, 6 years of age. Individual a) consists of a right humerus,

lef¡ radius, and skull fragments; b) consists of a left ulna and right

humerus; c) is represented by a right innominate. In addition, there

is a left calcaneus, right Ëalus, left navicular, 2 metatarsals, 1 foot

phalanx, 3 ríb fragments, 1 cervical vertebra, 1 thoracic vertebra, and

3 unidentifiable Pieces.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: none.

AssocÍations: maülnal long bone fragmenË; a few red ochre sËains on 2

bones, a hr:merus and a navícu1ar.

Burial 4: 1-49 (Plate 2b)

Location: Unit I1' 6.4 m E of G, 0.20

near the central depression of Mound

Grave: none.

Mode: possíb1e disturbed primary interment. The bones of the upper

body of the main individual vrere 15 crn higher than the lower body'

Individuals: a) a male 30 years of age, b) an adolescent less than 14

years, c) a child 3-4 years, d) an adult of indeEerminate sex- Indivi-

dual a) consists of a left humerus, left ulna, left femur, left and

m S of 0, on the ground surface'

1.
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right ttbia, left ftbula, lefË scapula, and a lumbar vertebra. Indivídual

b) consists of a rlghË femur and ríght tibia. Indlvldual c) is represen-

Ëed by a sacrum fragment. Individual d) consists of a right femur. In

additÍon, there are 2 skull fragments, 1 immature metacarpal, a left 4th

metatarsal, a hand phalanx, 6 rib fragments, and 5 unidentifiable pieces.

There vras much breakage and apparent "shovel-shock" on the bones.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: swelling and peri-ostitis ín the left tibia and fibula of a),

and arthritic lipping on the associaËed lumbar vertebra. There v¡ere

smal1 cutmarks on the right tibia.

Associations: red ochre on the left tibia of a)

Burial 5: I-97

Location: Unit

Grave: rlone.

Mode: possible secondary burial; the long bones were oriented EI^I. The

burial dimensions vrere 48 cm EI^I by 20 cm NS, and the bone concentration

was 12 cm deep.

Indivíduals: a) a male 30 years of age, b) an adult 25 years of age,

índeterminate sex. Individual a) is represented by L2 skull fragments

and a lef t humerus; b) by a right humerus. A tibia I¡Ias lost in the

field, and a fooË phalanx makes up the rest of the bones.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: none.

Associations: none.

Burial 6: 1-98

(Plate 3a)

F, 9.7 m E of G, 0.6 ia N of 0, 50 crn BGS.

Location: Unit H,7.9m Eof G, lmNof 0,50crnBGS.
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Grave: none.

Mode: possibly disturbed prirnary interment; its dimensions rrere 80 crn

ìIIü-SE by 30 crn SW-NE, wiÈh the heaviest bone concentration in an area

30 crq SW-NE by 25 crn NI^I-SE. The bone concentration is 5 cn thick.

Individuals: a chlld, about 3 years o1d. Bones vrere a left scapula,

right clavicle, 17 rib fragments, 5 cervical vertebrae and a centrum,

and 5 unidentifiabl-e pieces.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: none.

Associations: 2 faunaL bones, a shaft fragment and a foot bone.

Burial 7: 1-99 (Plate 3b)

LocaËion: Unit Il, 8.5 rn E of G, 0.9 rn S of 0, 70 crn BGS.

Grave: a basin-shaped pit in the clay subsoil was clear. A elay lens

23 cm AGS may indícate that the piË was dug before the mound was buílË

up. At its top Ëhe piË measured 87 cm NS by 95 cm Ei^I; at its bottom,

65 en NS by 93 cn EW.

Mode: primary intermenÈ, resÈíng on the back and right side, arrns tíghtly

flexed, legs tightly flexed, legs and head pointed to the right. Orien-

tation was Ehl with the head to the E. Diraensi-ons were 85 cm EW by 57

cm NS, and Èhe burial was 25 cm thíck.

Individuals: adult male about 30-35 years of age, nearly complete ex-

cept for some carpals, cuboids, hand phalanges, manubriuu and sternuu,

and the hyoid. The mandible has been lost in storage. The condiËion

of the bones is excellent.

Anomaly: rrone.

PaËtr-ology: gross swelling of the right tibia, fibula, radius, aud ulna;

Lrephination of the skul1 jusË belor"¡ and to the right of lambda on the
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occÍpital bone.

Associations: greeri st.ains on the right wrist bones, and red ochre on

the right arm bones. A trumpeter .lqan ulna, drilled for a whistle,

r.vas found by the left shoulder, p .-a11e1 to the neck; a brown chal-ce-

dony biface v/as found betr,.¡een the ribs and left scapula, and another

on the right humerus; an unretouched cherË flake was found above Ëhe

left hip socket on the innominate; a polished drilled bone lay across

the ulna whÍ-stJ-e; and a flat scratched bird humerus lay 14 cm from Ëhe

right forearm.

Burial B: 1-118 CPlate 4a)

Location: 10.8 m E of G, 2.6 m N of 0, Unit F, 90 cn BGS, in the central

disturbed area of Mound 1.

Grave: none.

Mode: indeterminate; the bones vrere scattered over an area 110 cm Etr^I by

90 cm NS, and the concentrat.ion was 20 c:n deep.

Individuals: a) a male 30-35 years of age, b) an adolescent less Ëhan

15 years of age. Individual a) consists of a left clavi-cle, righÈ

huuerus, left ulna and radj-us, left and right femur, 1efË tibia, and

left and rÍght fibula. Individual b) is represented by a left humerus

and u1na, skull fragment, and right radius. In addition, there were 7

rib fragments, 1 cervícal, 1 thoracic, and 1 lumbar vertebra, and a

lumbar fragment,. There was shovel breakage on the left ulna a¡d radíus

of a).

Anomaly: none.

PaËhology: none.

Associations: red

skull fragment of

ochre staj-ns on the legbones of the adult and on the

the adolescent.
23



Burial 9: 1-l-19 (Plate 4a)

Location: Unit F, 9.3 m E of G, 2.6 m N of 0, 84 cm BGS, near the bottom

of the central piË in Mound l.

Grave: see Feature 4.

Mode: possible disturbed primary sitting interment (legs and feet are

upright). The burial measured 22 cm NS by 20 cm EhI, and was 40 cn thick.

Individuals: a child, about B years of age, consistíng of. 2 sku1l ftag-

ments, mandible, left clavicle, left and right humerus' right ulna,

right radius, parË of a lst meËaearpal, I femur fragmenË, left and ríght

tibia, left and right fibula, left and right calcaneus, left and right

talus, left and right navicular, 6 metatarsals, complete foot phalanges'

2 ribs and a fragment, a cervical vertebra and a centruü, and a right

ischium"

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: small lesion

fibula, and mandible.

Associations: red ochre

may be associated with

Burial 10: l-120 (Plate 4b)

Location: Unit K, 6,7 m E of G, 3.2 m N of 0' on the GS, in the slope

into the depression of Mound 1.

Grave: darker area of earth around the burial, not clearly defined. 0f

softer earth, this area extended about 37 cm S and W of Burial 10 and

was roughly circular, with an estimated diameter of 130 crn.

Mode: possibly very disturbed primary burial. There are shovel marks

on sone of the bones.

on the left humerus; small cuts on the elavicle'

stains present on several bones.

FeaËure 4, and Burials 13 and 14.

This burÍa1
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IndÍviduals: a) adult male, 35-40 years of age, b) adolescent, LB-20

yeaïs of age. Tndividual a) conslsts of 4 sku11 fragments, mandible,

left clavicle, ríghË scapula, left and right ínnominate, left and right

humerus, left and right ulna, left radius; left and righË femur, left

and rÍ-ght tibÍa, left fibula, sternum, sacrum, aË1as vertebra, B Ëhoracic

and 3 lumbar vertebrae. Individual b) consists of a left humerus, u1na,

and tíbia. There is, in addition, a right hamate, right calcaneus,

righL talus, J-efË 2nd metatarsal, 21 ribs, and 78 unidentifiable pieces.

Anomaly: there is a small medial condyle on the adult left humerus.

Pathology: in the adult, a cavity in Ëhe lower right 3rd molar, and

alveolar resorption.

AssociaËions: large mammal calcaneus, unworked, on the upper body bones

of the burlal.

Burial 11: L-LZL (Plate 5a)

Location: Unit K, 6 m E of G, 2.5 m N of 0, 25 cm BGS, on the exËTeme

I^I edge of the depression in Mound 1.

Grave: shallow pit in Ëhe clay subsoil, irregular in outline and follov¡-

ing past the burial dimensions, measuring 152 crn NNE-SSW by 7O cm EI^I.

The burial was 37 cm thick, and there were 4 large rocks on top of it'

the highest one being about 25 cm above the burial.

Mode: partly flexed primary intermenË, lying prone. It measured

NNE-SSüI by 40 cm EW, and had broken upper legs and pelvis due to

rocks. The mandible faced N.

Individuals: adult male, 30-40 years of age, consisting of a skull f.rag-

ment, rnandiblerleft scapula, lefÈ clavicle, left and right humerus, left

ulna, left radius, 3 left carpals, 2 riglnt metacarpals, left and right

25
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femur, left and ríght tibia, left fibula, left calcaneus, 1efË talus,

left cuhoid, 2 cuneiforms, 3 left and 5 right metatarsals, 14 phalanges,

6 ribs and 16 pieces, a thoracic vertebra, 5 lunbar vertebrae, 3 sacral

fragments, left and right innominates, and 78 fragments.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: arthritic lipping in the lumbar vertebrae and on the cuboid,

extreme alveolar resorption on the left mandible and an abscess on the

right, and a fused os metatarsum on the medial base of the 2nd metatar-

sal.

Associations: red ochre ís present on the lumbar vertebrae and the right

phalanges. In the lumbar area, there rvas a worked antler with a broken

end that may have once accommodated a hafted beaver-tooth.

BrríaL I2z 1-122 (Plate 5b)

Location: Unit Q, 8.5 m W of G, 13 n S of 0, 15 cm BGS, measured at the

top of the skul1. The only buría1 found ín Mound 2, this was locaËed

on the out,er NI^i slope of the mound.

Grave: none.

Mode: prÍmary burial, supine, v¡ith knees slightly flexed. A flat líme-

stone slab was found on the chest, and 2 other rocks lay beside Ëhe

right femur. Oriented NS, head t.o the N, the burial measured 108 cm NS

by 75 em EI^i, and was 20 cm thick.

Individuals: an adult female, over 20 years of age, consisting of a

skull and mandible, a right scapula and a fragment, right c1avic1e, lefË

and right (fragment) humerus, right ulna, right radius, 1st metaearpal,

left and right fernur, left and right tibia, left and right fibula, left

calcaneus, left talus, hand phalanx, 4 ribs and 5 fragments, 6 cervical
vertebrae, left and right innominate, and BB fragments. The bones are
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stained reddish-bror+n and are very warped and

has decayed.

Anomaly : none deternined.

Pathology: rrone determined"

Associat.ions: rocks (see above).

Burial 13: L-L23 (Plate 6a)

LocaËj^on: Unit F, 9.8 m E of G, 2.2 m S of 0, 1 m BGS, in the central

burial pit (Feature 4) of Mound 1.

Grave: the same large pl-t that held Burials B, 9, and 14. The depËh was

135 cn BGS at excavation. At its bottom, the piE was oval and measured

250 cm NS by 210 crn EW. The floor \ras covered with charcoal flecks, from

wh;ich a sample was taken for carbon-dating.

Mode: primary sitting or sËanding burial, facing N. Only Ëhe lower legs

remained, standing upright r,¡ith the feet flat on the floor. The remains

covered an area 32 em NS by 22 cm EW, and reached a heíght above the

floor of 32 cm.

Individuals: a) adult male, 25-30 years of age, b) adult of indeterninate

sex, c) a child about 8 years of age. Individual a) consisËs of left

and ríght humerus, u1na, radius, femur, tibía, and fibula, and compleËe

foot-bones, excepË for the right 5th metatarsals. Individual b) is re-

presented by a left fibula, and c) by 3 ribs. Extra bones include a

pisiform, left lst meLacarpal, hand phalanx. The bones of a) were artí-

culated normally.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: none.

AssociaËions: red ochre stains were on the legs of a), and 40 cm N of

the feet was a sma11 red pottery vessel, heavily fragmented, on the pit
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floor.

Burial L4'. L-L24

Location: Unit F,

cm BGS.

Grave: see Burial 13.

Mode: primary sitting buríal (based on the position of the left foot)

fací¡rg N, and scattered over an area 60 cm NS by 62 crn EW.

Individual-s: a) adult female, about 25 years of age, b) a child abouË 4

years of age. Individual 1 consists of aleft radius, left fibula, right

fibula, and left calcaneus, tal-us, navícular, 6 metatarsals, 1-6 phalan-

ges. Indivídual b) consists of 2 skull fragments and 3 rib fragments.

In addition, there were 2 carpals, 6 metacarpals, and 2 fragments.

Anornaly: none .

Pathology: arthritic lipping on Ëhe toes of a).

Associations: red ochre stains were found on a fibula fraguent, there

was the broken epiphysis of a large marnmal cannon bone, and a mollusc

she1l (L:tggntg sp?) on the pit floor, open side down, having a smal1

hole drilled near the umbo.

(Plate 6a)

9.7 m E of G, 2.7 m N of 0, 30 cm E of Burial 13, 130

Burial 15: l--]-,25

Location: Unit L,

1ip of Mound 1.

Grave: subsoil pít, an irregular circle 116 cm NS by LL4 cm Etr^I at the

top (skull level) arrd 26 cm deep, with inr¡ard sloping r.ralls, so that the

botËon dimensions vlere only slightly less than those at the top.

Mode: a slumped sitting semi-flexed primary burial, measuring 80 cm NS

by 63 cm EW and 28 cm thick. The position of the right scapula in the
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pit wall indícated the former sittíng posture, facing I^l wíth the legs

f lexed and hands in the 1-ap.

Individual-s: a female adult 25-30 years of age, nearly complete except

for a few teeth, the carpalsr seme metacarpals, and the hyoid. The

skeleton r,¡as in excellent condition.

Anomaly: os inca.

Pathology: healing lesion over the left orbit, 3 nnn deep and 6.5 rnm in

diameËer; deviation of nasal bones to the left, and possible swelling of

the nasal region.

Associations: none.

Burial 16: L-2LL (Plate 7a)

Location: Unit X, 14 n E of G, 2.9 m N of 0, level with the ground sur-

faee on the E edge of the dist.urbed centre of Mound 1.

Grave: shallorr pit noË intrusive into the subsoil, its W boundary obli-

terated, but wiËh diuensions of abouË 76 cm NS by 68 cn Etr^i at the burial

1eve1, and extendíng 25 cm below and 14 cm above the burial, with 45o

sides where sídes r,¡ere noted.

Mode: secondary bundle burial; the long bones are oriented NS with

skullcaps situated to Ëhe E of the bundle. Burial dimensions r.{ere

cm NS by 50 cm EW, and 20 cn thick.

Individuals: a) adulË ma1e, 25-30 years of age, b), c), and d) indeter-

minaËe-sexed adults, 20-25 years of age. Individual a) consists of a

skul1 fragment, left and right humerus, and a left femur. Individual

b) is represented by a skull fragment, left and right humerus, and a

right u1na. Individual c) consists of a left huroerus, right u1na, right

femur, left and right tibia, and left fibula, and Individual d) consists

of a right humerus and tíbia. The right humerus of c) r¡as stolen in the
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fle1d.

Anomaly: t\,ro humeri, J- ttbia and l- femur are very lighË and porous, and

show shovel damage.

Pathol-ogy: none .

Associations: red ochre stain on a right humerus.

Burial 17a: L-2L2i LTbz I-2L3

Location: UniË Y, 7.1 m E of G, 2.3

of the depression in Mound 1.

Grave: an irregular pit at the level of the burial, 105 cm EW by 102 cn

NS, sloping to a bottom diameter of about 85 cm NS and 54 cra EI^I. ToËal

burial- thickness was 30 cm.

Mode: L-2L3 r¡ras a primary flexed buríal on i-Ës right side, oriented NS,

head to the N and facing W; l-2L2 was scattered on top of I-2L3. The

1atÈer was arË1culaËed at some poínts, so may have been a re-interred

priroary burial. This burial was scatÈered over ¿m area Beasuring 97 cm

EW by 79 cn NS; l-2L3 measured 83 cm NS by 47 crn EI^t. Together the buríals

measured 24 cm thick.

Individuals: Burial L-2L2 consists of 3 indivíduals: a) is represented by

a skull, mandible, manubrium and sternum, right scapul-a, l-eft and right

innominate, left and right humerus, ulna, radius, femur, tibia, and fibula'

right talus, right navicular, 10 ribs, 9 thoracic and 2 lumbar vertebrae;

b) consist.s of a maxilla fragurent; and e) consists of an unfused basilar

body. These individuals are respectively an adult female over 40 years

of age, an indeterminate-sexed adu1t, also over 40, and a chlld about 10

years of age. There are also a hama¡s, 4 metacarpals, 2 meÈatarsals, 5

hand phalanges, and 49 fragments. Burial L-2L3 consísts of a skul1 (1osË
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in storage), mandible, l-eft and rlght scapula, humerus, c1avicle, u1na,

radius, femur, tibia, fibul-a, calcaneus, 2 metacarpals, a DetaËarsal,

navicular, cuneíform, a manubríum and sternum, 30 rib fragment.s, 4 eer-

vical, 12 thoracic, and 5 lumbar vertebrae, and left ínnominate. This

burial is of an adult femal-e, 30-35 years of age.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: Individual a), I-2L2, has a short left ulna and right tÍbia

and fibula; the corresponding navicular and calcaneus are grossly defor¡ned.

The lumbar vertebrae are arthritic. The Ëeeth are very r¡¡orn. There are

2 healing lesions on the frontal bone, 1 above each orbit. The índivídual-

in 1-213 shows resorption Ín the mandible and slight lipping of the lumbar

vertebrae.

Associations: a pottery pípe in 3 píeces, 2 on Ëhe skull of 1'-2L2, the

3rd rrnder the ribs of L-213, was found. There was also a piece of. gra-

nular schist on the right innominate of I-2L2.

Burial 18: ].-2]-4

Location: Unít X,

of Mound 1.

Grave: very shallow pít slightly into Ëhe clay subsoil, 65 cn NS by 48 cn

EI^I. The wall profiles shor+ed breaks in the soíl above, ard 2 thin lenses

of c1ay, making this a possible intrusive burial.

Mode: primary flexed burial on its left side and oriented NS (head to the

S and facing E); iË measured 49 cm NS by 3l cm EW, and was about 18 em

Ëhick.

(Plate 8a)

15 nr E of G, 3.5 n N of 0, 27 cm BGS, belo¡v Ëhe E rj-m

Individuals: a child, 4-6 years of age, consisting of a sku1l fragment,

a left nandible, right humerus, right radius, left and right femur, left

and right tibia, right fibula, 2 ribs, a left ilium, and a fer+ foot bones.
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Anomai-y: none.

Pathol-ogy: none.

Associations: 3 artifacts near the skul1: a beaver incÍsor hafted in an

antler, 13 cm ShI of the skull, a worked stone baton 6 crn SE of the skullt

and part of a highly poltshed moose/elk mandible 7 cm NE of the skull.

Burial 19: I-2L5

Location: UnÍ-t Z,

rim of Mound 1.

Grave: a pit about 30 cm ínto the clay subsoil, oval-, and measuring

130 crn EtrI by 64 cn NS.

(Plate Bb)

11.9 m E of G, 6.8 rn N of 0, 45 cm BGS, under the N

Mode: primary parËly flexed burial , supine, oriented EI^t r¿ith the head to

the W. The legs rùeTe at right angles to the trunk and flexed at the

knees, and lay over to the right. The left forearm lay across the trunk;

the right arm T¡ras fu11y flexed wiLh the hand under the chin. Burial di-

mensions were 110 cm EW by 55 cm NS and 20 cm thick.

Individuals: a) adult male, 25-30 years of age, b) an adult 20-25 years

of age. Individual- a) eonsists of a skul1, mandible, sacrum, left c1a-

vicle, left and right scapula, left and r1-ght innomlnate, left and right

humerus, u1na, radius, femur, tibia, fibula, a sternum, 12 thoracic and

5 lumbar vertebrae; Individual b) of a sku1l fragment. In addition, there

are 2 carpals, left and right calcaneus.,-o? cuboid, a metatarsal , and 19

rib fragments.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: none.

Assocíations: red ochre stains on the face of Ëhe older adult, as well as

green sËains (frora copper?) on the occipit.als, Ëemporals, and parietals.

A flat copper ring was found on the lefL ribcage near Lhe roidshaft of the
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left humerus.

Burial 20: L-222

Location: 7.4 m E of G, 3.5 m N of 0, bul-ldozed from Mound 1 near the E

wall of the K extens j-on, 50 cm BGS.

Grave: some evidence of a pit in the clay subsoil; it may have been round,

abouË 97 cm ín diameter and more than 20 cm deep (the Ëop had been scraped

off by the bulldozer).

Mode: disturbed primary burial, parËly flexed, oriented NS with the head

(missing) projected to have pointed S, and the body lying on its left

side. Burial dimensions .r¡rere about 75 cm EW by 30 cm NS and 18 cm thick.

(probleunnatic, as the burial had been scraped Ëo Ëhe I{).

Individuals: a) an adult male, 25-30 years of age, b) an adulË, índeter-

minat,e as t,o age and sex, c) a child of indeterminate age, d) an adult

of indeËermin¿¡. age and sex. Individual a) ocnsj-sËs of a sacrum, left

and right innominaËe, right humerus, left and right ulna, right radius,

left and right femur, left and right tibia, left and right fibula. In-

dividual b) ís represented by a ríght ulna, Indívidual c) by fooË bones,

and Individual d) by a left calcaneus. In addition, there were a capitate,

right patel1a, left and right calcaneus, left. talus, left and right cuboid,

and a cuneiform, 8 metatarsals, 12 phalanges, 2 ribs, and 46 fragments.

There \¡ras some bulldozer damage to the bones.

Anomaly: none.

Pathology: arthritic roughening of the right femur head of a), and of the

corresponding innominate acetabulum.

Associations: some red ochre stains on the bones.
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Burlal 2l-: L-223

Location: 6.2 m E of G, 1.6 ¡n N of 0, under tree-roots near Èhe E wall

of Unit Y, 40 crn BGS. The tree \{as uprooted by rhe bulldozer.

Grave: a pit in the clay subsoil, measuríng 53 cm NS by 87 crn EW, and

about 28 cn deep.

Mode: primary flexed burial, on its left side, oríented EW, head to the

E, measuríng 75 cm EI^I by 43 cm NS and 19 cm thick.

Individuals: a) a female about 18 years of age, b) a chíld about, 4 years

of age, c) and d) adults of indeterminate age and sex. Individual a) con-

sists of a sacrum, right c1avic1e, left and right scapula, sternun, skull,

mandible, left and right innominaËe, left and ríght humerus, ulna, radius,

fenurr Ëibia, fibula, 4 cervical, 11 thoracic, and 5 lumbar vertebrae.

Indivídual b) is represented by a left radius and an immature tibia; In-

dividuals c) and d) by a calcaneus each. In addition, there are a left

talus, a cuboid, a metatarsal, 23 rlbs arrd 24 fragments.

Anomaly: Íì.one.

Pathology: in a), a healing lesion in the g1abel1ar region of the sku1l,

with a cut in its uiddle. There is also a depressíon in the right par-

ietal bone on Ëhe sagittal suture nearly halfway beËr¿een bregrra and lam-

bda.

Assocíatíons: the ulna of a trumpeter swan, shaft smoothed.

In addition to the above burj-als, there were human bone fragnents

found throughout, the fill of rhe 2 mounds. Nearly every part of the body

I¡ras represented, as $/ere the rough age-gïoups of infant/child, adolescent,

and adult. The total of fragments r¡ras 1725; of this, 40 r,qere found ín

Mound 2. An estimate of possible number of individuals, made on the long

bones aud major flat bones such as the innominate, yíelded a possibl-e 12

infants and young children and 9 adults and adolescents. The great major-
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ity of bones and fragments hTas concentrated ín UniËs C, F, G, J, L, X,

and Z--aLl- elËher central to, or tor.{ards the NE perl-phery of, Mound 1.

This roay reflect the concentratlon of pasË excavators on the centre of

the mound, and the deposition/redeposiËion of backfill.

Suirnnary

The relationships of Ëhe buríals to the natural ground surface

ranged frorn 43 cm above it to 130 crn below iË, with a mean of 44 cu BGS.

MosË of Ëhe burials lay on or v/ithin the 23.7 elevation level (see Fig.

l), which may have represented the rim of the mound. Mound 2 had been

so dÍsturbed that it l-s estlmated that further work on it, had the exca-

vators had permíssion Ëo dig the ShI half (see above, p. 16), would have

yielded little or nothing; the mound cenËre had been almost completely

hollowed out by earlier excavations and by the diggíng of a root-cellar.

Grave outlines were evídent for 14 burials. Of these, 3 (1f9, L3

and 14) were located in Feature 4, assumed to have been the central

chamber of Mound 1 (see Fig. 3). The rest were loeated all around the

central depression outside Ëhe bounds of Feature 4. All graves were oval-

or round, all tended to taper inward as they deepened, and most went for

some depth into the subsoil (exceptions: Burial 10, a possibly dísturbed

primary burial, and Burial 18, a primary flexed burial just ínto the

subsoi-l). Of the 14 burials found in graves, 1-1 were primary, 1 com-

prised both prirnary and secondary burials, and 2 were secondary bundle

buríals

Due t.o disturbance, it was dífficult to ascertain the original

disposition of many of Ëhe burials, but some estimations of positiorl can

be made. Burials 9, 13 and 14, all r,rithin an approximat.e 3-metre space,

r¡rere assumed to have been sitting burials, in view of the anaËomical po-
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sl-tl-on of the remaÍning bones; for example, the tlbÍae of Burlal 13 were

uprtght and articulated wl-th the feeË. Buríal 15 was once a sítting

burial, indicated by the sl-umped posture of the skeleton and the location

of the right scapula in the r,¡all of the pit markíng the original position

(see Plate 6b).

Fl-exed burials, and those possibly buried on Ëheir sides or backs

included Burial 7 (on its right side and back, arms and legs tightly

flexed), Buríal 11 (prone, slighËly f1-exed legs), Burial 12 (supine,

knees slightly bent), Burial 17b (on iËs rlght side, tightly flexed),

Burial 18 (on its left side), Burial 19 (on its right side, arms fu1-1y

flexed and legs parËJ-y so), BuriaL 20 (on iËs left side, partly flexed),

and Burial- 21 (on íËs left side, partly flexed). 0f these, tfl.,L, 7,2, 20

arrd 2L have been dÍsturbed, but noE enough to destroy the origínal

pattern.

Oríentation of the burials varied. Of the secondary bundles, Burial

2 lined up NS, Burial 5 EW, and Burial 16 NS. Others classed as bundles

r¿ere of indeternínate oríentation. Of the primary burials, Burial 7 Iay

EW and faced N, Burial 10 lined up NS, Burial 11 lined up NS, Burial 12

lay NS and faced E, Burial 15 lay EI,i and faced S, Burial 17b lay NS and

faced W, Burial 18 1ay NS and faced tri, Burial 19 lined up EI{ and faced

S, Burial 20 1ay NS, and BuriaL 2L Lay EW and faced S. The upright cen-

tral-chamber burials faced varied directions: Burial 9 faced N, Burial

13 faced NE, and Burial 14 faced N.

Grave furnit.ure T¡ras sparse. There were rocks on Burial 3, some

over Buría1 11, and I on the chest ar'd 2 by the right Lhigh of Burial 12.

Stains of red ochre were present on Buri-als 3, B, 9, and 11' and on iso-

lated bones in Burials 13 (1egs), 14 (1 fíbula), 16 (1 hurnerus), 19 (face)
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and 20 (índeËernlnate).

Pottery was assocíated wÍth on1-y 2 burials: Burfal 13 ( a red in-

cised pot, fragmenËed, lay 40 cm N of the feet), and Burial 17 (3 Parts

of a pottery pipe). Líthics \,lere also few; 2 chal-cedony knives and an

unmodifíed chert flake v/ere associated r¿ith BurfaL 7; a lump of schist

was associated wÍth the skull of Buría1 17b; and a notched stone baton

r.^¡as found near the skull of Burial 18. Bone tools were associated with

Burials 2, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, 18, and 21-, and were either cuËting or dig-

ging tools, or cerenonial items (see ChapCer 4). One shell item was

associated wl-th Burial 14, and was a half-shell from a riveT slam' mod-

ified only ln the drillíng of a hole for hanging on a string (see Chapter

4) . Indications of the presence of copper artj-facts \¡Iere present in greerl

stains on the bones of Burials 7 and 19; the only such artifact was a

ring found wíth the adult in Burial 19.

Mound Struct,ure

Nine feat.ures r¡rere noted durlng excavation of the mounds; Ëhese in-

cluded pits, rockpíles and wood remains. Some r¡rere apparenËly recent'

from hlstoric use. FeaËure 1 was the remaÍns of an hísËorlc trash pit.

Located in Unit F, Level 3, it was found in the N wa11, and its dimensions

r,rhen found were 11 .B crn SL{-NE, and 10 cm Ëhick, at a depth from the sur-

face of 28 cm. It consisted of a layer of charcoal mixed with powdery

llmestone, físh and fagnal bone, glass, crockery, metal and ash. There

was eonsiderable root inÊrusion into the feature. Feature 2 was a pít

ín the N wall of UniË C, possibly representing recent disturbance- The

soil in the indeterminate-shaped pit was light brovm and streaked with

clay, and the boundaries of the pit were of r.¡hite c1ay. Nothing was

found in the pit. It lay 91 cm below the surface, aad r'¡as about 25 w
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long and thtck. Feature 3 was a pit in the E wall of Unft C, with a N

border of bl-ack soil and a S one of white clay. The soil wfthin the pit

r¿as mottled. Like Feature 2, of whích ft nay have been part., it was 91

cm below Ëhe surface. It measured 31 cm in width and 18 cm ln thickness

when first noted. Nothing rdas found in it, excepË for a streak of orange

clay, of which no sample was taken. This may have been recent distur-

bance. Feature 4 was a large (254 cm 1ong, 213 crn wíde) round pít sunk

about 94 cm fnto the subsoil in Unit G. It was first noticed about L6B

cm BGS. Located roughly at the centre of Mound 1, and associated wíËh

Burials B, 91 13 and L4, i-x was judged Ëo be the central chamber of the

mound. Previous excavations (before 1963) r'¡ere estimated to have come

within 31 crn of the pit floor on its W side and 10 cm on the E" The

carbon-dating sample taken from this feature came from the pit floor in

the SW corner of the feature. Feature 5 was a pile of 15 rocks, each

abouË 13 cm in diameter. The material was thought to be granite. The

pile was in Unit C, Level 16, 36 cm BGS, and measured 61 cm by 60 cm' NS

and Etr^I respectÍvely. Its assocíaËions included Burial 3, charcoal (un-

sarnpled), and glass and tin cans. Feature 6 was a layer of white ash

and scatËered charcoal in the floor of Unit F, about 70 cn BGS. It mea-

sured about 53 cm EW and 69 cm NS, ar.d 2 cm thick. It lay in a slight

depression, and was topped by tin cans and other historic trash. Feature

7 was also an ash lens, white in colour with flecks of charcoal, locaËed

in Unit S. It forrned a broad band at the W end of the unit, and seemed

to occur in patches 1n the E end. It was in Level 1, and measured 2.5 m

EW and 2 u NS, and was 2-3 cm thíck. It lay between 11 cm BGS at the NE

corner ar^d 29 cn at the W end of the unit. Associated r¿ere glass, croc-

kery, roetal , and yellow ash, the latter in a patch j-n Ëhe SE corner.
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Feature 8 was the remains of an o1d root-cellar ín UniË T, Mound 2. UniL

T measured 2 m NS and 4 rn EI{, and the rooË-celLar remal-ns nearly filled

ft, and obvlously contlnued beyond al-l- but the N wall. About 30 cn BGS,

the cellarts main feature was collapsed walls of rough-hewn bearas (oak?)

held together with both round and square nails. These were clearly the

walls of the cell-ar Ëhat was functioning when the mound was photographed

by Nickerson (Capes 1963: Plate XVII). It was estimated to have been 5

n square ar.d L-2 m deep. Feature 9 was a charcoal lens in Unit X, LeveJ-

1. It lay about 8-16 cnn BGS, was 8 cm Ëhick, and measured 111 cm NS by

168 crn EW. Assoclated were a flake, a bit of shell, and unburnt f.rag-

ments of glass and bone. Charcoal was gathered for a sample, buË riever

submitted for testing; the field supervisor thought that the lens vras an

ol-d burnt root system.

The heawy disturbance of the mounds made it difficult for the ex-

cavation crew to identify features. Those 9 which !¡ere recorded were

identified after they had already been partly excavated, and no pedestal-

l-J-ng of them was done. Few so1l or other samples were t,aken, aod those

Ëhat were are very sma1l and not useful for analytical purposes. Profíles

and photographs of the feat.ures lacked clarity. All that cari nour be said

about the features is that /18 \,ras assuredly an hístoric root-cellar, post-

dating the 1880rs (see McCharles 1BB7), that ll4 was the remnant of a cen-

tral burial chamber, and that i/1, 6, and 7 were most 1ike1y the resulË

of the nuisance-grounds stage of use of the mounds by European setË1ers.

The identification of the oËher features is uncertain.

The profiles through rhe mounds (Figs. 5 & 6) shor¿ t,he extent of the

disturbance. Mound 2 was more disturbed, with much grey clay broughË to

the surface from the subsoil. Mound I showed heawy disturbance (the fish-
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bone pit in Unit G was hl-storlc, associated wÍth metal- hooks), but the

remaíns of Ëhe central- burial pit, and possibly the lasË traces of r'vhat

may have been a baked whlte clay floor (the lenses of clay in unlts F

and, G, Fig. 5), were stíl-1 evident. The profiles also suggest, in Ëhe

degree of upheaval- of the humus and the brown layer and clay, that Ëhe

mounds were originally much more coD.centrated and narrovl than Ëhe 1963

contours, and that they had been flattened and dispersed by the previous

excavations.
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Procedures

The bones from Ëhe burials vrere sorted into the correct buri-al

units and into individuals per unit, where possible. Determlnatíon of

indíviduals was done by a number of criteria: relaËive síze, aBê, and

colour in some cases. All bones on which measurements and observations

could be made T¡rere so used. Criteria for metrics were taken from Bass

(1971-), Loukides, Thiessen and tr{est (1971), Olivier (L969), and l^lade

C1970), and are nãmed i-n Ëhe pertinent Tables.

Due Èo absence of or damage to skeletal elements, a number of erí-

teria was used for the detern-ination of approximate age. Criteria selec-

ted were those of BennetË (1973): epíphyseal maturation of the pubic

sprphysis, denËa1 eruption, fusion of the basi-occiput wiËh the sphenoid,

ossification of the post-cranial skeleton, and dental atÈrition (1973:5).

The Fidler Mounds skeletons were aged largely on the rate of dental erup-

tion, post,-cranial ossification, and relative size. Age ranges of the

49 individuals is given in Table 1.

Estimates of sex were based on morphologieal criteria described in

Bass (1971), Bennett (7973), and Phenice (L967). Lack of specífíc bones

1ed to reliance on a number of criteria rather Èhan consistent depeadence

on 1 or 2. These criteria included observation of the supra-orbiËal ríd-

ges, the sharpness of the upper orbital edges, palate si.ze, chin shape,

vault bossing, size of nuchal crests, extension of the posteríor end of

the zygomatic process, mastoíd size, saeral shape and rv:idth, sub-pubic

arch, aËtachment of the arcuate ligaurent, sciatic notch width, sacroil-iac

articular area shape, and the presence/absence of a preauricular sulcus.
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In addítion to observatíons, some met.rics

humerus head diameter and robustl-cfty.

fnterval

0-5 years

6-10

11-l_5

L6-20

2L-25

26-30

31-35

36-40

41&up

child

adult

Total

TABLE 1

Age and Sex of Fidler

of the mandíbl-e were used, and

Male

2

6

2

2

Mounds Population

Femal-e

1

2

1

I

1

Indeterrainate

Non-uetric Observations

5

5

2

3

2

3

1

2

1

7

31

A number of cranial and post-cranial rnorphologieal traits were used

in Èhis analysis (see Wade L970 for traits).

Nasal form (concave, convex, concave-convex, Tectangular, hour-

g1ass, triangular) of 5 specimens \¡¡as concave-convex in profile, with

10.20

10. 20

4.08

8.16

L2.24

20.4L

6.L2

6.r2

6.L2

2.04

L4.29

99.98L2

nasal bone shape being hour-glass in 2, triangular in 1, and indetermínate

in 2 due Ëo breakage. There T¡ras no appreciable sex difference.

Brow-ridge forn (continuous, divided, V-shaped; 3 degrees of int,en-
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sity) of 7 specímens rn¡as continuous in 4, and V-shaped in 3. 0n1y t had

pronounced rídges; there seemed to be no sex difference.

Saeittal crest was absent from all specimens.

Temporal lines (3 degrees of intensity) of 5 specimens were míld

in 3, moderaËe in 1, and pronounced in l. Females had the leasË pro-

nounced 1ines.

Nuchal crest (3 degrees of intensity) of 7 specimens was urild in

4, moderate in 3. Females tended Ëo have the less marked crests.

Mastoids (3 degrees of intensity; absence/presence of notch) of 11

specimens $Iere pronounced in 6, moderaËe in 3, and small in 2; there was

no notching. There lras no sex difference.

Auditory meatus (round, oval, square) of 10 specímens was oval in

B, and round in 2. There was rio sex differerlce.

SÈy1oid process (3 degrees of intensity) of 5 specimens T¡/as pro-

nonnced in 2, moderate in l, and small ín 2. There was no sex difference.

Digastric groove (sha1low/deep) of l0 speci-mens was deep in 7 and

shallow in 3. There \¡ras no sex difference.

Depth of mandibular fossa (3 degrees of intensity) of L2 specimens

was shallor,r, moderate, and deep in 4 each. Females Èended to have

shallow or moderately deep fossae.

Pal-atine torus was absent in al1 specimens.

specimens was shelved in 2 and guttered il 1. All of these were females.

Pterion form (H, X, K) of 7 specimens was H-shaped in 5 and K-

shaped in 2. Three of the H-variety and I of the K were females.

0s iaponicum was absent from all specinens.

Mylohvoid bridging (0-2 degrees of Íntensity) of 4 specimens was
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moderate in 3 rlght, mandíbles (2 female, I rnale), and pronounced b1la-

terally in I male. This is at variance with the report in Ossenberg

(1969) r¡hich stated Ëhat the Fidler Mounds materlal had an occurrence of

L2/21 ox 577".

Mandibular Ëorus (absent, small, large) of 4 specimens r¿as small

in all 3 2 of these were females.

Genial tubercles (absent; 2 degrees of intensíty) of 7 speeimens

was urild 1n 5 and pronounced in 2. There vlas no sex difference.

Gonía1 eversion (3 degrees of intensÍty) of 6 specimens was absent

in 1, mild in 1, moderate in 2, and pronounced in 2. There seemed to

be no sex difference.

Coronal wormían bones r./ere present in 4 specimens, 2 of each sex.

Sagíttal wormians \¡Iere present in 4 specimens, 2 of each sex. Lanbdoi-

dal wormians rrere present in 7 specimens, 4 uale and 3 female. Three

specimens, of which 2 were males, had all 3 kinds of wormians preseriË

together. In none of the skulls was there evidence of deformaËion dur-

ing life.

Os inca (absent, unítary, biparËite) was presenÈ in 2 specimens

ín the uniËary (l-piece) form. One r,ras a female.

females and 1 male (1 right, female; 1 left, 1 of each sex), and

terally in I ma1e.

Asterionic bones \¡rere presenË ín 4 specimens, unilaterally

Epipteric bones r¡/ere present in l female; Ëhe one r,rith an os inca.

Supra-orbital foramen (absent, small, double) of 10 specímens was

notched in 4 and in the single foramen form in 6. There seemed to be

no sex difference.

Infra-orbj-tal foramen (absent, smal1, moderate, double) in 8 spe-

ír.2

bila-
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címens r47as small in 3, moderate l-n 3, and doubled in 2. The ones with

doubled foramína were females.

Foramen ovale Þ/as present in all of 6 specimens; there was no sex

difference.

Foramen of Vesalius was absent in all specimens.

Foramen spinosum \¡/as present in 6 specimens; there \¡/as no sex

difference.

Mastoid foramen \¡/as present in 4 specimens; there !üas no sex dif-

ference.

Paríetal foramen r¡ras present in B specimens; there \¡ras no sex

difference.

Mental foramen (absenË, smal1, moderate, double) was small ín 5

and moderate in 3, out of B specimens. There \¡ras no sex diffeTence.

Marginal foramen of tvmpanic plate \,ras present in 2 females, bila-

terally in I and on the ríght side in the other.

Sciatíc notch width (0-2) of 13 specimens l¡as narrow in 7 and wide

in 6. These differences r¡rere not strictly related to sex.

Femur neck-head angle (0-2) of L2 specimens was narrow in 9 and

wíde in 3. There $ras no sex difference.

Condyle-shaft angle (0-2) of 10 specimens \¡ras narrow ín B and wide

ín 2. There \,ras no sex dif f erence.

Third Ërochanter (0-2) of B specimens r¿as small ín 5 and pronounced

in 3. There T^ras no sex dif f erence.

Linea aspera (O-2) of 8 specimens was moderate in 5 and pronounced

in 3. there vras no sex dífference.

Shaft bowing (0-2) was moderate in aLL 4 specimens.

Torsion (0-2) of 10 specimens was moderate in 7 and pronounced in
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3. There r,{as no sex difference, but there seemed to be a línk to disease

and compensatory modífication of bone.

Fovea shape (round, oval , elliptical-) of 10 specimens T¡ras oval in

7 and round in 3. Females tended to have oval foveae.

Septal aperture (3 degrees of intensiry) in B specimens was smal1

ín 4" moderaËe in 1, and large in 3. There \^ras no sex difference.

Tympanic dehiscence (absent, small, large) r^7as present in 2 spe-

cimens, 1 large, 1 small; I of each sex.

Scapular notch (absenË/lresent, small-deep, foramen) in 10 specí-

mens T¡ras moderate ín 5, deep in 4, and in foramen forn in 1. There was

no sex or si-de dífference.

Scapula medj-a1 borders (convex, straight, concave) of 4 specímens

r\7ere convex in 3 and straight in 1. There vzas no sex difference.

Tibia anterior squatting facets (0-2) \.{ere present in B specimens,

both sexes, and were all rooderate in size.

Metrics

In the following Tables are the craníal dimensions taken on 5 re-

latively intact skulls. Of these, L-99 and 1-215 are males. All mea-

surements ¡¿ere taken according to procedures descrÍbed in Bass (f971)

and Olivier (1969); all were taken in millimetres.

According to the standards of cranial indices (Bass L977) the 3

female crania are classifiable as mesocranic while the males are also

mesocranic but in a higher register. As for the ratio of height to

length, the only male skull for which thís could be calculated is hypsi-

cranic, and the 2 female skulls orthocranic. In the ratio of breadth to

height, the 3 skulls ínvolved, 1 male and 2 female' are average. In the
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fronto-parletal rau.ge, all the skulls are very narro\^I. The skulls on

whfch the cranio-facial index could be calculated, 1 of each sex, show

extïeme narrowness of the face. The same applies to the uPper facial

j-ndex. As for the nasal index, the only mal-e sample is platyrrhinic'

whil-e I fernale is J-epÈorryhinic and the other 2 pLatyrxhinLc. The or-

bital index of the single male shows ext.reme nalrowness, and the 2

females aïe narrow and average, respectively. The single roale has an

average-r¡ridth palate, while l female is very narror"r, and the other very

broad.

In the mandibular indices, the ramus index sho\^Is a larger score

for females, the mandibular index shows greater length for females,

breadth-to-length shows rrarrower female scores, and coronoid heíghË-

mandibular length and coronoid height-mandíbular angle show smaller

scores for females. This is the norm. Robustieity in this populaËion

is difficult to determine because of the éma1l male sample (for indices'

see Loukides et aL L97I).
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CRA¡(IAL DII

I'ieasurements
Cranial length

Cranial breadth

I'iinlnurn fro;rtal br.

Bas ion-bregma

C ircunference

Auz'icular: br.

Bimastoid br.

Tota1 facial ht,

Upper facial ht.

Nasal height

Nasal breadth

Nasion-basion

tsas ion-prosthion

L orbital height

R orbital height

L orbital breadth

R orbitaL breaciih

PaIataI height

Palatal breadth

Foramen magnum lt.
Poramen rnagnum br.

Frontal arc

ParietaL arc

Occipital arc

Biporial arc

Frontal chorC

-t
Parietal- chord

occioital chord

Simctic chord

TAtsLE 2

IN int;ls, i.IilL¿R I,I0UNDS S¡i:LI:î0NS

1-
180

140

47

t37

5L5

63

6B

i'ial e s
l-27
1bl

744

4c

7-]'2
L82

140

bc

t32

5?o

6o

6o

109.5

6z

50

?g

52

40

Jo

35.2

41

39"5

42

4)

34

2g

t23

720

125

104

108

5?0

63

6?

123. 5

74

28

--
43. 5

r22

,::

315

111

r'ernales
I-2I2
180

7)B

t+5.5

130

49a

6t .5

óo

101 
-

6g

55.

26. 5

52. 5

106

37

33

40

40"5

53

39

30

)L

120

100

110

3c5

72. 5

56

28.5

53

5t

JÓ

3B

41

41

5?.5

42

40"5

33. 5

t25

t?3

305

111.5

I-22
180

1t+0

4o

500

tt3

6z

. 101

59

47

26

40

42

37

39

118

123

t2a

308

111 Log

50

l11-5 114

87.5

12.

Ltz 94 toj
99.5 705"5 94

Lo7.5 98

z1 11¡T



Index

Cranial

Height-1engËh

Height-breadth

Fronto-parietal

Cranio-facial

Cranial module

L orbital

R orbital

Mean orbital

Nasal

Upper facíal

FronËo-gonial

External palatal

Gnathie

TABLE 3

CRANIAL IND]CES, FIDLER MOI]NDS

Males
L-99 L-2L5

77.77

76.LL

97 .85

33.57

53.57

L52.33

95.12

95.L2

95.r2

s3.77

96.66

80.00

96.22

79.s6

27.77

L-t25

76.92

72.42

94.28

33.57

L-2L2

76.66

72.22

94.23

32.97

50 .00

L49.33

92.50

81.48

86.99

47 .92

LOL.46

208.79

7 3.58

201_.90

r-223

77.77

27.02

113.51

55 .31

245.00

151.33

87.50

89.11

88.46

58.00

256.25 2L0.63

101. 88

76.92
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Measurement

TABLE 4

MANDIBIJLAR MEASUREMENTS, IN

Mandible 1t.

Bicondylar br.

Bigonial br.

L ramus ht.

L ramus min. br.

Symphyseal ht.

Interfor. br.

Coronoid ht.

Body thickness

Mandible angle

Ramus 1Ë.

Corpus 1t.

Condylar lt.

Bicoronoid br.

M2-P1 chord*

M2 ht.

Sy*ph. angle

Monogonial br.

Condylar br.

Monomental hË.

Males
X

LL2.30

L07.20

65.66

39. B3

48.66

69.00

11.33

111. 5'

63.00

80.00

23.33

103.00

30.25

29.660

6.6

9.96

15.40

¡ßfs, FIDLER MOUNDS

Range

110-114

102.5-110

s9-70

39-4L

46-52

63-7 4

L0-a2

LO2-L2r"

55-70

80-80

22-25

96-109

30-30.5

22-39"

s. 8-B

8.6-L2

t5-r6.2

Females

^

r07.13

1,L6.66

95 .30

57 .00

36.60

27 .33

46 .44

60.s0

10.25

110. 25 "

57.00

76.25

20.66

93.90

29.L0

25.70

35.700

5 .50

L0.46

13.00

Range

96.5-115

110-128

91-98

s4-62

33-40

27-28

45-49

s7 -64

9-11

107-115'

s4-62

70-90

L8-22.5

88-99.7

27.5-30.5

22-28.5

20.45"

4.s-6.5

10-11

10-15

*1"f2 refers to 2nd molar; P1 to 1st premolar.
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Index

Ramus

TABLE 5

MANDIBULAR INDICES, FIDLER MOI]NDS

Mandibular

Goniocond

Br. -lL .

Coron. ht.-
mand. lt.

Coron. ht.-
mand. angle

Robusticity

Bigonial-
bicoronoid

Bigonial-
bimenËal

Bieondylar-
mand. 1t.

Ht.-chord

3

2

2

J

3

Males
X

60.95

Range

57.34-66.94

L40.57

6L.37

62.293

2

L28.12-1-56.10

Females
X

4

3

3

4

57.27-64.9L 4

65.91

92.82

83 .30

127.84

s6.95

54.92

40. B0

100. 75

205.55

89 .36

6s.64

L03.46 ' 100.9r-104.80 5

s6 .s0-72.s4

Post-craníal measurement,s and indices for the Fidler Mound popula-

Ëion are given in Tables 6 and 7. Predíctab1y, males tended to have a

longer forearm-Ëo-upper-arm ratio (brachial index) than females. Both

sexes were medium platymeric; and for boËh, the left platycnern-ic index

was medium while the right was narrovr. The crural index (proportion of

tibia to femur) showed a proportionately shorË femur for both sexes.

Range

J

2

s8.03-7 4.44

87 .72-LO0.B9

77 .34-89.s4

L06.66-L40.7L

s3.09-60.42

52-59.8L

36-50

96.28-LO5 .68

t93.6L-214.L3220.68 21L.53-236.99 5

9L.74 84.21-96.46

4

4

4

4

77.87-97 "20

9.66-87 .7L
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Index

L radius-humerus

Rlltt

L humerus-femur

Rrtll

L humerus head

Rrlll

L humerus dist.

Rtrll

L platymeric

Rrr

L pilasteric

Rrt

L platycnemic

Rrt

L tibia-femur

Rrr

L intermembral

TABLE 7

POST-CRANIAL INDICES, FIDLER }'IOUNDS

Males
X

2

1

2

3

3

4

2

4

5

4

5

4

I

7

5

2

4

73.78

t4.79

15 .05

17 .03

89.65

92.57

104.91

108 " 16

70.55

7 4.98

85 .04

Range
Females

nX

72-75.74

L4.36-L5.L6

L4.6t-1s.49

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

.]

61.51

77 .9L

69 .50

70.75

L4.28

14.38

L9.24

18. 66

86.46

97 .87

103.93

106. 19

69.38

73.L3

86.22

78.7s

58.77

Range

7 "86-82.27

73.84-80 .99

68.69-70.62

69 .02-7 3.03

L3.65-L4.66

13 .07-15 .39

L7 .t4-20.25

L6.6L-20

B0-96.1s

77.r4-LL6

92.83-LLL.36

95 .83-113 . 63

63.89-7s

69 .06-80.7 4

84.44-90 .17

69 .53-Bs .09

40 .9A-67 .7 6

L2.60-L9 .34

80. 85-100

78.L2-LO8 .9L

98.34-115.38

100-120

56 .75-82.50

64.63-100 .48

80 . 85-88.29

Stature

The formulae for stature of Genoves (1967) r,¡ere used to calculate

the statures of the Fidler l"lounds populaËíon. As the most commonly

occurring bones \,7ere the tibia and femur, the equations for these bones

were used.
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Bone

Femur

Tibia

Males
x

TABLE B

STATURES, FIDLER MOUNDS

5

9

In English measure, this gives us a group of males with an average

height of 5 feet 6 inches, and a group of females with an average height

of 5 feet 5 inches. The sexes are essentially the same stature, although

they differ in the comparatively longer tibia-to-femur ratío ín females.

Dentltion

The dentition of the Fidler Mounds population \,,/as anaLyzed morpho-

1ogically. Metrics Ì^7ere omitted because of the extrene atErition of Ëhe

teeth, which rendered heighË and r¿ídth measurements meaningless (for

data form see Appendix 1). Imm¿¡sre and partial mandibles were omiËted

from Ëhis analysis, and wíll be discussed later.

Four indivíduals--Burials 2 (a), 10 (a), 11, and L7b--3 males and

1female, r¡rere represented by mandibles. Buríals 7 and 17a (b) were

represented by maxillae (there T¡ras a mandible with Burial 7, but ít is

now lost). Burials having a mandible and maxilla r,¡ere Burials 12, 15,

I7a, 19, ar.d 2L (4 females and I rnale).

No X-rays were Laken of the mandibles or maxillae, but there is

no apparent coD.genital absence of any tooth. There are also no super-

numerary teeth in the population.

Absence frequencíes for each tooth are given in Table 9, on the

following page:
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L73.50

L69.70

Range

L67 .63-178.70

162 .35-178.03

Females
x

4 ]-63.57

L66 .43

Range

ls9.04-168. 88

r6L .97 -r7 3 . 67



Tooth

3rd molar (!t3)

2nd molar (M2)

lst nolar (M1)

2nd premolar (P4)

lst premolar (P3)

canine (C)

2nd incisor (T2)

lst íncisor (f1)

ToËals

TABLE 9

ABSENCE IREQUENCY OF TEETH, FIDLER MOI]NDS

Maxilla
Left RlghË

3

2

0

2

2

1

J

L

L7

3

2

I

3

3

3

5

z
22

Of a possible totaL 224 maxillary ar.d 228 mandibular teeth, out

of 7 maxillae and 9 mandibles, 27 maxlLLary and 26 mandibular Èeeth are

absent due to post-mortem 1oss. The next conÈributing facËor is perío-

dontal disease, accounting for 14 rnaxíllary and 37 mandibular teeth

being gone. Post-mortem loss of a section of the jaw has taken 4 teeth,

2 rnaxillary and 2 m¡ndiþr1"r. Abscessing accounts for the loss of 3

mandibular teeth; trauma f.or 2. There is 1 loss due to ante-mortem

cause; again, a mândibular tooth. Post-rnorËeu loss especially affect,s

the front teeth, those of the mandible in particular. This is probably

due to the fact that these teeËh have single roots, and are less firm

in the jaw Ëhan multi-rooted Ëeeth such as the uolars" In this popula-

t,ion, perJ-odontal disease affecËs all teeth, especially the front ones

in Ëhe mandible.
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Mandible
LefË Righr

4

3

3

5

6

3

B

1

39

3

2

l-

5

5

5

7

g

37



The type of v¡ear most prevalent was the partial-to-full exposure

of the dentine.

Exposed

Partial

CompleËe

TA3LE 10

TOOTH ATTRITION, FIDLER MOUNDS

Heaviest wear is concentraËed on Ëhe maxilLaty 142 through P3, and

12 through C (dentíne showing and totally exposed, respeetively), and on

mandibular Ml (dentine showing). Any apparent sex differerice may be the

function of the dÍfference of samples; there are 5 males and 6 fem¡les

represented, whích breaks down into 4 male mandibles and 5 female nandi-

bJ-es, arrd 2 male maxillae and 5 female maxillae, so thaË there is a

preponderance of females.

The only anomalies in this populaËion are lingual crowding of the

left P4 on the maxilla of Burj-al 7 (male) and very srnall maxíllary M3rs

on Burial 21 (female).

Caries occur in the mandibular teeth only, in 2 males and 2 females.

Of the 11 examples, 5 are on the oeclusal surface, 2 are located dísta11y'

1 is located mesially, and 3 are in the cemenËr-rm. The teeËh most invol-

ved are the right molars (a11 equally affected); the least, the left }l1.

Burial 2 (b) has 1 distal and 1 cenentum cavity, both small, in the

right mandibular ML. Burial 10 (a) has 2 srna11 occlusal cavitíes on

Ëhe right mandibular M3. Burial 77a (a) has I distal and 1 cementum

cavity on the mandibular left Ml, I occlusal and I mesial cavity on the

5B

Male

L7

6

Maxilla
Female Total

L2

13

29

19

13

8.5

Male
Mandible

Female Total

B

4

L2

7

20

11

8.8

4.9



rlght 142, arrd I cementum eavl-ty on the rlght M1, for a total- of 5 small

carles. Burial 21 (a) has a sma11 occlusal cavity on the mandibular

ríght M2 and I13.

Due to Ëooth loss and attrition, the present cavity representatíon

may be mísleading. Burial 11 has an abscess in the right mandible near

I'13, 8.3 mm long by 5.6 nun wide, having smooth edges (Plate 11a). Thís

is the only clear case of an abscess; Buríals 2, 10, and 17a show per-

iodontal disease severe enough to be Ëaken as beginning abscesses. In

Burial 10 such damage occurs at the lefË M1, P4, P3, and the right P4

and P3; in BuriaL Lla, such dâmage occuts at the maxillary right ML.

PeriodonËal disease, diagnosed from the condition of the alveolus

(see Alexandersen L967), seems to have occurred severely ín Buríal 2,

slightly in Burial 7, moderately in Burial 10, severely in Burial 11,

moderaËe1y to severely in Burial 17a, and severely in Burial 17b.

Severi-ty showed no sex disËi-nction; the sample, however, \,ras 4 males Ëo

2 females.

The only incidences of trauma were ante-mortem chipping on the

right C of Burial 1 (rnandible) , the right l4'2 of Burial 2 (nandible) ,

left C and T2 of Burial 7 (maxilla), right M2 and l{3 of Burial 10 (man-

dible), and the left ML and right P4 (maxilla) and right ILL (nandíble)

on Burl-al 21 .

Shovelling of the incisors was investigated, using the standards

of Hrdlicka (1920). In mosË cases, shovelling r,ras indeter¡ninable due

t.o loss of teeth or aËËrition. Shovelling rdas rnoderate on the mandi-

bular T2 of Burial 1, on the naxillary incisors of Burial 7, on the max-

illary 1efË 11 and T2 and right 11 of Buría1 19, and on the mandibular

left Il and T2 of Burial 21.
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There were few occurrences of Carabellíts cusp. The only example

is on the left maxillary Ml of Burial 7, and the cusp is more in the

form of a groove. The proËosty1Íd, whích aPPears on mandibular teeËh,

occurred in groove form on the left and right M1 ín Burial 12, and as

a cusp on the right M3 of Burial 15; both burials are females. The lack

of cusp occurrence must be seen in the light of the absence of molars

in many of the burials.

Many of the molars are so Tirorn thaË cusp Patterns could not be

detected; for those on r^¡hich patterning could be noted, Table 11 sho¡¿s

Ëhe distributíon.

TABLE 11

CUSP PATTERNS, FIDLER MOI]NDS

Specimens

Maxillae:

Buríal 12

Burial 19

Buría1 21

Mandibles:

Burial 1

Burial 9*

Burial 12

Burial 15

Burial 19

Burial 21

M3

LefË
t42 Ml

4

3

* Iñmature individual with mixed dentition,
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4+

4

4+

M3
Right

\T2

4+

4

6Y

4+

4+

I++

Itt

5Y

5Y

4+

5Y

4+

3

3

4+

4

4+

4+

5

4+

5Y

6Y

4+

4+

4+

5Y

6Y

5Y

5Y

5Y

4+

The M[ts are maËure.



Burial t has a rl-ght half of a mandÍble, and so was omítted from

the above tooth counts. It contains the right T2 C P3 Ml M2, ín addi-

Ëion t,o a right immature m2. Only the righË 11 seems Èo have been losË

ante-mortem. There is some enamel wear on the right Ml.

Burial t has a whole mandible showing mixed dentition. PresenË

are immaËure left m2 ml, right c ml m2; mature left Ml I1 and right 11

ltt. There was moderate attrition on the immature teeËh' ante-morËem

accidenËal chipping on the left nl and the right ml.

Burial l-8 has a mandible with immature dentiËion. Present are

the 1ef t m2 arrd m1 , but there \,üas a sub-alveo1ar pit for the maËure Ml ,

and the left M1 !üas on the point of erupËing.

Pathology

Most of Ëhe pathologies present in the Fidler Mounds population

may be assigned either to arthrítis or Èo infection. The cases will be

dealt with by indivídual, and díscussed ín detaíl. Dental paËhology,

having already been treaËed, will not be reiteraËed.

Burial 2 (b), an adult over 40 years of age, shows osteophytic

lipping on the articular processes of Ëhe Ëhoracic vertebrae and on the

aurícular surface of the left innominate, v¡here ít would arËículaËe sur-

face of Ëhe left innominate, where it would articulate with the sacrum.

Burial 4 (a), an adult male about 30 years of age, has a thick-

ened right femur head and a pïonouriced differerice in Ëorsion between

this femur and the left. The distal shaft of the left tibia and fibula

have lesions and draining fisËulae, as well as a scuutrny-looking perios-

tiÈic surface of the inferior L/3 of the shafts of both bones (see

Plate 9a). The lumbar vertebra shornrs lipping on the body.
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Burlal 7, a mal.e 30-35 years of age, has Ëhlckening and deforrna-

tÍon of the right radius, ulna, tibia, and fibula, wiËh porosity and

osteophytes al-l over Ëhe tibta shaft (see Plates 9b, 10a). The skull

has a round hol-e just below and ríght of lambda, 37.5 umo high and 43mm

wide. The edges are generally smooËhed, wiËh some healing evident.

General symmetrical osteoporosís occurs from Éhe centre of the fronËal

bone to just below Ëhe hole, and on the brow-ridges. The parietals

are very thin.

Burial 9, a child about 8 years of age, has r.rhat appears to be a

lesion on the left humerus, on the proximal-roedíal portion of the shaft

(see Plate 10b).

Burial 11, a male abouË 35-40 years of age, has some compression

of the vertebral bodies and osteophytíc lipping on Ëhe edges. The

spinous processes and laninae are roughened. There appears to be a

lesion and lipping on Ëhe inferior medial condyle of the left femur.

There is roughening of the bicipital tuberosity of the left radius, and

on the anterior-proximal shaft of the left ulna. The few sacraL frag-

merits show llpping and roughening. There appears to be gnaw-marks on

the anterior-proximal shaft of the right femur. The few foot phalanges

have lipping on the artíc.uIar facets.

Burial 15, a female 25-30 years of age, has an apparent healing

lesion 21 m above the left orbit (see Plate 15b). There are no asso-

ciated lesions anywhere else on the skeleton. Burial 17a (a) I â femefs

over 40 years, has areas of porosity from the frontal bone to the occi-

pital, parallel to the sagitLal suture. There is an apparent healing

lesion 37 rm above the left orbit and another 30 mm above Ehe rÍght.

The frontal bone is very bossed and the lateral porEions of the supra-
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orbftal ridges are pronounced and thickened. The vertebrae are porous

and arthritíc, especially the lumbars. All the bones shor"r some degree

of porosity. The dísta1 left radius is deformed and eburnated, as is

the distal- right radius, which has'a Ëiny hol-e in the bicipital tubero-

sity. There are 5 notches on the medíal left tibia, and porosity on

iËs proximal end. The right tibia is short, twisted, and deformed aË

the distal end. The right fibula has a pronounced distal kink nedially

(see Plate L2a) and eburnatíon on the proximal articulaËory facet. The

right navícular and calcaneus are so grossly deforned and ríddled with

draining sinuses that it is dífficult to identify the bones. The left

ulna has been broken in midshaft and has formed a pseudo-arthrosis or

false joint; only the superior element is present (see Plates 12b, 13a,

ll-b) .

Burial 17b, a female 30-35 years old, has lipping on the bodies

of the lumbar vertebrae.

Buriat 20 (a), a male about 25-30 years o1d shows defor¡aation and

osteophytic growths on the head of the right femur, and a comparable

roughening of the right aceËabulum of the innominate (see Plate 13b).

Burlal 21 (a), a female about 18 years of age, has a healing Porous

lesion in the glabellar region of the sku11 (see Plate 16b). The basis

of this may have been a cut r¿hich runs diagonally through glabe1la.

There is also a depression on the right parietal, on the edge of the

sagittal suture, nearly halfway between bregma and lanbda. Thís is very

slight in size and depth.

Discussion

The age and sex distribution in the Fidler Mounds

seriously affected by the past disturbance of the site.
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trl-bution is heavily slanted toward the infant-chíld-adolescent end of

the scale; in this site there \¡/ere only 11 children and 6 adolescenËs,

as againsË 10 adults between the ages of 26-30 years, and a total of 32

adults in all. There is an over-representation of males peaking at 6

between 26-30 years of age, while Ëhe female peak ís 2 at 21--25 years of

age. Females tend to be more complete specimens than males, causing, as

in the cranial analysis (see above), an over-represenËation of females.

The female-male raËio is very likely caused by the incomplete sample.

In the analysis of this population, the fíll bones ¡+ere omiËted

from examination because of the lack of provenience and the problems of

sexing indivídual bones. Children r¡rere not sexed due to the problem of

differenËial development betr¡¡een boys and girls, and the general lack

of standards for their sexing.

The tooth attrition in this population is stríking. AtLrition of

this sort is considered a normal part of the process of life, rather

than as pathology (Molnar L97La, b; L972). It is the resulË of diet

and oËher cultural faet,ors, in conjunction with genetic factors. Studíes

have shown that the teeth of hunt.ers and gaËherers Ëend to show more wear

and fewer caries than those of agricultural peoples (St. Hoyrne and Bass

L962; Molnar L97La). Molnar (1971b), in hís study of skeletal rem¡ins

frorn California, the Southwest, and the Va1ley of Mexico, found heavier

wear on the teeth of females, and inferred a greater use of Ëhe teeth

as tools emonB vromen. The over-representaËion of females in the Fidler

Mounds population, due to factors of preservation, makes it irnpossible

to determine sexual differences.

Periodontal disease is difficult to diagnose from dry bone.

Alexandersen (1977:13) has suggested 4 criteria for spotting it:
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1) the surface of the alveolar crest looks porous and

degenerate along the buccal and lÍngua1 surfaces;

2) degeneration of the alveolus;

3) resorption;

These symptoms are very mueh present on the specimens under consideratÍon.

No doubt some of the examples reflect senile atrophic .recession; however,

the occurrence of the condition among young individuals would indicaÈe

some kind of chronic inflammatory condition

4) horízontal alveolar loss"

Arthritis occurs in several of the skeletons, mostly on the verte-

brae. 0steophytie lipping on the edges of the verÈebral bodíes results

from the degeneration and/or herniatíon of the intervertebral discs, and

the resulti-ng formaËíon of bony bridges between vertebrae for the supporË

of the collapsíng spinal column (Morse 7969). In time, such a condiËíon

can lead to spinal fusion. Vertebral osteophyËosis is not to be confused

with osteoarthritis, which attacks the actual art,iculatory facets of Èhe

vertebrae, causing roughening and deformation of Ëhe joints through Ëhe

destruction and regeneratíon of bone. Although trauma can cause these

types of arËhritis, age is also an important factor. Of the individuals

showing arthritíc involvement of spinal elements, a1-l-. are in later mid-

d1e age.

0steoarthriËis, in the form of degenerative joint disease, ís also

present in this population. Usually a part of the aging process, this

condition may also be caused by trauma and the introduction of mi cro-

organisms into the joint degenerates, bone increases in density as a

reaction, and as the cartilage is destroyed, actual bone-on-bon.e contact

may occur, w-ith resulting polish or eburnation, and the forrnation of
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oseophytíc grov/ths (Bourke L967 3 Morse 1969) .

Other aïthritic conditions similar to the above-mentioned ones are

traumatlc arËhritís, caused by injury to a joínt, such as a wound or

sprain, wj-Ëh the transmlssion of sËrepËococcus or staphylococcus into

the joinÈ capsule; rheumatoid arthritís, which involves imroobilization

of the joinË after the destruction of Èhe synovial membrane and carti-

lage; and infectious arthritis, acute or chronic, which is caused by

introduced micro-organisms through wounds, through the bloodstreâm from

another ínfection ín the body (e.g., tooth abscesses), or through a

nearby infected bone, and resulÈs not only in the destrucËion df the

joint but also ín sofË-tissue abscessing and the draining of pus from

sinuses in the bone (Bourke L967; Morse 1969).

Turning to the Fídler Mounds skeletons, ít is probably safe to say

that Burials 2 (b), 10, 11, 17a and 17b all sho\,r osteophytosis, and that

for ttre individuals involved, this is a function of age. Burial 2 (b)

also shows arthriËic roughening of the auricular surface of the innomi-

nate, and Burial 11 has similar roughening on the fragments of saclrm'

indicating further spread of the verËebra1 osteoarthritis, both likely

due to age. Burial 20 (a), a relatively young man, has a degeneraËed

hip joint that may have been the result of infectious or traumatic arth-

ritis. No X-ray was Ëaken of this joint, so the presence of old injury

is noË cerËain.

Bone inflanrmation is manifested in several forms: periostiti-s

(infection of ¡he períosteum or outer membrane of the bone); acute oste-

omyelitis (caused by a pyogenic or pus-generatíng micro-organísm, usually

staphylococcus, brought through the bloodstream from another site of in-

fection, or introduced from outside the body); chronic osteomyelitis
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(involvfng several bones, causing bone destruction, abscesses, drainíng

si-nuses, and. involucra); chronic non-suppurative osteomyelitis of Gaxté.

(a rare type of pus-less osteosclerosis which begins as acute osteomye-

litis but leaves no abscesses and is confined to a few bones); granulo-

matous lesLons (most frequently caused by tuberculosis and treponema

infeetions, particularly syphilis); sarcoidosis (a benign cyst-like growËh);

and mycotÍ-c (fungus) diseases' rare in bone.

Periostitis is a reaction to infection or trauma, result.íng in the

laying down of new layers of bone on the cortex. It is not a degenera-

tive process, but can occur in conjunction r¿ith ost.eornyelitis, whích

in its acute and chronic forrns is destructive. Acute osteomyelitis can

be fatal; chronic osteomyelitís can go on for years. The chronic variety

almost. always starts in the medullary part. of the bone' near the meta-

physis (Morse L969), and plogresses through the bone, causing both des-

truction and abscessíng and Ehe laying dor¿n of new bone by the períos-

teum (Edeiken and Hodes 7967). Because osteonyelitis follows the stages

of destruc¡ion, destruction-reparation, and regeneratiorl' it can be díf-

ficult to idenËify the parËicular type or everl the stage of the disease

from archaeologícally-recovered specimens. For the Fidler Mounds bones,

external appearance and X-rays have been used to infer the presence of

osteomyelitis.

Burial 4 (a) has sr¿eIling of the inferior shafts of the left tíbia

and fibula, associaEed with periostitic growth over the surface and wiËh

several draining sinuses in the tibia (the targe missing area just above

the malleolus has been ascribed to shovel damage, from past disturbance

of the mound). An X-ray of these bones (Plate 34) indicates the thick-

ening of the periosteum characËeristic of pyogenic osteomyelitis, wiËh
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its appearance of t'cloaking" or layerÍng of írregular density (Edeiken

and Hodes 1967) " It also reveals at least 9 irregular patches of rare-

faction in Ëhe distal tibía shaft, some of which are out\47ardly visibl-e as

draining sinuses. The fibula has similar cortíca1 thickening but no sin-

uses or appreclable rarefaction, so it is assumed to be in an earlíer

stage of the disease, which was probably transmitted from the tibía. IË

is not knovm what míght have caused the thickening of the rÍght femur

head; it may have had no relation to the disease ín the lorqer J-eft 1eg.

Burial 7 displays what T,ras at first díagnosed as Pagetrs disease

(Fiske 1964: Grogono cited by Fiske 1965; Chalk L974, pers. gerîm.). Also

called osteitis deformans, this disease occurs in míddle and old age, and

more frequently ín males than in females. It,s etiology is unknown. It

can occur in 1 site (monostotic) or several (polyostotic), and generally

involves the pelvis and lower límbs, particularly Ëhe tíbia. It has 3

stages: bone destructíon wíth sharp borders between dead and viable bone

visible ín X-rays; destruction and concurrenË deposition of new bone; and

the healing or quiescent-scleroËÍc stage. The co monest stage found

archaeologieally seems to be the second (Morse L969). X-rays show dense

cortical bone separated by spaces of rarefaction, and a very narrowed

medullary canal. In long bones, it ínvaríably begins at 1 end (Edeiken

and Hodes L967). Because of body weight on the rseakened bone, there can

be bending and pathological fractures (fractures of diseased bone).

Morse (1969) has re-examined reported cases of Pagetrs disease

from archaeologieal sites in the mi dwestern United States (Fisher 1935;

Denninger 1933) and has expressed doubts that rshat r,ras observed on the

bones was actually Pagetrs disease. In the case of the skeleton reported

by Fisher (1935) , later X-ray and mi croscopic examination disproved the
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origínal diagnosÍs.

Burial 7rs right u1na, radíus, tibía and fibula r,{ere examined by

X-ray, but not by thin-section. Anthroposcopíc observation of the bones

shows swelling of all bones except the radius, with some bending of the

tibia and ulna, and extrene osteophytic growth over the surfaces of the

tibia and fibula (Plates 34, 35, 36). In the X-rays, the corËex of all

bones íncluding the radius shows great thickening wíth areas of variable

density, characËeristic of chronic osteomyelitis (Edeiken and Hodes L967).

Only in the bicipital tuberosity of the radius was there any indication

of a lesion, ín what appears to be a tiny area of rarefaction invisible

except on X-ray. Just what stage of the disease these bones represent

is beyond the power of the writer to say. The original cause of the

disease canriot be pinned down; the X-rays show no indication of injury.

It is possible that a soft-tissue j-nfection was transmítted to the bone,

perhaps first to Ëhe tibia, and that the nalady spread to the lovrer-arm

bones through the bloodstream. The relative youth of the individual

makes it more likely thaÈ the conditíon is chronic osteomyelitis; PageËts

disease usually strikes afËer 40 years of age, and even Ëhen is rare in

most populations (Collins 1966).

Lesions account for at least 4 and possibly 5 cases of trauma in

the Fidler Mounds skelet,ons. Burial t has a lesion on the left humerus;

Burials 15, I7a (a) and 2l (a) have frontal bone lesions, and Burial 7

has a trephínation.

Due to missing bones, it was impossible to determine if the lesion

on the humerus of the child in Burial 9 was associated wiÈh others, to

indicate systemic disease. The lesion itself is very small, shallow and

relatively smooth in appearance. Its edges are smooth rather than sharp,
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possibly lndicaËing a healfng lesion rather than a tumour or purulent

infectlon (see Plate 10b).

It is ínteresting that of the 3 crania wíËh frontal bone lesíons,

all are female. Of these, the lesion on Burial 15 is the deepest and

most marked, 3 rm deep and 6.5 nrm across. Its edges are rounded and

smooËh, it is roughly t.ríangular in outline (apex towards the orbÍt), and

it is deep, but does not seem to have penetrated the skull. Surrounding

the lesíon, and bel-ow and lateral to it, j-s an area of bone wiËh a slighË-

1y dj-sturbed or sr¿ollen appearance. This may índicate that. the lesion

was bigger, or that infectíon spread from the site itself to the surroun-

ding scalp and bone surface. An X-ray, not included here, indicated the

lesion itself, with no nearby areas of rarefaction. As no lesions were

found on other bones, it is assumed that the frontal one \¡ras the result

of trauma (see Plate 15b).

Burial l7a has 2 frontal bone lesions, quite high up on the head.

BoÈh are in late stages of healing, and appear to have been keyhole-

shaped. The bone immediately surroundíng boËh is shiny and swollen-

l-ooking, with some associated porosity. The lesion over the right orbit

seems more healed than the one over Lhe left. Due to this healíng' it

is difficult to accuraËely ascribe the lesions to either trauma or

dísease (PlaËe 16a).

The glabellar 1esíon on Burial 21 (a) is right in the midline above

the nasal bones. It differs from the other examples in that it is quite

shal-lor¡ and has a roughened surface. It is crossed by a shallow diagonal

cut, assumed to be an unhealed ante-mortem injury (Plate 16b).

Stewart and Quade (1969) have examined over 1400 crania from siËes

in the nidwestern United States, the Atlantic seaboard, and the Southwest,
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for frontaL Leslons. The hlghest occurrence r¡ras Ín a late prehístorfc

sfte in Delaware, wíth a s1-tght preponderance of male cases. Most l-esions

appeared to be inflammatory, but the authors preferred not to ascribe

them to infectious disease because of the general- lack of involvemenË of

other bones. h¡hi1e thus reservf-ng judgment, Ëhe authors staËed ËhaË

syphilis as a cause of lesions vras híghly unlikely for the populations

under study.

As the frontal bone is a frequent site of trar.rma in prehistoríc

populations, it is likely that lesions ín thís region are the result of

trauma with possible complicating infectl-on. A conspícuous lack of asso-

ciaËed long bone lesions would support this contention, and so the

Fidler llounds lesions are diagnosed.

Burial 7 l:.as a large hole in the occipital bone (P1ate 15a). The

first diagnosis was trephinatíon (Fiske 1964), possibly post-mortem

(Grogono to Fiske 1965), on the basis of X-ray. The operaËion, ínvolvÍng

surgical removal- of a disc of bone from the skull, has been documenËed

best for prehistoric Peruvians, and has occurred as well in Europe, Asia,

Africa, Mel-anesj-a, and Central and North America (Lisowski L967). IË

has been practised on the dead as well as on the living (Brothwell 1965).

Motives for the operation are surgícal, psychosurgical, and ritualístic

(Lísowski 1967). The operaËion frequently involves the cranial sutures,

and speeimens from Peru and Europe showing various sËages of healing

would indicate fairly sophisËícat,ed knowledge of surgical technique, for

the chances of injury to underlying blood vessels, meninges, and brain

are high.

Methods of remov"ing bone include scraping (removal of bone 1amína

until the dura mater is exposed), grooving (dri1líng into the bone along
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lines untll the píece l-s loosened), bore-and-cut (a clrci-e of perforations

is drllled and then linked by grooving), and cross-hatch (grooving of 4

íntersecting lines). These techniques l-eave particular marks on the

skull, should the patient dle before healing can take place. Scraping

should leave wide bevelled edges; grooving slighter bevels; bore-and-cut,

the edges of the original holes; and cross-hatch, a square openíng.

Bore-and-cut is the rarest rnethod, documented only in Peru (Brothwell

196s) .

The favorLÈe location for trephination seems to have been the par-

ieËals, then Lhe frontal, then the occipital- (Lisowski 1967; see also

Goldsnith 1945 on the Catlin mark). Healíng is indicated by closure of

the tables of bone over the diploe, relatively smooth borders, and slight

osteoporosis around the opening, reflecting effects of surgery on the

scalp and muscles.

Photoml-crographs done by R.D. Smaíll of the Manitoba Museum of Man

and Nature show very sl-ight healing of the edges of the hole on Burial 7,

and slight bevel-lj-ng of the edges, possibly the result of grooving.

Notabl-e ín Ëhese photographs is the involvemerit of the right lambdoídal

suture and the cutting of the hole across the sublongitudinal sinus, a

major blood vessel.

There are few cases of trephination in North America (Ackerknecht

L947), and Morse doubts that it was pracËised at all in the midwestern

United States, and by implicatíon, anyrvhere else in America ouËside Peru.

He ascribes all sku11 openings in Archaic and Mississippian burials to

Ërauma and infection. His criteria for accepting an opening as a trephí-

nation include: 1) the presence of cross-hatch marks, 2) multiple holes

in various healing stages in 1 individual, 3) square/rectangular openings,
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4) nearly perfect cireles, 5) angular pattern of osteitis around the ho1e,

and 6) bore-and-cut evidence (Morse L969: l-0-11). By these crlterl-a,

Buríal 7 does not represent a trephination. The opening is not, however,

the result of the spread of osteonyelitis; the good condítíon of the

sku1l surface, the regularity of the hole, and the smoothness of íts edges,

rule out disease or trauma. It is my opinion that the skull was trephined

during life, and that while Morsers cauËion wiËh regard to the acceptance

of evidence for this operation is understandable, hís criteria are too

specific to Peruviari cases. The operation on Burial- 7 may have been per-

formed to relieve the pain that must have accompanied Ëhe osteomyelitis.

Burial I7a (a) exhLbits a great deal of pathology. All of the bones

present exhibit some porosiËy, probably due to age. The mosË outstand-

ing problem 1n this womanrs skeleton is the sma1l and deformed righË

tibia and fibul-a, associated with deforned navicular and calcaneus. Com-

paring Ëhese wiËh the normal left bones of Burial- 15 (see Plates 12a,

12b, and l-3a), it can be seen that whatever caused the shorËening and

bending must have been active in the youth of the \roman; the ríght tíbía

measures 297 mm, rshile the left is 361 cm J-ong. The femora aTe Ëhe same

length, but the humeri show a 5 rnm dlfference, the right one being longer.

The left femur shows more torsion than the right, as to be expected in

a case of bodily compensatíon for a shortened leg. The normal distal

forn of the tíbia is noË exhibited in the right tibia; instead of a

medial ma11eolus there is a bony growth protruding medially and out at

an angle from the shaft. There is anterior as v¡e1l as lateral bowing

of the whole bone (Plate L2a), wíth a posterior-inferior slope to the

condyles. The fibula shov¡s a distinct medial bowing in Ëhe distal half

of l-ts shaft, bringing it quite close to Ëhe tibia. The fibulars "kink"
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fits under the distal end of the tlbía. Its distal end has none of the

features of a heal-Ëhy fibul-a, having been reduced to a fÍnger-lÍke growth

rather than a proper mal-l-eolus and articulatory facet. Eburnation on

the proximal facet of articulation wiËh the tibia may be related Ëo the

whole syndrome.

X-rays of these bones show a cortical thinning of the tibía and

fibula Ëhat may have been a function of relative disuse. The bones feel

light, possibly reflecting demíneral-izaËion. The shortening and bowing

set in early ín the life of the individual, possibly in late adolescence,

and may have had Ëo be partially relieved by the use of a crutch. The

few foot bones (the calcaneus and navicular) have draíning sínuses and

are grossly deformed, índícating a long-sLanding and painful condition,

possibly Ëhe result of a crushing injury. This, in combínation with

senile osteoporosis, may have conËríbut,ed to the deossífícation of the

affected bones.

Possibly linked to this severe injury is the disunited fracture of

the lefL ulna. The ulna seems to have been fractured cleanly and dia-

gonally (sloping downward frou lateral Ëo medial, and less from posterior

to ant.erior) and to have formed a pseudo-arthrosis with the inferior ele-

ment of the shaft, which is missing, likely due Ëo rodent acËivíËy. The

pseudo-arthrosis shows a mushroomlike growth of ner¿ bone and the ner^¡

articulaËory surface is slightly eburnated. This fracture may have

fal-led to unite properly due to the age of the indivídua1 and loss of

regenerative powers, but without the mj-ssing inferior shaft it is díffí-

cult to say.
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Introduction

The artifacts and non-artifactual material had been washed, numbered,

and sorted into categorles by the laboratory workers after the 1963 field

season. The faunal bone had been identified by Paul Lukens; Tin Fiske had

begun analysis of Ëhe lithics, ceramics, bone tools and shell artifacts.

The projectile poínts and ceramics had been sorted into categories accor-

ding to MacNeish (1958), but analysis vras incomplete.

Artífacts and Non-artífactual Inclusions

CHÄPTER 4

New analysís included resorting and re-examination of the mound

contents. Binfordrs criËeria (1963) were used for projectile point

analysis; other líthics were examined with the help of Reevesr (1970) un-

published working papers on liËhic analysis, in modified form. Ceramics

\^¡ere approached with reference to Dawson (L973), Evans (1961), Mayer-Oakes

(1970) and Stoltman (1973).

This chapËer contains sections on llthics, bone and shell artifacts,

ceramics, and non-human bone, each with description and discussion.

Projectile points

The 23 projectile points found ín the Fidler Mounds !¡ere scattered

throughout the mound fi11, were not associated with any burials, and r^¡ere

most. likely village debris incorporated into the mound at the time of

building. In terms of form, they fall into 3 basic types:

side-notched (7 in Mound 1; 2 in Mound 2)

corner-notched (4 in Mound 1; 2 in Mound 2)

Ëriangular (1 ín Mound l; 4 in Mound 2)

In addition to the above, there were 2 unfiníshed points in Mound 2 (see

Table 1-2), and a broken point tip in Mound l. There were 13 points in
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Mound 1, and 10 l-n Mound 2.

The material ts predomf-natly chert (L9123 specimens, or 83"/.) wíg¡

some brornm chalcedony (3/23 specimens, or 73"/.) and 1 item was made of

quartzite. The chert is local, and is referred to as "Selkirk chert.r'

It is a limestone chert of Ordovj-cían age, varíabIy white, and is hard

buÈ tending to be chalky in texture in some cases (Leonoff L97O). The

brov¡n chalcedony is "Knife River Flintt' from the Knife River valley,

North Dakota (Clayton, Bíckley, and Stone L97O). The quartzite is pro-

bably local; part of the river gravel-.

Al1 of the points are Late Prehistoric in form, and resemble points

described by I'facNeish (1958), Capes (1963), Kehoe (L966), and Johnson

C1973), among others. If the fill for the mounds was taken from a habí-

tatíon síte near or on Ëhe Lockport and Floodway Village sit,es, this

could explain the similarities betr¡een these points and those of the upper

levels of Ëhose sites (MacNeish 1958, Fiske n.d.)

a) Side-notched points (Figs. 7 and B)

There were 9 specimens recovered, 3 of whÍch are broken. They are

made from thin flakes, and vary in length and wídth (see Table 13). Base

ouËline varies z 2 at'e straight, 3 subconcave, and there ís 1 each wíth

subconvex, convex, and concave bases. Notch gri-nding is present in 7,

base grinding in 5.

b) Corner-notched points (Figs. 7 and 8)

There were 6 specimens, 4 of which were broken. These tend to be

made from thin flakes. Trnro have subconeave bases, 1 is straight, 1 Ís

subconvex, and 2 are indeterminate due to breakage. All 6 have notch

grinding; only 4 have basal grinding.

c) Triangular points (Figs. 7 and B)
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0f Ëhe 5 specimens, all were either lncomplete or broken. Flake

thickness varies from thick (see Fig. 7, 1-170) to Ëhin. Base shape can

be determfned for onl-y 2, which are subconcave. GrindÍng is not deter-

minable

The triangular points resemble lvhat has been called Eastern Trian-

gular (MacNeish 1958), or Unnotched Tríangular (Evans 1961). These points

have been identífied with the Selkirk and ManiËoba focí in Manitoba, and

with Ëhe Blackduck focus in lulinnesota.

The side-notched polnts resemble varieties of Plains Side-notch

(ìlacNeish 1958, Kehoe f966). One corner-notched point, I-220, resembles

v¡haË Kehoe calls High River corner-notch (1966).

Endscrapers

There were 45 endscrapers recovered from the Fidler Mounds: 29

from Mound I and 16 from Mound 2. Those from Mound 1 are snubnosed (11),

rectangular (5), discoj-dal (4), triangular (5), domed (2), irregular (1),

and indetêImi.n¿¿s due to breakage (1). Those from Mound 2 are snubnosed

(4), triangular (5), rectangular (1) , discoidal (3), and irregular (3) .

For conveníence, the snubnosed, triangular, and discoidal endscrapers

from both mounds are described together (see Tables 14, 15, 16).

a) Snubnosed scrapers (Fig. 9, 1-116, 1-136)

In overall shape, these are distinguished by the steepness of the

working ends (see Fig. 9). In outline, 3 are írregular, 4 rectangular,

4 triangular, 3 discoidal, and 1 ovate. There are 10 complete specimens

and 5 distal halves. Flake orientation tends to be parallel (B), but

there are 3 oblique, 1 Lransverse, and 3 indeterminate (broken) examples

as rqe11. Only 1 specimen has what appear to be hafting elements: 2 not-

ches in the lateral edges. Eight specímens could be exrmined for proxi-
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No.

1-1

1-84*

L-226*

L-2

L-27

t-43

l-s4

1-104

1-104

1-152*

L-767

L-204

L-52

1-82*

1-Bg*

L-t76

L_2T7

L-220

1-84*

t-135*

1-163*

1-167*

L_L7O

Uni-Ë and
Level

PROJECTILE POINTS, MATERIA.LS AND TYPES

Surface

M-5

BB-1

A-1

c-5

D-7

F-5

F-10

F-10

s-2

w-2

E-9

F-3

M-3

N-3

x-7

L-¿

z-5

M-5

Q-1

v-2

w-2

x-1

TABLE 12

Material-

chert

chert

chert

chert

chalcedony

chert

chert

chert

chert

chert

chert

chalcedony

chert

chert

chert

chert

chert

ehalcedony

chert

chert

chert

chert

quartzite

Type

tip frag.

incomplete

incomplete

sÍdenotch

sidenotch

sidenotch

sidenotch

sidenotch

sídenotch

sidenotch

sidenotch

sídenotch

cornernotch

cornernotch

cornernotch

cornernoËch

cornernotch

cornernotch

triangular

tri-angular

triangular

Èríangular

triangular

Colour

sYB/1

LOYRT /2

5YB/1

sYRz.5 /L

10YR3/2

5YB/1

sY4/!

2.sYg/8

5YB/1

10YR8/1

sY8/1

2.5YR3/2

2.sY3/3

2/ sY7 l4

5YR2.s/L

2.5yR3 /6

sY8/1

2.sYR2.s /2

grey-brov.rn

5YB/7

5.r8 / L

5YB/1

7 .5YR

*Poínts from Mound 2; al1 others, Mound I
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Base Tang
No. I,iidth l^ridth

Slde-notched

L-2

L-2L 15 8.8

1-43 16.1 L2.5

L-s4 - 8.6

1-104 L7.4 11.s

1-104 L6.4 10.4

1-152* 15.5 13.3

1-167*

L-204 L2.2 7 .2

Corner-notched

L-s2 14.6

r-B2x 15.0 11.8

1-89* 16.5 13.3

TA3LE 13

PROJECTILE POINTS, IN MMS, FIDLER MOUNDS

sh1d.
I,IidËh

Axial Tang Blade
Length Length Length

16.1 36.4

15 .6 31.5

13 .0

12.2 39.1

]-7.5 35.5

75.2 2L.4

4L.4

L2.5 54.0

8.5

7.L

6.0

5.7

5.0

4.8

L2.2

8.4

Notch
Length

31.8

28.8

25.2

29.6

25.9

17. 8

30. 3

46.0

0rien.
Thik Angle

!-L76

L-2L7

L-220

5.5

4.6

3.3

2.8

4.0

4.2

t)

7.7

3.6

20.L

15.6

18.9

20.2

L7 .2

L2.4

5.2 95"

5.0 800

4.4 850

3.7 800

4.5 850

3.4 800

7 .L 1000

4.r 950

L4.3

72.L

8.8

31. 1

20.L

29.L

30.4

L5.6

* Points from Mound 2
t Left noÈch measured; all oËhers right

8.1

4.9

6.7

6.9

3.8

23.5

16.1

23.3

23.L

26.4

12.3

5.2

3.8

5.7

3.6

4.0+

5.1

2.5

6.3

5.7

5.1

2.6

97"

800

950

900

900

B1



mal retouch; 4 show lrreguLar pressure flaking, 3 are crushed, and I is

retouched along the right laÉeral side of the proximal end. ProxímaL

end shape tends to be straight (5), but there are samples of concave (1),

concave-convex (1), convex (1-), convex-straighË (1), and convex-doubl-e-.

bevel (1). The other 5 are broken. Dístal retouch consists of parallel

pressure flakíng (8) and irregular pressure flaking (7). Distal end

shapes include convex (12), convex-straight (1), convex-double-bevel (1),

and concave-convex (1).

TABLE 14

SNIIBNOSED ENDSCRAPERS, IN MMS, FIDLER MOI]NDS

Measure

Max. length

Max. thickness

Distance max. Ëhick-
ness from prox. end 10

Max. distal thickness 15

Angle proximal end 10

Angle distal end 15

Angle L. edge 15

Angle R. edge 15

10

11

X

27.57

8. B4

L4.84

6.7 3

940

600

520

530

9.8

20.6

4.7

Range

DisËance nax. width
from distal end

Max. width of r,¡or-
king edge

Distance of max.
width working edge
from distal end

77 .L-52.5

5.7-r7 .0

to.L-22.2

4.s-Lr.7

45" -L40"

45" -7 5"

20 "-110"

25 " -110 
0

3.2-20.8

72.7-25 .8

2.1-7.0

Secondary retouch is confined to

82
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the distal end only on 3 specímens,



to the distal end and left lateral edge on 4, to the dísÈa1 end and right

lateral edge on 2, and to the distal end and both lateral edges on 6.

Materl-al is cherË (9) and chalcedony (6). Colours are as follows:

3 red-black (10R2.5/L)

l grey (2.5YR2.5/0)

1 white (10YRB/L)

2 mottled grey

1 olive (5Y5/3)

b) Triangular scrapers (Fie. 9, I-L7L, 1-163)

All 10 are made of chert, 8 are entire and 2 are present as distal

halves. Flake orientation is parallel in 4, irregular in 5, and oblique

j-n l-. No haft element. could be observed. Distal ends are convex (4),

concave-straight (1), straight (1), concave-convex (1), concave (1),

straight (2), angular (1), concave-double-bevel (1), and irregular or

indet.errqinate (2) . Distal ret.ouch is in the forn of irregular pressure

flaking (7), parallel- flaking (1), and 2 specimens are too broken to

determine flaking pattern. Proximal flaking is absent on 4, lemellar on

1, and indeterminate due to breakage on 3. On 4 specimens Ëhe disÈal

angle ís shallow; on 5, steep (1 ís broken). l,iorking edge combi-nations

include distal only (6); distal and left (f); distal and right (1);

distal and both edges (1); and 1 indeterminate due to breakage.

Colours range from white (5) Ëo variants of grey (3) and red (1).

1 brovm-grey (2.5Y6 /2)

1 grey-brown (2.5Y5/2)

1 black (5YR2.5/L)

1 yel1ow-brovrn (2.5Y6/ 4)

2 olive grey (5Y3/2)

I white (5YB/1)

One was mottled.

c) Discoidal scrapers

0f the 7 speciuens, 5 are of chert; 2 were of chalcedony. Flake

orientation is parallel ín 5, oblique in 1, and indeterminate due to
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breakage in 1. Six are complete; the 7th exhibits a dLstal half- A'

hafting elemenË is absent in 6, but Ëhe 7th shows ret,ouch that might have

so served. Distal ends are convex (4), concave-convex (1), straight (1) 
'

and indet,ermlnate (1) due to breakage. Retouch on the distal end is

parallel pressure flaking (1); irregular

TABLE

TRIAI{GIILAR ENDSCRAPERS,

Measure

Max. length

Max. thickness

Distance max. thick-
ness from prox. end

Max. distal thick.

Angle prox. end

Angle distal end

Angle L. edge

Angle R. edge

Maximum wídth

Distance max. width
from distal end

Max. wídth of wor-
kíng edge

Dístanee of max.
width working edge
from distal end

l5

IN MMS, FIDLER MOUNDS

8

I

27 .03

7.73

L7.93

4.76

830

500

45"

52"

23.77

Range

I

9

6

9

8

6

B

B

L7 .3-46.3

5.3-L3.7

LT.T_3L.4

3. B-8.6

55 
0 
-100 

0

300 -800

150-900

20 0 
-1100

L7.6-3t.3

pressure flaking on t.he

ing on the left side of

breakage. Proximal end

5.82 4.3-8.5

22.73 17.8-30.9

left side of the distal edge (1); paralle1 flak-

the distal edge (2); and I indeterminate due to

shape is straighË (3) 
' convex (1), concave-corl-

84
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vex (1), and 2 irregular. Modifícation on the proximal ends is absenË in

5, and in the form of possl-ble use-crushing or battering in 2. Distal

edge bevel ls sreep in 5, shallow in 2. Edge combinaËions include 5 dis-

tal edge on1y, 1 distal end and right edge, and I indeterminate due to

breakage. Colours are whfte (2), grey (2), reddish brown (1), and inde-

terminate (2), being moËtled.

In all types of endscrapers, retouch on the ventral side of the tool

is uncommon. Three triangular scrapers are totally retouched ventrally,

and 2 on the area of the striking platforn. Three snubnosed scrapers are

retouched near the striking platforn only: 3 are retouched on the left

edge, 3 on the right; I is retouched entirely, and 1 on both 1aËera1 edges.

Most of these scrapers are retouched completely on Ëhe dorsal surfaces.

TA3LE 16

DISCOIDAL ENDSCRAPERS, IN MMS, FIDLER MOI]NDS

Measure

Maximum length

Max. thickness

Distance max. thick-
ness from prox. end

Max. distal thick.

Angle prox. end

Angle distal end

Maxim 'm width

DisËance max. r¿idth
from distal end

Max. width of v¡or-
king edge

ÐisËance of max.
lridth working edge
from distal end

6

6

v

18.83

7 .L8

5

6

5

7

6

6

Range

L4.3-26.8

4.3-L0.7

2.4-L2.0

L.0-6 .7

30 0 
-115 

0

200 -7 5"

18.3-43. B

3. 0-10. 9

L7.2-38.5

1. r-4 .5

6.76

3.45

940

Ér OlJ-

27 .1_8

6. 90

23.30

2.50
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Sidescrapers (Ffg. 9, 1-1,, L-L76, 1-151, 1-158)

There were 134 sidescrapers, 67 from each mound. They are made of

chert (93), chalcedony (34), quarrzite (3), granLte (2) , schisr (1), and

basalË (1). Flake orientation fs parallel (102), oblique (9), perpendi-

cular (1), and indeterminate due to breakage (22). Seventy-nine are

whole, L2 are represented by a distal end, 23 by the proximal end, 5 by

the righË edge, 10 by the left edge, and 5 by fragments. Overall shape

is irregular (72), polygonal (15), steurmed (1), rectangular (11), rectan-

gular-expanding (17), ovate (3), discol-dal (6), unequal rhomboid (1),

triangular (4), and crescentic (2).

Ventral retouch is presenË on the whole surface of 3 scrapers, on

the striking platform of. 23, as hafËing areas on 3, 1ateral1y on 25, on

the striking platform and laterals of 1, on all edges of 1, and it is

absent on 76. Proximal retouch is in the form of battering (61), irre-

gular pressure flaking (15), parallel pressure flaking (2) , is indeter-

minate due to breakage (9), and is absent from 22. Distal retouch is

present as overall pressure flaking (11), irregular pressure flaking (14),

battering (5), grinding (1), lateral edge-distal end flaking (2), blunÈ-

ing (1), and parallel flaking (1). It is absent fron 57. Left edge

retouch is absent from 38, is present for the length of the edge on 50,

and on the distal part of the edge on 29, as blunting or backing on 9,

on Ëhe proximal half of the edge on 2, on the proximal two-thirds on 3,

and irregularly on 1. Right edge retouch is absent from 45, presenE all

along the edge of 50, on Ëhe distal part of the edge of 20, as backing

or blunËing on 10, on the proxim:l t\"ro-thirds of 2, and irregularly on

4. Hafting, in the form of flaking and grinding, is preseot on 3. Colours

include white (42¡, varieties of grey (43), varieties of brown (34),
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black (9), red (2), and various mottles (4).

TABLE 17

SIDESCRAPERS, IN MMS, FIDLER MOUNDS

Measurement

Max. length B0

Max. thickness 115

Distance max.
thíckness from 84
prox. end

Angle, prox. end 70

Angle, díst. end 35

Angle, L. edge 119

Angle, R. edge 116

Max. width 90

Distance max.
width from 77
dÍst. end

Max. width
working edge 168

28.05

5.75

L2.07

89.26"

40"

48.95"

39.7L"

2I.42

L4.t5

Range

3.6-65.6

L.7-L9.6

2.1--46.3

200 -150 
0

5"-900

50-1650

5" -L25"

10. B-52. B

2.3-40.0

Bifaces and Knives (Fig. 9, L-773, 1-168, 1-99)

There were 6 bifaces, 3 from each mound. One has its base thinned'

2 have bases prepared for thinníng, and 3 has indeterminate base treat-

ment. Five are not hafted; 1 is indeterminate due to breakage. Primary

retouehing is bifacial and complete on 2, incomplete on 3, and bifacial

and ventral on 1. Secondary retouch is bifacial and compleËe on 4, uni-

facial and dorsal on 1, and unifacial on the dorsal edges on 1" Four

shor,¡ no use retouch on the left edge, and 2 show battering; 3 show none

on the right edge, 2 show crushing, and 1 is ground. Five are not backed;
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I ís indeterminate due to breakage. Four are whole, I is represented by

a medla| segûenË, and 1 is represented by a proximal half. Four are of

cherÈ, and 2 are of chalcedony. Lengths range from 20.5 to 32.0 mro (on

4), wtdths from 19.1-38.1 uun (on 5), distance of wídth from proximal end

fron 12.7-20.4mn (on 5), and thíckness from 4.4-L5.7 nrm (on 5), and dis-

tance of thickness from proximal end from 7 .B-L2.7 mm (on 5). Colours

are white and moËtled brown.

There are 7 kníves, 5 from Mound 1 and 2 ftom Mound 2. Two of the

bifaces from Mound .1 are associated with Burial 7. Three have thinned

bases; 1 is prepared for thinning; 1 is indeterminate; and 4 have no base

mod.ifications. Four have no hafting modífication, t has a cornernotch'

and. 2 appear side-notched and ground. Primary retouehing is complete on

3, incomplete on 3, and unifacial on a dorsal edge. Secondary retouch

was complete on 1 and incomplete on 6. Use retouch is absent on 2, and

present in the form of crushing on 3, battering on 1, and grinding on 1'

on the left edge. On the right edge there is no use retouch on 2; Ëhere

is battering on 2, crushing ot:- 2, and ís indeterminate due Ëo breakage

on one. Six are not backed; 1 is, on its left edge. Chert is the ma-

terial from which 5 of the knives are made; 2 (the burial-associated

knives) are chalcedony. Six are complete; I is represented by a distal

half . Colours are red, grey-red, whíte, grey-\'/hite, and motÈled'
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TAsLE

IA{IVES, IN Mt"fS,

Measurement

Length

I^Iídth

1B

FIDLER MOUNDS

Distance wtdth
from prox. end

Thíckness

Bifacial scrapers number 6; I from Mound 1 and 5 from Mound 2.

Four are r+hole arld 2 are represented by a proximal and a distal half

each. Four have no base modificatíons, and 3 have prepared ends. None

have hafting modifications. Primary retouch is compleÈe on 4, on the

dorsal side only on 1, and on Ëhe dorsal edges of 1. Secondary retouch

is incomplete and bifacial ori 5, and íncomplete on 1. Use retouch on

the l-eft edge is absent on 2, and in the form of crushing on 3 and

blunting on 1. Right use retouch is absent on 1, and in Ëhe forn of

battering on 3 and erushing on 2. Three are backed on the left edge'

and 3 are not backed at all. All 6 ate of cherÈ. Colours are brown,

red-brown, and varieËies of white.

Distance thickness
from prox. end

6

6

4s.2 27 .0-6r.L

33.2 L9 .6-42.3

17 .3 LL.3-24.6

Range

tL.2

1_6.3

6.3-24.0

9.8-27 .5
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TA3LE 19

BIFACIAI SCRAPERS, IN MMS, F]DLER MOI]NDS

Measurement

Length

Width

Distance width
from prox. end

Thickness

Dlstance thíckness
from prox. end

There are 2 combination scraper-knives, 1 from each mound. Both

have indeterminate base modíf1-cation; neither is hafted. Primary reËouch

is complete and bifacial on 1, incomplete and bifacial on 1. Secondary

reËouch is bifacial and complete on 1, unifacial on the dorsal edges on

the other. One is crushed on the left edge; the other is battered on the

right by use. No backíng i-s evídent. Both are chert; 1 is complete and

1 is a dl-stal half . Colours are brown and v¿híte.

A possible bifacial wedge from Mound I is ovate in outline, unhaf-

ted, ineoupletely primarily retouched and distally retouched secondarily.

There is use-crushing on the left edge. It is complete and made of white

chert. IËs dimensions are 29.8 rom long, 2I .7 w wide; ít has a distance

between maximr¡m v¡idth and proximal end of 16.6 m-. is 9.3 m thick, and

has a distance of thickness from proximal end of 15.7 nn.

A combination knife-graver from Mound 1, of white chert is rhors-

boid in shape, has no base modification, and is prirnaríly retouched over-

all. It is incompletely secondarily reËouched, shows polish on Ëhe left

90

4

5

36.3

26.3

22.6

11.9

14.3

Range

4

4

L2.L-54.4

20.3-31.0

7 .s-44.L

B . 1-14. 0

5 . B-28.0



edge and crushing on the rJ-ght, and is backed on the left. It is 31.7

mm 1ong, 18.6 mro wíde, has a disË,ance between width and proximal end of

16.8 nu, Ls 7.9 mm thick, and has a distance from thlckness to proximal

end of 19.5 m.

Spokeshaves and Gravers (Fig, 9, L-L74, L-2L7)

There are 2L spokeshaves; 11 frorn Mound 1 and 10 fron Mound 2.

Outline is irregular in 11, polygonal in 4, rectangular-expanding in 3,

rect,angular-contracting in 1, rectangular-parallel in 1 and ovate in 1.

No haftÍng is evident. Twenty are made of chert; 1 is of quartzite.

Nineteen are parallel-oriented flakes; 2 are on split pebbles. The loca-

tion of the working edge is on the lefr side (dorsal) on 10, on the left

side (dorsal-ventral) on 1, and on the left (ventral) on 3; on the right

side (dorsal) in L2, and on the righË side (dorsal-ventral) in 1. Back-

ing is present on 2 on the left edge, on 2 on the right, and on 1 on Ëhe

proximal edge. Use-marks include crushing (on 3), polishíng (on 3), and

grinding (on 3). Fourt,een are r,rhole; the distal half represent,s 7.

Colours include whíte (I2) , grey (7), bror,m (1) , and mottled (1).

TA3LE 20

SPOKESHAVES, IN MMS, FIDLER MOUNDS

Measurement

Length

i,Iidth

Thickness

Working edge angle

20

20

20

L9

2T.L4

23.40

L3.52

52.52

Range

L3.2-55.3

15 .1-39.6

2.3-L3.2

100-950
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There are 6 gravers in all, 3 from each mound. Five are irregular

ln form; 1 is rectangular-expanding. None is crushed, and I is ground.

0n the right side, l- shows crushing. None are backed. Three are whole,

2 are presenË as a distal half, and I as a proximal half. All are of

chert, grey-whíte (5), and mottled (1). (Ftg. 5, L-204, 1-163).

There are 2 combination graver-scrapers, 1 of chalcedony and 1 of

chert; l red-bror^rn, I white. Nej-ther is hafted. One has both a dorsal

and venËral working edge; t has only a dorsal working edge. NeÍther is

backed. Each shor,¡s wear on the ríght side; 1is crushed, the other

ground.

Other Lithics

There are 58 it,ems classified as marginal retouch tools in Mound

1 and 168 in Mound 2. Most of these are slíghtly chipped flakes, or

show batt,ering or grinding from some use. Most of the iteus are of

chert; in Mound 1 there is 1,of granite and 1 of banded chert, and in

Mound 2 there are 3 quartzite, 3 granite, 2 petrified wood, 2 chalcedony,

2 metamorphlc, and 1 quarLz item.

There are 41 cores from Mound 1 and 12 f.rom Mound 2. All are of

chert, and all are flake-cores; there are no blade-cores.

Unrnrorked waste-flakes from Mound 1 number 265. 0f these, 23 ate

of chalcedony, 5 of granite, 5 of quarxzite, and 6 of schist. The re-

mai-nder are uost,ly of white chert. Mound 2 }:,as 206 waste-f1akes, of

v¡hich 15 are of chalcedony, 6 of quartzíte, 2 of granite, 2 of basalt,

and 1 of petrified wood; the rest are chiefly white chert.

There are 2 pipe fragrnents, possibly grey steatite, from Unit C ín

Mound l. They may be from the same iÈem. Their projected di:meter is

lQ rnm, and thickness varies from 1 to 3 mm.
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There are 2 possible srnoothfng sLones, both from Mound 1. Both

are of metamorphíc rock; 1 Ís black, the other, dark grey. The black

one, 1-30, measures 40.7 m long, 24"5 nm wide, and 7.5 nrn thick. One

end, . resemblíng Lhe bit of a scraper (65' angle) is smoothed. The grey

one, L-75, measures 68.4 mrn long, 26.2 w, wide, and 15.2 run thick. It

is smoothed and symmetrical, with a 70" angle at either end, and has

patination on the smooth ventral surface. A rubbing stone of granite

from Mound 2, 1-166, measures SQ Ím by 61.1 mm by 13.8 um. It is smooth-

ed and rounded at. one end, and has stríations along one side. Both the

ventral and dorsal- surfaces are smooth.

No grooved hammerst.ories rnrere recovered from either mound, but there

were several rocks whích ioight have served the purpose without modífica-

tion; they show possible pounding marks (very vague).

There are several possible abraders in the mounds; 1-31, a silt-

stone ovate from Mound 1, measuring 45.2 nmby 32.5 mm by 23.9 rrm, has

striatíons at one end, possibly from use.

A stone baÈon, associ.aËed wíth BurÍal 18, was possibly ground to

shape (see Plate 18). Ic measures 13 cm in length, and tapers from 3 cm

at one end to 6.5 cm at the other. It has a limey patinaËion on one

slightly-convex síde. The baton is irregularly diamond-shaped ia cross-

section, and one surface appears polished. On the longitudinal rídge

on this side are 22 sma1J- notches cut into the stone at right angles to

the length. These are írregularly spaced. There is a t.race of red

colour on the polished surface near Ëhe smaller end.

Twenty pigment stones were recovered from Mound 1, and 10 from

Mound 2 (see Table 21). 0f these, 16 axe ochre nodules; the otheTs are

1ow-grade liuestone and sandstone. Conrmon colours are varietíes of red,
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pink, and orange. The reds match the shade of ochre found on some of Ëhe

burl-al-s, and l-t is possible that a number of these nodules were origfnal-

1y burial-assocíated.

A small grey ítem, very like a smooth "top", horízontal-ly grooved

and oval in side view, was found in the fíll of Mound 1 (see Plate 1B).

This is a calcium carbonate concretion of a type that forms in shale

(G. Lamners, pers. coml.). Though naturally formed, the concretion is

not naturally occuring in the mound. It neasures 37 mro in diameter,

and ís 20.8 um thick at the centre.

A grey square English-sty1e gunflint, of grey chert, vras found near

the surface of Mound 2. Its edge angles'are from 35o-60o, and crushing

is ev-idenL ax 2 of the opposing ends. It appears to have been parallel-

pressure-flaked, and it,s vent.ral surface has been flattened by flaking.

Found near the surface in both mounds vrere grey slate dowels. The

one from Mound l measures 52./ nrm in length and 4.8 -m in diameter, and

appears to have been sharpened as with a knífe aË one end. The 3 simí-

1ar fragments from Mound 2 are f.rom 37.9-40.2 m. ín length and 4.8-5.5

mm ín diemeter. They also look as if they had been sharpened. It is

possible that these r¡rere markers or constructíon items of some sorË.
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No. & Unit

Mound 1:

1-5 A-5

L-9 B-2

1-31 C-t-5

L-32 C-16

l-s3 F-4

1-58 c-4
l--7L H-3

1-74 H-6

L-77 H-9

1-100 F-6

1-103 F-9

1-104 F-10

1-112 J-5

1-t-16 J-9

1-133 K-B

L-tB4 L-2

Mound 2:

1-91 N-5

1-136 Q-2

1-140 Q-6

1-144 R-1

1-146 R-3

L-L57 T-2

1-158 T-3

1-160 U-2

l-166 I^t-1

TA3LE 21

PIGMENT STONES, FIDLER MOUNDS

LengÈh

58.9 rm

33. B

L7.2

4L.4
28.2

30. 5
24.2

24.6

22.2

L6.4

18.5

27.3

22.3

47 .4
32.1,

L6.6

39.6
L9.7

r-8. 4

3s.2

2l-.8

26.7

49.4

22.2

56.6

28.3

39.7

24.5
t)o
13. 9

Colour

10R4/B (red)

5YR6/8 (orange)

2.5YF.416 (red)

5YR7/6r, (orange)

5YRB/4 (pink)
2.5YR5/B (orange)

10YRB/4 (tan)

7.5YRB/6 (tan-pink)
10R4/6 (red)

5YR8/4 (pink)

5YR6/4 (pink)
5YR514 (red)

2.5YR4/8 (rust)
7.5YR7/6 (orange)

2.5YR3/6 (red)

5YR8/2 (pÍnk)
5YF.7 /6 (orange)

5YR6/8 (orange)

2.5Yk3/4 (rust)

5YR5/6 (red)

5YR5/6 (red)

2.5YR5/B (rust)
2.5YR5/6 (rust)
5YR5/6 (red)

5YR7 /2 (rnauve)

5YR7 /4 (orange)

5YR5/6 (red)
5YR7 /6 (orange)

5YR5/6 (red)

Material

sandsËone

ochre

ochre

sandstone
ll

sandstone
ochre

limestone

limesË.one

ochre

limestone

limestone

?

ochre
It

ochre

1ímestone
limestone
ochre

ochre

ochre

ochre

ochre

limestone
ochre

limestone

limesËone

ochre
ochre

ochre
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Díscussion

Most of the lithícs recovered from the Fídler Mounds were recovered

from the mound fil-l, indicating that they were most likely deposíted with

habitation site debrfs when Ehe mounds were bui1t. It is nosE likely

that the earth for the fill carne from the lower Lerrace to the I^l of the

site; this terrace is the locatlon of the Lockport site reported by

MacNeish (1958), and of the Floodway Village siLe, excavated in 1964 and

since unpublished, by TinoËhy Fiske. It is the wríterrs opinion, based

on naps of the area, that the Lockport and Floodway Village sites were

one and the same. It would be profitable, Ëherefore, if Ëhe lithics and

other materlal from the Floodway Village site could be analyzed, prefer-

ably concurrently wiÈh a re-analysis of the Lockport site material. Such

a study would províde data for comparison with those of the Fidler Mounds.

Siurllar data could be deríved from a re-examinatíon of the Larter siËe,

also reported by MacNelsh (1958). In this way, information about the

lithíc assemblages and materials of the northern Red River valley could

be collated and used for comparisons wíth oËher areas of the province,

in particular the trrlhiteshell and Wínnipeg River areas.

I'leta1

The only metal assocíaËed \riËh a burial, Buríal 19, was a flat-

tened copper ring, square in cross-section, measuring 3.4 cm in diameter

(outside) and 2.8 cm in di:meÈer (inside). The ring is 0.12 cro Ëhick'

and is wrapped in what appears to be fibre or animal hide, possibly as

part of the hanger of the ornamant. The ring had been subuitted for

metallurgíc and t,race-element analysis, but as yet no results have been

received. The ring was found on the left ribcage of Burial 19 (rnale
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adult), and green sËains were located on the

and on the occipl-tal- bones of the skul-l" It

\47as part of an elaborate hanging headdress,

that survived. In the course of storage, ít

Bone Artifacts

Not many of the bone artlfact.s recovered from the Fidler Mounds

vrere associated with burials when found. This ís due possibly to the

redeposition of the artifacËs in the course of the earlíer excavaËions.

Originally Ëhere were 32 items of bone; ín 1973-74 or.1-y 27 could be ac-

counted for (see Appendfx 2 for the míssing i-tems). Identifícatíons,

provenÍence, measuremenËs, and associations are given in Table 22.

rJ-bs, on the left humerus,

is possible that the ring

and thaË it is Ëhe only piece

has broken in two.
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No.

1-9

1-t_0

r-34
7-47

Unit &

Level-

TABLE 22

BONE ARTIFACTS, FIDLER MOUNDS

B-2

B-3

C-18

c-7

L-52 F-3

L-72 H-4

1-87 N-l

1-93 P-2

1-98 H-6

1-99 H-B

1-100 F-6

1-117 J-10

1-L2O K-4,7

]--L2I K-8

L-L24 F-10

1-153 s-3

1-159 U-1

1-185 L-3

L-L92 L-10

1-193 L-11

1-198 E-3

7-204 E-9

l--2L4 X-8, g

7-223 Md. 1

Artlfact

Potmarker (?)

Smoother (rib)
Ar¿1

Cut radius
(moose/bison)

Flaker

Bone bracelet
Cut, incisor

(deer)

Awl

Bird legbone

Birdbone whístle
Bird humerus
Longbone frag.
Dog tibia frag.
Beavertooth tool

tool
Calcaneus (cow/

bison)

E1k antler haft
Ungulate met.ap.

Rib fragment

Beavertooth
frag.

Bone bracelet.
Bear mandíble

frag.
Bone bracelet
Swan longbone

Smoothed rib
Moose mandíble

frag.
Swan ulna

Length

25.2

7B.L

80. 9

273.5

118 .0

38.7

L26.0

s3.6

190.0
Bs.4

108.6

43.8

185 .0

160.0

180.0

61. 1

46.7

145 .0

187 .0

85.9

185"0

270.0

(in rmns)

Width Thick.

L2.6

15 .1

L4.7

78.4

13.9

30.2 3.1

6.7

38.0

6.7

L4.L
14.0 3.2
L6.3

12.6

26.4 26.4

27.5 27.5

16.6

9.5

t4.L 2.0

15.5 L.9

L7 .4

18.9

]-r., -

Assoc.

Bur. 2

Bur. 6

Bur. 7

Bur. 7

Bur. 7

Bur. 18

Bur. 10

Bur. 11

Bur. L4

Bur. lB
Bur. zl-x

*Recovered by bulldozer.
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Specimen 1-9, the possible pottery marker, is a longbone shaft

fragment wLttt 2 notches and 3 poinËs (see Plate 19a). It ls dark grey-

brown in colour. The notches are about 3.4 um across and 2.2 rnm deep.

When used to mark plastícine, the item left deep punctates.

Specimen 1-10, a rib fragmenË, is notched 5 times vertfcally in an

irregular manner, and smoothed all along the edges (see Plate 20b).

Specimen L-34, a possible broken awl, is smoothed along the edges,

and shows black-flecking, possibly as a resulË of burnl-ng (see Plate z}b).

Specimen 1-47 (see Plate 22b) is the cut dÍsta1 end of a Bison (?)

radius, polished on the shaft and cut end. Directly associaËed w1th

Buríal 2, this may have been a digging too1.

Specimen 1-72 (see Plate 23a) is a bracelet in 5 parts. It tapers

to Ëhe ends (10.6 rnm) where there are drilled holes for a fastening thong

(holes ate 2./ rn wide) , 5.7 mm from the ends of Ëhe item. Three bands

ot zígzag geometrical designs are bounded by parallel incisíons in a

horizontal direction. These bands are 4.8 mm wide, w-ith very sma11 in-

Èervals. This may be polished antler; some cancellous tissue shows j-n

the centre, whích shows striations.

Specimen 1-93, (see Plate 2Lb) is a pi-ece of moose or elk met,apo-

díal, smoothed and possibly gnawed. It is polished all along the edges

and the external surface. This may be an ai^rl .

Specinen 1-98 (see Plate 19a) is a bírd tibia or fibula, polished,

and with one end bevelled. Ho11ow and triangular in cross-section, it

may be a pottery marker. It was associated v¡iËh Burial 6.

Burial 7 (L-99) vras accompanied by 3 bone artifacts (1-99). A

r¡histle (see Plate 2La) is made from a trurnpeter swan u1na. The hole for

the reed is 13.7 mm long by 7.1 nm wide, and is bevelled down to the
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actual openíng. The entire surface shows pol-ish and narrow bands of

either smoothing or eareful scraplng. The flat scratched blrd humerus

(see Plate 2La) has no known functÍon. The curved and polished mammal

longbone fragment (Plate 21a) has its ends and shaft smoothed. It has

no knornm function.

Specimen 1-100 (Plate 19a) is a blackened fragrnent of dog tibia'

bevelled at the most darkened end. Físke interpreted this as a bead; it

is the writerfs belief that this may have been part of a pipestem.

specimen L-L17, (Plate 22a) a beaver tooËh gouge, is a polished

and notched ant.ler with a beaver incisor hafted in it. Notches on either

side of the thín Ëip of the antler number 8 and 12. The haft hole is

11.6 ran across, the incisor 45.8 rmr long.

The cow or bison calcaneus associated with Burial 10 was unworked,

and may have been intrusive. The moose longbone shaft fragment (see

Plate 20a) is smoothed along Ëhe edges.

A possible broken beaver-tooËh gouge (see Plate 19b) is present

as specimen 1-121. Made of smoothed e1k antler, this item has a possible

drilled hole at its broken end.

Specimen 1-153 (see Plate 19a) ís a smoothed and polished ríb frag-

-¡enË gouged along one edge. Even the cancellous Èissue Ëhat remains is

smoothed

Anorher but snaller bone braceleË, 1-185 (see Plate 23b), is deco-

rated wiËh vertical rows of doËs in 3 groups. The edges are irregularly

notched. The drilled holes for fastening thongs are 1.4 rnm wíde, 2 to 3

mm fïom the ends of the bracelet, which taper. Polishing striations shor¿

on the inside and the outside of Ëhe bracelet. The number of dots in

each group is 3, 5, and 4.
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Specimen L-L92 (see Plate 20a) Is a f.ragment of the left side of

a black bear mandÍble, lacking the ramus, which has been cut off. The

canine ís worn and chipped at the tip, and the whole bone shor,¡s weather-

ing.

Specímen 1-l-93 (see Plate 23b) is yet another bone bracelet, very

much like 1-185. The groups of vertical dots are aE varying intervals.

A possible unfinished whistle (see Plate 19b), the trunpeter sr.ran

tibia or fibula numbered 1-198 was polished and hollow.

The fragment of rnoose mandible associat.ed with Buríal 18 (see Plate

zlb) shows exËreme pol-ish over the enÈíre surface. This may be a hide-

working too1.

Another possible unfinished r,¡histle, L-ú3 (see Plate 19b), ís a

polished and hollowed trumpeter swan ulna, v¡ith no flute hole.

Discussion

0f the bone tools acconpanying burials, 7 were associated with

adult mal-es, 2 wJ-xh adult fem¡les, and 2 r^rith children (see Table 22).

Of Ëhe 7 male-associated artífacts, 4 eould be considered ceremonial ín

function (whistles, possible tally-sttcks). The females r,rere accompaníed

by a ceremonía1 and an indeterninate-use ítem each. The chíldren, one 3

years, the other a possíble 4 - 6 years, r¡rere associaÈed with a utilita-

rian and a ceremorrial ítem each.

The tools not directly associated r¡ith burials fall mosËly on or

within the 231.7 elevation line of both mounds, so may have been once

associated r,rith burials but have since been redeposited. These tools

are utilitarian, ornamentalr and ceremonial:

1 possible pottery marker (1-9)
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5 smoothers or flakers (l--10, I-52, L-L20, 1-153, L-204)

2 awls (I-34, 1-93)

3 braceleËs (L-72, 1-185, 1-193)

2 eut incísors (1-87, 1-159)

1 bead/pipestem/sucking tube (1-100)

2 hafted gouges (1-117, 1-121)

1 nrandible flaker (1-L92)

2 unfinished whistles (1-198, L-223)

1 unknown iten (1-98)

Most of the bone and antler items found in the Fidler Mound.s are

similar to Ëypes of tools and ornaments vrhich enjoy great temporJ and

geographical distribution. These include aw1s, flakers, and smoothers.

Bird-bone whistles are found from Archal-c Ëo hisËoric times, from the

Plains to the Eastern \^loodlands (I^tedel 196I, \Iebb 1974, Llilley 1966, Capes

L963). The bone bracel-ets, however, closely resemble speciuens from

Arvilla complex mounds (see Johnson 1973, Plaxe 26), and some from Laurel

mounds (see SÈoltnan 1973, Plate 47). The beaver-Ëooth hafted in anË1er

resenbles Arvilla specimens (Johnson I973, Plate 30). The unilaterally-

barbed harpoon point mentioned by Johnson (1973: 65)

Fidler Mounds is actually from the Floodway Ví11age;

occurred in the mounds.

Shel1 Artifacts

There r'¡ere 9 shel1 items recovered from the

only I rüas associated with a burial. Data on the

following tab1e. The identifícations were done by

exception of. 7-L32, tentatively identified in L974
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The others r.rere rechecked frour Eddy and Hodson (1961) and Baker (L928) .

Specimens L-2 ar.ð 1-198 may not be actual tools, but both appear

Ëo have been deliberat,ely cut.

The cuË shel1 beads (measured parallel and perpendicular to the

drilled holes) are both smooth and slightly asymmetrical. The drilled

holes ineasure 2 urn (1-9) and 3.3 rm (L-227), and appear to have been
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SHELL ARTIFACTS, FIDLER MOUNDS

No.

L-2

1-9

r-7 4

L-7s

L-Lz4

1-T2B

].-L32

1-198

L_22L

Unit
Level

A-1

B-2

H-6

H-7

F-10

K-3

K-7

E-3

z-6

Description

Cut piece of she11

Shell- bead, cut

Shel1 pendant

Shel1 bead, whole

Shel1 ornamenË

Shell gorget

Shel1 bead

Cut she1l

Shell bead, cut

Length

drílled from both sides of the bead, suggesting thaÈ the lengths v¡ere cut

and possibly transported in thís fashion to the eventual v/earers. The

shel1 has not been identified, but Lhe beads are sirnilar Ëo s¡nmples cut

from the columella of the Busycon or some other large Gulf of Mexico

mo11usc, and found in other mounds in Manitoba and the Dakotas (Capes

7963). The white Viviparus (possíbly subpurpureus) she11, a spiral fresh-

r'rater snail common to the Red Ríver area (Baker L928, Eddy and Hodson

104

55 .1

4.8

66.0

L7.L

s8. 4

6B .9

]-9.7

28.5

4.7

l_n mms.

widrh

28.5

6.1

l-9.6

L2.6

31.1

55.4

L2.4

19 .0

8.5

Identificatíon

? (river clam)

?

? (river clam)

Viviparus

Lampsilis

?

Olível1a/Mitre11a

? (river clam)
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L96L), vras converËed lnto a bead by the drllling of a hole in the spiral,

which could accommodat.e a cord through ir and through the natural open-

ing of the shell (see Plate 24a). The hole is 5.3 rnn r¿Lde. Another

sirnllar type of bead ls L-L32, tentatively ídentífied as either Olivella

or M1Ère11a, Gulf Coast molluscs (Andrews L97L). It is stained, with

clay or ochre, and has been made ínËo a bead by the removal of the apex.

A groove runs parallel to the edge of the artificial opening for one-

third of the \^lay around Ëhe she1l; below that is a number of parallel ,

scratches (see Plate 24a).

Shell pendanËs incl-ude l-74, a Ëapering piece of clam shell with

the top squared off and perforaËed by a hole 2.4 n¡m across and 9.{ rm

below the top of the pendanË. The hole has been drilled from the con-

cave side. The bottom part of the pendant has horizontal scrat,ches

across the convex side and notches on each edge for a width of 11.6 mm.

Specinen 1-128 is as carefully made, smoothed at all edges, and perfora-

ted at the centre from the ventral side by a hole 10.9 nn across. Both

surfaces are polished, and there is an uneven break in 1 edge of the gor-

get (see Plate 24b). The leasË elaborate pendant, L-L24, was associated

wíth Burial L4. The pendant is half of a shel1 (Lanpsillis) with a

small- hole drilled from the dorsal side near Ëhe valve area, just belo!¡

the lunule (see Plate 24a).

Discussion

The use of tubular cut she1l beads is of wide temporal and spatial

distribution; however the use of freshwat.er clam gorgets has been claim-

ed to be a characterist,ic of the Arvilla comples (Capes 19632 971, Johnson

L9732 65); and Ëhe manufacture and use of notched cIanshe11 pendants,
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such as 1-74, has been described as characteristíc of the Laurel and

Arvilla complexes (Capes ibtd., Johnson fbid.). IllusÈrations in Johnson

(L973) and St,oltuan (1973) do indeed strongly resemble some of the she1l

artifacts from the Fíd1er Mounds

The presence of marine shells suggests trade from the Gulf Coast,

likely via the l"lississippi valley and from there to the Red River val1ey.

The occurrence of such shells, as small marine shells or as parts of

large ones, dates back at least to the Archaic (I^iilley L966; l,Iedel 1961).

Ceramics

Mound 1 yielded 30 rimsherds and 307 bodysherds, and Mound 2 pro-

duce 23 rimsherds ar'd 625 bodysherds, for a Ëota1 of 53 rimsherds and

932 bodysherds. The percentage of rimsherds to bodysherds was 9.87" for

Mound 1, 3.7% for Mound 2, and 5.77" f.or both combined.

Due to the method of recovery and the history of disturbance, the

mounds yielded very 1íttle reconstructable pottery. The importance of

reconsËructed vessels to ceramic analysis has recently been stressed

(Sym.s L974), and Ëhe writer concurs, but circumstances dictated recourse

to traditional descriptíve methods.

Munsell Color charts were riot used to standardize poÈsherd colours

due to failure Ëo find rnatchÍng colours.

Miniature Vessels

There were fragments of 7 niniature vessels, all found in the fíll

of Mound 1. The writer follows Mayer-Oakes (L970: 191) and Hanna (L9732

7) in classifying these samples as miniature pots rather than as repre-

sentative pieces of Laurel, Blackduck, or any other ware. Ethnic ascríp-

tion of smal1 poËs is a problem in ceram-ic analysis that ca11s for study

of large numbers of such vessels from a number of sites, and ís beyond
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the scope of thls paper. It is possÍble that all- of these vessels were

at one Ëime associated w1Ëh burlals; the fact that none r¡Ias so found ín

1963 indicates the heawy dísturbance of the mounds.

0n the basis of decorative motif, there appear Ëo be 4 categoríes

of mlniaËure vessel:

tralled (L-L28, 1-106' 1-107)

dentaËe (1-l-03, 1-104, f-68)

punctated riro (1-61, 1-104)

plain (1-184)

t-128 and 1-106, whÍch fit togetheq have flat lips sloping uP to-

ward the mouth, which on the basis of the curve of the rím is estimated

to be 9.8 cm ín diameter. The 1ip is marked with 2 trails, parallel to

the rim, and has a pinched castellation (?late 26a). There are traces

of a dark red colour on the 1ip. The body is also trailed; lip and

body trails are 1 mn wide. The marking was probably done with a narro!/

smooth object, such as a bone awl.

specimen L-LO7, 55 fragments of a miniature vessel, could not be

reconstructed for measurement. The colour on the exterior of the pot

appears to be a red slip. Decoration, observed from the larger fragments'

is in the forn of horizontal lines 1.2 nrm wide artd 2.4 nrm aPaÏt.

specimen 1-103 (actua1ly 2 f.ragments, non-fitÈing, of Ëhe same

vessel) has shal1or.¡-incised lips, with Ehe incisions perpendicular to

the mouth. The mouth is estimated to be betvreen 3.7 and 5.2 cm in dia-

neter. Body decoratíons on these flagment,s are horízontal to slightly

oblique rectangular dentates 2.1 r,rm wide, at irregular intervals in a

vertícal line, tending to expand obliquely Èoward the shoulder of the

pot (Plate 26a).
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Specimen l--l-04 has shallow-incl-sed líps (the mouth is estimated Lo

be 5.9 cm across) and 3 rows of reetangular shal-1ow dentates 1.9 nm wide

and 1.2 mnr aparL, converging at the neck into the apex of a triangle

(Plate 26a).

across at the widest part of the body, and 30.9 nm across the mouth (mea-

sured from the external rim). The 1ip averages 1.7 m thick; the neck

2.7 m. The body at its widest poinË is 3.8 rnm thick - a rneasuremenË

facilitated by the fracture of the pot. The 1ip is r'ì.arroh7 and unincised.

The neck is circled by punetates, roughly circular in form, abouÈ 1.2 mm

wide and l nrm apart.. At every 5th punctate, 2 vettical rows of crescent-

shaped marks 2.1 rn¡n wide and very close together vertically but about 1.6

rnm apart horizontally, run down to the thi-ckest part of the pot. Some

punctates are super-imposed, so the number per ror¡r varies between 6 ar'd 7.

This vessel was erroneously stated by Johnson (L973: 65) to have been

associated i¡ith a buríaI. In facË, it was found in the rqound fill (Plate

33b) .

Specímen 1-68 is ti\ro-thirds of a vessel, 30.3 mn tal1 , 39.8 m

Specimen 1-61 and 1-104, possible fragments of the same pot, have

relatively flaËËened lips with round punctates, apparently made with a

thin hollow tube of some sort, such as a cut feather (L. Syms, pers.

comm.). These punctaLes are 3.1 rnm wide and 3.0 mn apart. 1-61 also

has a perforation 8.2 r'r'be1ow the lip. The mouth diameter of the vessel

is estimated to be 4.33 cn (Plate 26a).

Specimen 1-184 has a rolled lip and no decoration. Its mouth is

estimated to be B.85 crn across.
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No"

TA3LE 24

MINIATI]RE VESSEL RIMSHERDS,

1-128

1-106

1-107

1-103 (2)

1-104

1-68

1-61

L-104

1-184

Temper

gri r

grir
It

ll

Colour

dark brown

dark brornm

orange-red

buff-grey

dark grey

orange-grey

buff

grey

dark grey

Moh
Scale

FIDLER MOUNDS

II

il

4

4

4

3

J

3

J

3

J

Lip

Larger Vessels

(Dimensions in rnms)

Thick.
5.1

5.1

t,

)t

L.7

4.7

5.3

5.7

The larger-vessel rJmsherds, from an estimated 43 vessels' r*7ere

analyzed in terms of ware and decoration. As has been mentíoned before,

l-imited reconstruction precluded discussion of vessel forn. Comparison

r,rith sherds from other sites and frou various complexes involved refer-

ence to Dawson (Lg73), Evans (1961), Mayer-Oakes (1970), Stoltman (L973) 
'

and to a lesser extenË, MacNeish (1958).

The Laurel Plaín rimsheids (see Plate 26b) all have a coarse and

platy textuïe. All have been horizontally smoothed. Round lips are

pïesent on 6 sherds (1-30, 7-32, L-74, 1-83, I-L54, 1-185) ' The rest

are flat to slightly rounded. It is possible that these \¡/ere wide-

mouthed pots or near-bowls, varying in mouth diameter from 11.6 to 14'3

cltr. It is estim¡ted., from size and notif, that these 9 rjms are from 9

Mouth Neck

Dia.

9B

9B

37-52

59

309

433

tt

88s

Thíck.

5.15

5.15

3.4

3.4

2.7

3.5

4.O

4.8

separaËe pot.s " 109



DECORATTVE MOTIFS OF RIMSHERDS, FIDLER MOiJNDS

Motif

Laurel Plain
Laurel Incised

Laurel DenËate

Laurel Pseudoscallop

Blackduck

Blackduck (Waskish)

Alexander Fabric-
Impressed

l,linnipeg Fabric-
Impressed

Diagonal corded &

smoothed

Diagonal corded

Horizontal corded

Vertical corded

TA3LE 25

Mound1 Mound2 %of total

6

1

2

2

1

2

1

2

1

J

1

3

1

20.45

z.z7

2.27

4.s4

4.s4

4.s4

27 .27

2.27

11.36

4.s4

9.09

6.81

1

10

3

1

1

2

LAUREL PLAIN RIMSHERDS, FIDLER MOI]NDS

No.

1-30

L-32

L-7 4

1-L29

1-185

L-224

t-83*
1-145*

1-168*

TABLE 26

Colour

grey-bluff
tt lt

tt ll

tt lt

It tt

il ll

brov¡n-black

buff-brown
light buff

Moh
Scale

Dimensions in nms

Lip Neck Mouth

3

J

3

4

4

J

4

4

3

Thick.
5.2

3.8
5.5

4.8
4.8

3.9

5.7

6.1

4.0

* Mound 2 sherds

Thick. Diam.

s.4 r32

4.8 116

7 .2 143

5.1 r32

5.3 L43

4.9 L43

734

6. B L77

s.3 140
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The on1-y Laurel Incised rfmsherd, (see Plate 30a) from Mound 2, ts

grit-tempered, coarse and platy, and dark brown in colour. Specimen

1-f43 registers 3 on the Moh scale. The lip measurement is 5.2 mm, the

neck 6.f nrm, and the estlmated mouth diameËer 1s 16.7 cm. The suiface

has been smoothed and irregularly íncÍsed in an overlapping fashion at

an B5o angle. The lip shows a few tíny irregular nicks, but is other-

wise undecorated. A boss or perforated large punctate is located 11.2

mm below the 1íp and protrudes brokenly into the interior.

The only Laurel Dentate rimsherdr 1-31 (see Plate 29a) from Mound

1, has been marked diagonally by bulky cord at large ínËervals at a 70o

angle. The cords are 1.7 mm wide and 4.9 m apart. The 1ip is smooth,

as is the Ínterior of the sherd, The writer believes that examination

of other Laurel t'Dentateil rims (see Stoltuan 1973: Plate 22) will show

that the dÍ-agonal m¡rkings are riot denËates but heawy cordmarks. The

sherd ís coloured buff. Its hardness measures 3 on the Moh scale; its

lip measures 6.1 m-, íts neck 6.4 m; and the mouth diameter is approxí-

mately 2L.7 cm.

The Laurel Pseudoscallop rims, from Mound 1, are catalogued 1-104

and 1-191 (see Plates 2Bb and 29b). Specimen 1-104 is tempered with

large grit, is coarse and lunpy in texture, and is black in colour.

Hardness is 4 on the Moh sca1e. Its líp measures 4.Q nrm, j-ts diameter

an estimated 9.8 cm. The surface is smoothed and marked in a horizontal

parallel pattern r.+ith roarks 1.1 mm wide and 1.5 mm apart. The lip edge

is cordrnarked at a 30o diagonal. Specimen 1-191 has 0.8 mm wide eord-

marks 1.1 nm apart., and no 1ip decoration. It is buff-orange in colour,

its lip measures 4.$ rnm, and its estimated mouth diameter is 12.8 cm.
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T]¡e 2 Blackduck sherds from Mound i- are griË-t,empered, coarse and

platy. Specimen 1-l-84 has left-to-right dl-agonal marks on the ltp and

right-to-left rnarks at a steeper angle on the rest of the rlm. The

paral'1el horizontal marks below the diagonals were made by plaÍnly

braided cords !.4 m, w-ide and 1.6 rnm apart. This sherd shows some re-

semblance to Ëhe category called Mode 3, Variety A (Dawson 19742 23), or

t'cordwrapped object mulËí-impressed.t' Its lip neasures 11.1 mm, and iËs

mouth diameter an estimated 12.0 cm. Sherd I-226 is diagonally rnarked

from the lip down and then smoothed so that the marks are shallow and

unclear. The 1ip has been dentated diagonally. The inside rim has more

defined marks al a 70" angle. The cord wídth ís 1.9 mm and the interval

2.2 trra. The dentate marks are 1.5 rnm r¡ide and l mm apart. The sherd is

buff-grey in colour. It regisËers 4 on the Moh scale; its 1Íp is 6.2 w

thick, and the dí¡meËer of its mouth is approximately 11.5 cm across.

This sherd generally resembles Mode 4r, Variant A (Dawson L9742 23, 19)

or 'roblique cordwrapped object impressed" (Plate 29a).

The tr^Iaskish vertícal cordmarked and puncËate rimsherds are grit-

tempered, coarse and lumpy, and show cordmarking and resmoothíng Ëo the

extent that the marks resemble dentates (plasticine ímpressions bríng

out the threadmarks). Specimen 1-136 (Mound 2) is red-buff and measures

5.1 m through the 1ip. MouËh diameter is approximately 20.1 cn. Its

puncËates are 0.1 nrm across, 0.4 urm apart (Plate zgb). Specimen l-185,

from Mound 1, has obscured diagonal cordmarks 4.9 rnrn long and 1.2 rnro wide,

with an i-nterval of.2.7 rnm. Eíght mm below Ëhe lip are 3 oval punctat.es

perforating the sherd, measurirLg 4.7 nn high by 3.{ mm wide artd Lyilrg 6.2

nrm apart. Both sherds have rounded 1ips. Specimen 1-136 is also marked
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dlagonall-y inside the pot, wfth marks 1.6 mm wlde and 2.3 to 5.0 nun apart.

1-185 is ash-grey and tts lip ls 6 nrm thick. Mouth diameter is approxí-

maËely L2.2 cm.

tr^Iaskish pottery is considered by Evans (1961) to be of the Black-

duek ware" The only thing that woul-d militate against this classifica-

tion is the roundness of the lips, not a Blackduck feature. In 1-185

this is parËly due to breakage. In Dawsonrs modes, the closesÈ resem-

blance is to variants of Mode 6, "cordwrapped objecË impressed and linear

punctaËed", both of the above sherds are broken too close to the lip to

be real1y convincing (Plates 2Ba, 30a).

Alexander Fabric-Impressed rimsherds number 12 in all. They are
-.-î-,

griË-ternpered, coarse-t,extured, and appear to have been smoothed and then

f abric-irnpressed. Decoration r"ras unif orm f abric-narked with some lip

variation. The lÍp ís rounded and smooth in 4 sherds (1-90, 1-154, L-L54,

1-136), fabric-roarked in 3 (1-157 , L-157, I-1-67) and corded in 1 (1-153).

The surface finísh varies from ragged to finer fabric-marks, with

the effect of overlapping and coarse knots (Plates 27a, 28a, 28b, 29b).

Colours range fron buff Ëo dark brown, and mouth diameters from 6.5 to

22.! cms (Table 27).

The only l^lin¡ripeg Fabric-Impressed rímsherd, l-L79, comes from

Mound 1, (see Plate 28a). It is grit-tempered, brov,rn, scores 4 on the

Moh scale, and its lip measures 5.2 'nm thick. Approximate mouth diemeter

is 20 erq. There is no líp decoration. The sherd shows evidence of

fabrie-impression and subsequenË resmoothing; Ëhe interior is more smoo-

Lhed than the exterior.
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TAßLE 27

AIEXANDER FASRIC-IMPRNSSED RIMSHERDS, FIDLER MOI]NDS

No.

1-205

L-228

1-90*

1-136*

1-153*

r-ts4*
1-154*

l--157*

1-157*

1-159*

r-L67*
L-T67*

Colour

buff
buff
dark brown

brown

buff
yellowish
buff-brown

dark brovm

orange buff
buff
orange buff
dark brown

Moh
S cal-e

Dímensions
Lip

4

J

4

J

4

3

3

3

J

J

4

4

Thickness

6.5

4.8

7.L

7.4

7.0

6.7
6.L

5.3
5.6

4.3

5.3
6.8

Miscellaneous categories

in urns.
Mouth

The r¡riter has created the next 3 caËegories to accounË for the

riusherds which resemble nothing in standard referenees, and whích are

so broken that liËtle can be told of vessel form or general decoratiou.

Thus, the rimsherds cannot be assigned to published categories.

The cat,egory called by the r¿riter díagonal corded and smoothed

contaíns grit-Ëempered sherds r¿ith differing decorations. Specimen 1-4

is smoothed, irregularly diagonally cordmarked and resmoothed; each mark

is 5.4 nrm leng. The lip is undecorated. Specimen 1-184 is marked at a

slight diagonal (30' - 35") and resmoothed; individual marks are 4.2 mm

long, 1.1 mro wide, and are spaced at 1.3 mm intervals. The lip and in-

LT4

* Mound 2 sherds

Diam.

98

98

180

204

151

t99

L79

L42

65

22I

150

B8



teríor are smooth. Of the Mound 2 sherds, L-I4B has a 45o cordmark'

smoothed over. The cords appear to have a straight weave with overlap-

ping twines. The lip is smooËh and flat. Specimen 1-153 is obscure and

crumbl-ed; L-L54 ls obscured, buË the 1ip is cordmarked (Plates 27a, ZBa,

29a, 30d).

TABLE 28

DI.AGONAI COR.DED AND SMOOTIIED RIMSHERDS

No.

L-4

1-184

1-148*

1-153*

L-]-54*

Colour

brown-b1ack

buff
orange-buff

buff

The díagonal corjled sherds are all grit-tempered, and have all been

smoothed, marked, and resmoothed. Specirnen 1-171- (Mound 1) is diagonally

(85' - 87o) narked up to the lip, then obscured. The 1ip is vertically

cordmarked; the inside of the sherd is marked at a 70" angle and, though

smoothed, is more distinct than the exterior. The cord width is 1.6 um;

the interval 1.5 nm (measured on Ëhe interior). The lip is decorated

wiËh 1.3 nrm r.ride cordmarks. Specimen 1-154 is cordmarked and smoothed,

and has a slight lip protuberance (Plates 28a, 30d). The 2 sherds are

buff-orange (f-171) and brown (1-154). Lip thicknesses are /¡.1 mm and

6.1 mn respectívely; mouth diameters are 150 m and 199 ¡nn.
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Scale Lip Mouth

Thick.
3 s.2

3 3.8

3 4.5

4 6.9

3 s.4

* Mound 2 sherds

Diam.

209

L27

L64

191

130



Horizontal corded rimsherds are grit-tempered and coarse. Specimen

1-14 has parallel marks 2.2 rm wide and 3.1 urn apart, quite obscured by

smoothJ-ng. Smoothing made measuring the marks on 1-110 irnpossible, but

they are noticeably para11el. The interior of the rim ls diagonally

(80") eordmarked and l-ess obseure. Specímen L-]-,ZB has l-.3 mm wide cord-

marks ar'd 2. I mrn int,ervals on the exterior, and 1.8 m cordmarks and I

mm intervals on the interior; the laËËer is smoothed. Specimen 1-81 ís

strongly marked and smoothed, and the 1íp has been either cordmarked or

shallow-denËate and re-smoothed (Plates 27b, 2Ba, 30d).

TABLE 29

HORIZONTAL CORDMARKED RIMSHERDS, FIDLER MOIJNDS

No.

L-L4 buff
1-110 bror,m

1-128 buff
1-81* black

Colour

The Vertlcal corded sherds are grit-tempered and moderately coarse

in t,exture. The marks on I-204 are 2.6 -m r.ride, 1.8 rnn apart, and

smoothed. The lip, which ís 5.{ nrm thick, is marked along the inner

edge para1le1 to the 1ip axis. Mouth diameËer is 14 cm. Specimen L-L66

(Mound 2) has 1.3 m- cordmarks aË I nrm int.ervals, and is resmoothed.

The marks begin 2.8 mm below the 1ip, which is diagonally corded and

smoothed, and 6.3 mm thick. The inside of the sherd is horizontally

cordmarked \,r-ith 1.3 rnm wide bands 1.6 mm apart. Mouth diameÈer is 15.5
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Scale

* Mound 2 sherd

DimenSiong in nrms.

Lip Mouth

3

4

4

3

Thickness Diam.

7 .B 236

5.6 L69

5.6 L46

s.0 L67



cm. SpecÍmen L-L62 (Mound 2) has marks 1 mm wide and 1.3 nrm apart' and

just below the rolled 1ip it has an obscure cordmark as though a string

has been squeezed around the vessel- at that position. This mark is wíder

than the others, but due.to smoothíng" The insíde of the sherd is horí-

zontally cordrnarked and smoothed; the ur,arks are L mm wide and 1.3 mm

apart. The f-ip measures 7.1 run thick, and the mouth diameter ís an es-

timated 24.9 cm (Plates 2Bb, 30a).

Bodysherds

The 932 bodysherds vrere divided ínto gross categories on the basis

of surface treaËment (Table 30). Reconstruction rüas attempted, but with

little success.

The najoriËy of the bodysherds are plain or smoothed. They are

grit-Ëempered, coarse-textured, and range in colour from buff to orange

to black.

TA3LE 30

SI]RTACE TREATMENT OF BODYSHERDS, FIDLER MOIJNDS

Surface

Plain/srnoothed

Fab ric-irnp res sed

Cordmarked

Incised
Dentate

Splits
TOTAL

Moundl Mound2 %of total

130

3B

r72

1

24

305

* Tq¡o sherds from Mound 1 were shell-tempered
and ¡,ri1l be considered separately.

The fabric-impressed

a96

224

159

11

2

33

625

34.98

28.LL

29.08

1.18

.32

O.L¿^

99.79

bodysherds are

LL7

grit-tempered and range in



colour frorn buff to orange to black. Surface ffnísh ïanges from fabrÍc-

marked and sm-othed to deep, unsmoothed impressions, from sherd to sherd.

Among the sherds from Mound 2 are 95 fron 1 pot, recovered from unit BB

by shovel. The colour is black. one sherd., possibly a neck fragmenL,

shows punctates at narrov/ intervals, 2.7 um wide and 3.6 mrn high, put

into the clay at a slight angle.

There are 10 subcategories of cordmnrked bodysherds (Table 3l).

The horizontal-vertj-ca1-horízottaT- sherd, probably a necksherd, is
decorated w-ith cords 1.4 urm wide and 1.6 mm aparË horízontally and some-

what less verËíca11y. The sherd is brown on the exterior and black in-
side, and gri.t-tempered (plate 31b).

TA3LE 31

SIIRFACE TREATMENT OF CORDMARKED SHERDS, FIDLER MOUNDS

Type

Horizontal-vertical-
horizontal

Heawy twine
I{orízontal
Large cord

l"liscellaneous cord

Smoothed cord

Overlapping cord

Corded and trailed
Laurel pseudoscallop

Blackduck

TOTAL

Mound 1

1

4

L4

7

27

5

48

6

712

Mound 2

The heavy-twine sherds

colour, and decorated byl-n

111

125

2

74

3

3

1

259

"/" of xotaL

.37

s.54

5I.29

3.32

9 .96

1. 85

22.88

3.32

r.72

"Jt

r00. 02

are grit-tempered, buff, orange, or black

horizontal single cord marks varying from
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1.9 to 2.3 m wlde and lying from 1.7 to 3.2 r¡m apart. The cord is well-

defined (see Plate 31b) and consistently twísted.

Horizontal rnarked sherds range in colour from buff to black. Sur-

faces are ôordmarked and re-smoothed; the marks vary in wídth fron 1.5

to 2.6 'qrn at inËervals of from 0.9 to 3.9 mrn, and are both parallel and

horizontal (Plate 32a).

The group ca11ed "miscellaneous cordmarked sherds" r,,rere buff to

black in colour, and had been smoothed, marked and re-smoothed., for the

mosË part in horizontal rows wi-th varying widths and ínËervals (Plate 31b).

Smoothed corded sherds - Fiskets "línear punctatett- rn/eïe buff to

dark brown in coJ-our. Their surfaces had been smooËhed, cordmarked and

heavily re-smoothed to the extent that the marks resembled punctates.

In plasticine impressions, these marks resembled tight cord.marks, oftea

overlapping, about 1 "rm wide and at varying intervals (Plate 31b).

Overlapping cordmarked sherds resemble what has been ca11ed "cord-

wrapped paddle." These are buff, orange, or black in colourr ârrd have a

smoothed surface covered with cord.marks ín a frequently crj-sscross and

overlapping effect. Two pieces from Mound 2 have small punctates (P1ate

32b).

The cordmarked and trailed sherds - Fiskers "Upper Mississippi

spiralrt and ttcarobria Att are grít.-tempered, coarse, orange-buff to dark

brown, and have been smoothed, cordmarked, and rr¡ide-incised. The samples

from Mound 1, probably from the same vessel, are diagonally cordmarked

and trailed in a para11el-horizontal direct,ion with a round smooth object.

The trails are 3.2 mm wide and from 8.4 to 9.8 rnm apart. The surface has

been resmoothed to a glossy finish. Marks of the cord vary in distinct-

ness' expecially in the Mound 2 samples. The trails on these are 2 rnrn
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wide, 2.8 unn aparx, and írregular in outline (Plate 31a).

The Laurel- Pseudoscallop sherds were grit-t.empered, coarse, and

black. The surface had been smooËhed and regularly horizontally cord-

markedi the marks were 1.1 rm wide and 1 um apart (Plate 32b).

The neck sherd identified as Blackduck (P1aËe 32b) has r,,ride cord-

marks (1.9 mn) at regular intervals (1 r¡rn aparË) in a horizonËal direc-

tion. Above these are deep vertical punctates 9.1 nm tall, 2.2 mm wide,

an;.d 2 to 3 nrm apart. Above these ones are díagonal cordmarks 2"2 mm wíde,

2 nm apart, and oriented at a 70" angle. This sherd resembles Dawsonrs

Mode 7, VarieËy B (L9742 23).

Incised bodysherds are grit-tempered, coarse and p1aty, and buff

to dark brown. The surfaces are smoothed and shallow-incised, sometimes

in the form of an X, either in a parallel-vertical direction or seeming-

1y at random. There is no other apparent marking. These sherds resem-

ble Laurel Incised (see Plate 32).

Dentate sherds range in colour from orange to black, and have a

smooth surface marked with squarish, uneven-depth dentaËes in parallel-

horizontal rows unevealy spaces (see Plate 31a). Each dentate is 3.1 'nm

long and 2.6 rnnwide, and each appears to have been made with a notched

or broken instrumenË. Row intervals are about 4.3 rm.

Only two shell-tempered sherds were recovered from the mounds, and

both were found ín Mound 1. The sherds are bror^m, smoothed, and one

appears to be vaguely cordmarked (Plate 33a).

Discussion

The miniature-vessel rimsherds came from

6 from Unit F, 2 f.rom Unit G, 1 from Unit K,

1,20

the central area

and 1 from Unit

of

L.

Mound

The



1 from K, and 1 of those from F, fít together. This fairly close spatial

relationshíp among the small-vessel rins indícates that the vessels were

probably present in the central chamber of the mound, in associaËion

with burials. In fact, the only burlal-associated vessel, 1-107 (55

fragments of reddish incised pottery) , Lay on Ëhe floor of the central

piË not far from the feeË of Buríal 13, which vras represented by 2 f.eet

and lor,+er limbs in a upright posíti-on, the feet resting flat on the floor

(see Plate 6a). The presence of these rir¡sherds on the cent,ral area in-

dicates that Ëhe cenËre was excavated (probabl-y by shovel) and the vessels

thror¿n off to one side; subsequently, some r¡rere thrown back into the pít

by backfilling.

Provenience of the rest of the rim and bodysherds indicates random

scattering, with the exception of the Alexander Ïabric-Impressed rims,

which were found predomínantly in Mound 2 in nearly all the excavation

unj-ts withín the top 4 1eve1s. There is also a large proportion of fabric-

impressed bodysherds in Mound 2 (e.g., 95 fragments of 1 pot in level I

of Unit BB). If fabric-impressed bodysherds of the knotty' very rough

surface pattern are assumed Ëo be SelkÍrk ware (not as yet a safe assump-

tion, given our knovrledge of reconstructed pots), Ëhen there is a possi-

bility Ëhat lvtound 2 is more recent than Mound 1. It is also possible

that the occurrence of fabrie-impressed sherds in Mound 1 is the resulË

of backfill from Mound 2 bei:ng thrown-'onto.Mound,l by pothunt.ers. 'Anoth-

er possibility is that Mound 1 was built uP ovel a long period, and that

the fabric-ímpressed pottery came from the upper layers of the mound due

to later intrusions or from later increments.

The chief use of pottery from mound fifl lies in the very general

bracketing of the period of construction. In the case of these mounds,
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íf ¡¿e assume thaË the sherds represent habítation sÍte debris, we know

that. the mounds r¿ere builË from earth obtained from habítations that

initially feature Laurel ceramícs, and subsequently, the Blackduck and

Selkirk l{ares.

Other Ceramic ltems

The pottery elbow pipe found in close association wÍth Burials 17a

and b (see Plates 7b, 25a) is grey in colour and has 10 incised lines

running parallel Ëo the rím of the pipe bow1. The sËem is curved, and

has incised perpendicular lines on the flattened stem base (18 lines in

all). This pípe is quiËe similar to one from Ëhe Snake River mounds of

Minnesota, descri-bed by Johnson (L973: 30; Plate 34a), except Ëhat the

Snake River pipe has a sËraight rather Ëhan a curved stem. This pipe

r.vas found in what the excavators believed \¡ras a burial piË in Ëhe sub-

soíl below Mound 2 of the Snake River group (Ibid: 28), buË which was

lacking skeletal remains.

TABLE 32

CERAMIC PIPE MEASI]REMENTS,
FIDLER AND SNAKE RIVER MOI]NDS

Measurement (in rans)

Base to rim
Max. bowl diameter

Bowl diarneter, sEem
junction

Stem dianeter at junct.
l{outhpiece diameter

Base length
Stem-to-bow1 length

Snake R.* Fídler

98.3

s5.4

37 .B

26.6

L0.2

r00.0
65.7

*Johnson 19732 30

89.6

50.5

28.2

19.3

10 .5

60.8

40.1
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Clay Lumps

Scattered throughout the mounds, in nearl-y all- units and all levels,

rrere amorphous lumps of clay whlch gave the impression of having been

fired, as some were of a reddish colour and all were hard rather than

crumbly. Fiske kept only a represent.atíve sample: a total of 358 a1-

together , 346 coming from Mound 1 and 12 from Mound 2. The writer Ie-

counted the ltrmps and found a toËal of 340, 328 from Mound 1 and L2 from

Mound 2. The difference is possibly due to the earlier inclusion of

stove clinkers (11 in number) and to loss over 10 years of storage.

One hundred ninety-two of these lumps appear t.o have stíck and/or

other impressions on their surfaces. Plasticine impressions of the

lumps show a varíety of irregular patterns, resembling rooË1ets, strar¡I'

twigs, po1es, or rock surfaces. Some of the concavíties in the lumps

measure from 10 to 30 mm wide. In Mound 1, 7 of the lumps were recovered

with burials: 1 each with Burials 1 arrd 2; 2 with Burial 7; and 3 with

Burial- 9.

What these lurnps are is not known. Wilford (1950 z 223) has repor-

ted Laurel burials wiËh fire hardened clay ín the orbits of the sku11s

and around the crania. The clay seemed marked wíth coarse fibres. There

is no mention in the excavation noÈes of clay associated in this way

vrith the Fidler burials. If these lumps are r¡¡hat Bell descríbed ín 1898

as "burrrt brick" fragments, this l¿ould argue against the naterial being

discarded historic (European) house-chinking. Furthermore, the impres-

sions, when present, are quite snall. If the lunps represent chinking

at a1l, Èhey would probably be from a wattle-and-daub type of structure.

Sirailar lumps occur at the Floodway Village site (Fiske L964).

Other hypotheses offered by Fiske inÖlude the possibility that Ëhe
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lumps are the remaims of hearth floors thaË were fncluded ln the fÍll of

the mounds during construction. This does not explain the presence of

impressions on some of the lumps. If the lumps \,rere the by-products of

pottery manufacture, as Fiske has also suggested, thís does not explain

why they have been hardened. The presence of grit temper has no rele-

vance to this argument, as it is Ëhe writerts belief that the clay of

the area is naturally tempered, and may not have been sieved carefully

before use. If the manufacture of pottery was by the coil-and-build

method, then waste clay should not show impressíons, as the buildup of

a patch of excess on a vessel could be avoided from the beginning of

manufacture, and scraping would not have been necessary.

Size of the lumps ranges from ca. B0 mro across to less than 10 mm.

Colour is generally tan to orange, r,¡-ith some dark brornm fragments. The

mound-assocj-ated lumps differed from the Floodway Village lunps in sever-

al respects:

1) Ëhe Floodr¿ay VÍl1age lumps numbered 96, aLL but 1

being under 22 mm across,

2) most Floodway Village lumps show a smoothed side

but no stick impressions,

3) on1-y 4 T¡rere recovered from the burial feaËure at

the Floodway Village (though this may have been a

sarnpling error) .

It is suggesËed that the clay lumps represenË daub from some t¡rpe

of structure.

Faunal Material

A great deal of non-human bone was found in the Fidler Mounds.
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a total of 3L74 maÍmal' bird, and other bones or bone fragments, 1933

were found ín Mound 1 and L242 ín Mound 2 (Fiske 1964). 0f a total of

4362 fj.str bones, 3474 were located in Mound 1-, and 888 in Mound 2" Shell

account.ed f.or 204 pieces' with 175 being found 1n Mound 1, and the rest

in Mound 2.

The bíggest single species represerited in the mound bone is channel

catfish (Tctalurus lacustris). Much of thís may be of relaËively recent

deposiËion, as 1t occurred in piLs in the mounds, in some cases accour-

panied by metal fishhooks. Domestic cow also accounts for a fair amount

of bone; almost invariably these fragments shor^r the marks of a rnetal sar¡.

T.he remains of xlne 2 specíes of ground squírrel and the one of gopher

(see Table 33) are considered to be mostly naturally deposited, as a

result of their habitation in burrows in the mounds. No doubt they had

a great deal to do with the seaËtering of some of the smaller artifacts

and human bones.

The iniËial identification of bone vras done for Fiske by Paul Lukens.

The writer r¡ras able to add a few items to the líst, with the aid of com-

parative bone and references (Mi1es 19732 Olson 1960). Much of the bone,

however, rras so fragmentary that it could not be identified, and has been

so listed in the tables.

The cat, co\,r, pig, horse, and dog remains are considered to be part

of the trash-duupings of European seËtlers. The cat bone ''cones 'f rom

about 3 to 4 individuals, 1 of which is immature, and shows holes in one

scapula that looked like shotgun-pellet marks.

Mollusc shel1 from the mounds is very fragmented, and continues to

disintegrate in storage. Out of the total of 204 pieces, 35 were iden-

tifíed as genus Amblema, 10 as Lampsilis, possibly 2 species, one of
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Species

Beaver (Castor canadensis)

Blson (Bison Þ¿egr)

Cow (Bos domesticus)

Cat, (Felis cattus)

Cervid (?)

Dog (çr"i". famil-íaris)

Fisher (Martes pennanti)

Ground squirrel (Cjfelþe
lineatus)

TA3LE 33

FAUNAL REMATNS, FIDLER MOUNDS

Fragments

Ground squirrel (C. franklinii)

Horse (Equus caballus)

Mínk (Must,ela vison lacustris)

35

73 (?)

9L

116

9

L70

2

47

L24

5

40

2

t6

45

J¿

B

67
2000

Remarks

Otter (LutTa canadensís canadensis)

very difficulË to tell
from cor¿

7-8 indivs; soue calves

3-4 indivs; 1 immature

Pig (S"s scrofa)

tridecem

Poket gopher Gþg*oæ- talpoides)

Lepid (?)

Turtle (?)

Unidentified: large ma"'mal
fragments

5-6;lmaler2irnmature

I immature; ? others

I iunnature; ? oLhers

2 indívíduals (mandi-
bles)

some butcher marks

21 individuals (crania)

aË least 2 índividuals

no shell; bones only

soue burnt; sone sawn
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Species

Chicken (domestic)

Duck (sp. ?)

TABLE 34

BrRD R-EMATNS, FIDLER I"IOUNDS

Grouse (Prairie chícken,
cupido, or Sharptail,
phasl-ane1lus)

Mallard (4!""_ Platyhynchos)

Merganser (Mergus merganser

Bluewing teal (Anas díscors)

Unidentif l-ed

Tympanuchus
Pedioecetes

Fragments

L6

Speeies

americanus)

CaËfÍsh (Ictalurus lacustris)

Northern pike (Esox lucius)

Sheepshead (Aplodinotus grunniens)

Sturgeon (Acipenser fulvescens)

Sucker (Catostomus sp.)

i{alleye (Stizostedion vit,reum)

Unidentified

Remarks

maËure and
immature

scaup size

2

1

2

1

22
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FISH REMATNS, FIDLER MOI]NDS

r¿hich may have been siliquoidea, and 6

All these general belong to the family
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Fragment,s

2657

15

77

27

4

86

1480

Remarks

recent, ?

as Ligumia (Lukens;

Uníonidae, and all

Baker 7928).
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in the Red River and it.s trl-butarfes from Lake Traverse, Itinnesota, north-

ward (Cvancara L967; Clarke Lg73). It can be assumed that the shellfish

were being exploited for food, and that the habitation area from which

the mound fill came had been at one time a suutmer camp.

Paleontological fauna also occurred in the mounds. Five fossÍls

or their fragmenËs were identified by Dr. E.I. LeiËh of the Department

of Geology, UniversiËy of Manitoba, as belonging to deposits of the Red

River Ordovician. The fossils are horn coral (L-20, Unit C-4; 1-60, Unit.

G-6; L-L79, Unit Y-1), and nauËiloid eephalopods (1-f43, Unir Q-9; L-228,

bulldozed) . None of these iËems riras associated vrith any buría1 or any-

thing else in Ëhe mounds, but \¡rere no doubt deliberately included in the

mounds.

Due to the disturbance of the mounds, how much of the faunal re-

mains was deposited during construcËion is unknown. The non-domestic

species were all native to the Red River area (see Bird 1961) and were

in all likelihood exploited for food, hides, too1s, and ornameriËs.

L28



Conclusions

The guesËíons asked of the Fidler Mounds are those quesËions noted

in the InËroduction, p. 1: who are the mound people, what. were their phy-

síca1 characteristics and general conditions, and what place had mound-

building in their social-religious sphere? Some of these questions have

been partíaLIy answered (see Chapter 3), but the questions of identity

and of r¿hat Ëhe buríal phenomena Ëe1l us about the social organisatíon

are more difficult Ëo anslrer, and may noË be ansvrered on the basÍs of

CHAPTER 5

evidence recovered from these mounds.

past disÈurbance of the mounds, however, that is responsible for this

stat,e of af f airs.

Ossenberg has stated that one of the sampling problems in dealing

v¡ith mound populations is the possibil-ity that

skel-etons from several mounds of a phase are in the
nature of tttotal universes" from a number of family
cemeteries. Under Ëhese circumstances, skeletal analy-
sis, commencing at the 1evel of mound-by-mound compa-
risons Ín order to set up pooled samples on the basís
of a prlorí genetic (rather than cultural) affinity,
would be Èheoretically unsound, even Lhough such an
approach rnl-ght be desírable from the point of view of
compleqenting or paralleling the archaeologisËrs method
of elassification (1-974:17-18).

She has elected t,o use in her analysis skeletal material from various

archaeological phases as defined by archaeologists.

But how have these phases been defíned? The Arvíl1a complex, based

solely on mound excavation, is stated to be characËerized by

linear and circular burial mounds underlain by deep pits
with complete and disarticulated primary burials, secon-
dary burials, and a variety of associated grave goods.
Among the latter are numerous ornaments of shell, bone,
antler, and teeth. UtiliËarian objects of bone and antler
are cormon but chipped storie tools are rare. Pottery

1,29

It is not enËirely the fact of



In addition, Arvilla-defined mounds conslstently follor¿ the glacial Lake

Agassiz beach-line and out,let GÞ1d., 58), and primary flexed burial and

lack of grave goods, both associated r,¡iËh infant/child skeletons, are

other features (IÞtd., 59). Mounds in l"tanitoba claimed to be Arvílla ín-

clude the Fíd1er Mounds, the Lone Mound, Sims and Star Mounds, and Calf

Mountain Mound. The latter 4 are supposed to have the rnajority of Arvilla

traits, except for the presence in them of log-covered or bark-lined

graves; the Fidler Mounds are included in the complex largely because of

the subsoil pit burials, the flexed sitting burials, the pottery elbow

pipe assoclated with Buria1- 77a, and 2 erroneous associations: a minía-

ture vessel saíd Ëo accompany a sitting burial, and a unilaterally-barbed

harpoon fragment (see pp. 103 and 108).

In spiLe of thís claim, Ossenberg (L974220) groups these mounds in

the ManÍtoba phase because

"the trait lists of Lhese sites are not paralleled by those
of any single MinnesoLa complex. They can best be describ-
ed as a composíte or coalescence of the traits of the
Minnesota complexes. tt

For the last statement, she offers no corroboration from any archaeolo-

gist.

The Fidler l"founds differ from the Arví11a complex trait-1ist ín

that they are not on a Lake Agassiz beach-line, and 1 child burial is

associated r,¡ith grave goods. They also differ from Laurel burial features

as described by Capes (1963) and Stoltnan (1973) in the lack of harpoons,

Busycon she1l items (possibly a function of looting), and the absence of

long-bones and sku11s that have been opened for their conLents. Of the

Blackduck traits described by Capes, all fit except for the absence in
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the Fidler series of clay-plugs l-n Ëhe orbíts, a trait which may have

been shared by Èhe Laurel and Blackduck folk of the Rainy River area

(Capes L963; I^Iilford 1950) .

It is obvious that trying to shoe-horn the Fldler Mounds Í-nËo poor-

ly-defíned burial complexes is a waste of efforË. The lack of relíable

carbon-date for the Fidler Mounds (a function of sinall sample, possíble

disturbance, and contamination) seriously affects the ability to Pín

down the períod of constructíon of the central burial pit,, possibly the

first stage in the building of Mound 1. On the basis of Stage 2 compari-

son, the mounds can only be described as dating fron middle to late l{ood-

land (A.D.o - 1600).

On the basis of discrete trait analysis, Ossenberg has concluded

that the Manitoba phase people were proto-Assíníboine, descended from

Laurel people (L974:38). She qualifies this, however, in view of the

geographical spread of the Manitoba phase sites, by suggestíng a regional

split of the sauple (86 individuals) and a more detailed analysis (Ibid. 
'

33). This is highly desirable. At presenË, there is no publíshed tater-

ial on 1 of the populations (the Stott Mound), and in the preparation of

this paper, I found that in many cases, the Montgomery collection (Arden,

Morrison, Pilot, Darlingford Mounds) was rion-comparable with Ëhe Fidler

population. The data from the Nickerson excavatíons (Lone, McGorman, Sims,

Star, Star B ltounds) should also be re-analyzed. The unsatisfactory re-

sults from the analysís of the Melita phase indicates that a similar

operation ¡¿ould be advisable, in spite of the problem of sma1l samples,

once the populations are broken dom into regional grouPS.

With regard to the determination of the social organisation of the

people who butlt the Fidler l'lounds, Stage 4 analysís has yielded few sta-
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tus differences. A number of things do stand out:

a) the mounds, orl-ginally about 8 feet high by 75 feet

long by 65 feet wide, would have contained approxíma-

tely 39,000 cubic feet of earth each. This represents

a gïeaË deal of labour and time, even assuming that

they were built uP over years and possibly generations.

b) 74121 burials were in excavated subsoil pits' and 3

burials of Ëhese were in a central chamber approxima-

teLy 2.5 m long, 2.L m wide, and 0.94 m inËo the sub-

soil. Eleven of the 14 burials r./ere primary burials,

mostly flexed; 1 comprised both a primary and a secorl-

dary burial, arrd 2 were bundle burials. This indicates

that labour r¡ras expended on Ëhe disposal of nearly all

the dead in the mound, and that interment took place

soon after death, in a season when digging r^7as riot too

difficult. It also indícates the possibility that Ëhe

people who used the mounds v/ere in the vicínity or

wiEhin easy travelling distance at times of death, im-

plying seasonal use of the area.

c) possíb1y due in part to disturbance and erosion, there

.l{as an under-representatíon of aged and very young people

in Ëhe mounds, but there seem Èo be few differences ín

burial rshich correlat.e wÍth age. InfanËs/children are

buried alone primary (3) , associat.ed r¿ith other ages

in prim¡ry burials (6), and occur in bundles (2).

Adolescents are associated vrith other primary burials

(3), and are found in bundles (2) . Adults of all ages
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are found fn bundl-es (6), in single primary burials

(4), and assoclated with other primary burlals (B).

Ëhere are some sex differences in disposal" Adult

males predoml-nate in bundles, although in 2 cases

they are accompanied by chÍldren. Adult males, flex-

ed on the right side and oriented EW, are the only

ones wiËh either traces of or an actual copper orna-

merit (Burials 7 and 19). 0f the burials identified

as female, 5/6 are primery, 1 is secondary, and all

but 2 of the primary ones are assoclated with other

lndivÍduals. Adult males are burÍed in prinary form

alone (2) or in association with others (6), as well

as in bundles. No other feature (orientation, posi-

tion) reveals sex differentiation.

the perception of illness or injury as a form of de-

viance may be reflected in Buríals 7 and L7a. Burial

7 was associated with 2 brown chalcedony knives, an

unmodifíed chert flake, and 3 it.ems of bone, 1 of

Ëhese being a whisLle. This was the largest single

association of grave goods in the mounds. It is

possible that BuriaL Tt s osteomyelitis and trephina-

tion may have had someËhing to do with this'cache.

There is no fndication that Ëhe knives might have

been used in the surgery. Burial 17a, riddled with

crippling injury and traumas, was apparently placed

in Ëhe pit over Burial 17b soon after death: some

of her bones were art.iculated, but sone r¡rere 1ost.
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Associated wiEh her was a broken potËery elbow Pípe,

the only one found \,¡ith a burial . Her treatment may

refl-ecË her age, her crippling, the t.ime of year she

dl-ed, and possíbly her relationship to the burial

beneath her.

f) in general, the few artifactual assoeíations \ríth

burials seem not to be relat,ed to sex or age. Bone

tools, the most frequently-assocíated items' Þlere

found wíth both sexes and all ages (see p - LOZ).

The associaËion of 3 ítems--2 bone, 1 lithic--with

Burlal 18, a child of 4-6 years of age, may reflect

the treatment of a particular individual more than

anything e1se.

In vj-evr of the above features, what kind of a group is reflected in

the Fidler Mounds site? The wear on the teeth of índividuals, and the

lithic Ëools found in the mound fill, not to mention the faunal reuains,

seem to indicaËe a hunting-gathering economy. If \re assume that hunter-

gatherers are oïgan:-zeð. at the band level, then the mounds were líkely

built by 1 or more bands, probably over a period of tíme. The mounds

were probably used in the spríng, surxrrer and fal1, while Ëhe group/groups

camped in the vicinity of the St. Andrewts Rapids, perhaps at the Lock-

port-Floodway Village sites on the teïrace be1ow. A feature of band so-

ciety is the differentíatíon of the sexes at death. In a quick look at

hunter-gatherer societies recorded ín the Human Relations Area File, Bin-

ford found that ín 12 of 15 cases, dífferentiation was based on sex' 6/L5

on social position, 4/L5 on social affiliation, a¡1ð, 2/L5 on age and U15

on condition of death (L97L220). The relatively ferr sex differentiations
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notable in the Fidler Mounds may reflect the heavy disturbance of Ëhe

mounds, the fact Ëhat the investígator is míssing some very subtl-e clues,

or that Ëhis group did not differentiate on the basís of sex, or on sex

a1one.

The iinportance of the Fíd1er Mounds to Manftoba prehistory líes in

the fact that they held the only population which has been studied in

the context of its burials and. associations. Cameronts study of the Mont-

gomery collection vras concerned only wíth the physical characteristics,

not with the artifacts or modes of burial. Bones lrere measured and exa-

mined by element (e.g., tíbiae) rather than by burÍa1 (7962:10). In no

other Manitoba population is the description of the burial context and

the physical characteristics found under 1 cover. It ís hoped thaË this

particular effort may be a contribution to a future re-examinatíon of

Manitoba prehistoric populations, and the rejoiníng of their disparate

types of descripËion. \^Iith those tools in hand, it may be possible to

test. hypotheses of what burials and theír features signify, ín the Wood-

land period ín Manitoba.
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1. Absence/presence

Unerupted/erupted

Reason absent:

0=postmortem

l=postmortem bone loss

2=antemortem

3=congenital absence

4=perj-odontal

5=abscess

6=trauma

ResorptÍon:

0=none

1=slight
2=moderate

3=extreme

Attrition
0=uilnrorn

l=enamel wear

2=patt. exp. dentíne

3=comp. exp. dent.ine

4=pulp exposed

5=crown gone

6=roots only

Molar Attrition
0=indeterminate
l=normal

2=oËher

Special cases

(rotation, mícrodontia.. .)

/l caries: occlusal

t

3.

APPENDTX I--DENTITION FORM

o

10.

11.

L2.

1a
!J¡

L4.

ll carl-es

/l caries

/l caries

/l carie:

/l caries

5.

mesial

dístal

buccal

1-ingual

cementum

Plrring:
0=absent

l=present

Abscess:

0=absent

f=present

Períodontal:
O=absenË

1=slight
2:moderate

3=severe

Trauma:

0=absent

15.

6.

16.

7.

B.

L7.

1=postmorten

2=antemortem nonpurpo s Íve

3=antemortem purposive

Shovelling:
1=moderate

2=extreme

3=double

Carabellir s eusp

0=absent

l=groove/pit
2=cusp

18.

L9.
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Protostylld:
0=absent.

1=moderate

2=pronounced

Max1llary cusps

(4,4-,3+,3. . . )

Ifandíbular cusps

(4-6Y, 4-6+)

20.
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The items míssing from the Fidler Mounds collection tend to be

the snaller pieces. All were wl-thouË associaLion. They are:

1-2 (A-1) a cut deer incisor

1-16 (B-9) a beaver incisor

f-93 (P-2) a large canid canine

1-L52 (S-2) a fragmenË of bison tibia

L-I69 (I{-4) a large caníd caníne

It is believed by the writer that these ítems disappeared while

stored in the Anthropology Laboratory, Uníversity of Manitoba.

APPENDIX 2

[issing Bone tools

A very Large amount of hist,orical materíal was recovered from the

Fidler Mounds. In addition to the occasional peach-pit, piece of Ëin-

foil , and plasËic, there r,¡ere the following large categories:

crockery: about 835 pieces, 288 frorn Mound l and 547 from Mouná 2,

this was mostly china and eartheÊvrare. There were the

remains of cups, saucers, plaËes, bowls, crocks, and bis-

que do11 ann.s. Some of Ëhe plates and saucers are commor!

English ironstone.

glass: about 1001 pieces, 462 from Mound 1, 539 from Mound 2. This

was mostly the remains of bottles, ranging in colour from

white to b1ue, green, and purple. Some pieces of glass were

molten.

745
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tlistorical Materials



leather: about 148 pieces, mostly shoe and harness remains.

Metal: about 1849 píeces, mosË1y round and square nal1s, buttons, vllre,

springs, nuts and bolts, machine parts and machine body segments'

and bottlecaps.

miscellaneous: 1 blue glass bead, 2 pocketknives, 1 forkhandle, I marble'

I rifle sheIl, 1 r¿ooden pipebowl, and 5 white clay pipe

fragments (3 frorn Mound 1, 2 ftom Mound 2), one of which

is stamped ttDixon. .. Montreal .tt

All of this material probably dates from homesteading Limes right

up to the last tíme Ëhe mounds were used as garbage dumps and burning

grounds, likely the 1940's or 1950rs.
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a. Burial 1

b.

PLATE 1

(L-Iz) , looking WNvil "

Burial 2 (l-47) ,

tibia among human

looking E. Note

bones, centre.

Bison





PLATE 2

a. Burial 3 (1-48), overlain by

(Feature 5). View is looking

b" Burial 4 (L-49), looking S.

rocks

s.



l-



PLATE 3

a. Burial 5 (L-97) , looking N.

b. Burial 7 (L-99), looking S. Note swollen

left tibia; also bone tubes S of the skull"



ì:];:itìì¿j
:i3:.¡litli:lls
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a

b



a. Burial

b. Burial-

on t'he

PLATE 4

B (1-118 ) ' and 9

10 (1-120). Note

head of the left

(1-11e ) .

ungulate

femur "

calcaneus





a"

b.

Burial

BuriaI

11

I2

PLATE

(1-121) 
"

(L-L22) .
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PLATE 6

a. Burial 13 (1-123) and L4 (L-L24), near-

vertical view.

b. Burial 15 (1-125) ' near-vertical view. Note

position of right scapula in Lhe waII.





PLATE 7

a. Burial 16 (1-211).

b. Burial 17a and b (L-2L2

j-s on top) . Note pottery

the ribcage of 1-213.

and. 1-213; L-2L2

pípe fragrnents on





PLATE 8

a" Buríal 18 (L-2L4). Note elk mandible and

stone bat,on, to the right of the skull.

b. Burial 19 (1-215) . Small arro\^/ on left
ribcage indicates copper ring"





cl .

b.

Left tibia and fibula, Buria1 4.

Abnormal right and normal left tibiae

and fibulae, Buria1 7.

PLATE 9



a



a. Abnormal right

b. Right, humerus,

PLATE 10

and normal left ulnae,

Burial 9. Note d.istal

Burial

lesion "

7"
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PLATE 11

Mandible, Burial 1I, with

Normal right and. abnormal

with radii, Burial I7a.

a.

b.

abscess.

left ulnae,
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a. Abnormal right and normal left tibiae

and. fibulae, Burial 17a"

b. Normal and abnormal right calcanei, Burials

15 and L1a.

PLATE 12



b



PLATE 13

Abnormal and normal ríght naviculars,

Burials I7a and 15.

Arthritic right. hip components, Burial

a"

b. 20.
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a. Os

b. Os

PLATE L4

inca, Burial 1.

inca, Burial 15.





PLATE 15

a. Trephinatíon, Burial 7.

. b. Frontal lesion over left orbit'

Burial 15.
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a. Healed lesions on the frontal bone,

b. Glabellar lesion, Buria1 2L.

PLATE 16

Burial L7 a.





PLATE L7

Snubnose scrapers, Mound. 1 (bottom

Mound 2 (top row) "

Brown chalcedony knives, Burial 7.

a.

b.

2 rows) and
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Stone baton,

L-L75.

PLATE 18

Burial 18, and concretion,
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a. From 1eft, top to bottom: bird. longbone 1-98

(and cross-section) , deer incisor 1-87, dog

tibia 1-100 (and cross-sect,ion) , notched pot-

tery marker I-9, bone padd.le 1-153.

b. From top to bottom: cut antler !-LzL, bird long-

bones L-223 and 1-198 (and cross-section).

PLATE 19



a

l,l
1l



PLÀTE 20

From top to bottom: flaker I-52, bear mandible

L-192, elk antler fragrment.

From top to bottom: awls 1-10 and 1-34, bone

paddle L-204.

a.

b.
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a.

b.

From top to bottom: bird bones' Burial

Moose mandible L-214, and awl' 1-93 "

PLATE 2L

7.



a
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þ



PLATE 22

Hafted beavertooth tool in antler, L-LL7.

Chopper/digging tool (Bison tibia) L-47,

Burial 2"

a.

b.
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PLATE 23

Bone bracelet L-72, and reconstructed outline

(not Èo scale) .

Left to right, bone bracelets 1-193 and 1-185'

and reconst.ructed outlines (not to scale) "

a"

b"
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a. From

dant

Shell

top to bottom, left to ríght:

l-I24, and bead.s L-75, I-32,

pendants L-I2B ans I-74.b.

PLATE 24

shell pen-

L-9, and L-22L.



d



a"

b.

Pottery pipe,

Copper ring,

PLATE 25

IJurLaI L la.

Burial- t9.





a, Small pot rimsherds , Mound I (a11 profiles

have pot interior on the left); from top leftr

1-106 (1-128) , 1-184, I-61' 1-103 (rorv 1) , and

1-104, l-104, 1-103 (row 2) .

b. Laure1 Plain rimsherds, Mound 1.

PLATE 26
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a. Alexander fabric-impresseê rimsherds L-228 (top¡

and 1-205.

b. Alexander fabric-impressed rimsherd.s, Mound 2.

From top left: 1-154, l-136, 1-157 (row 1), and.

L-L67 (¡ sherds, row 2).

PLATE 27
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a" Alexand.er f abric-impressed rímsherds , Mound 2 
"

From left: 1-157, 1-90.

Laurel Pseud.oscallop rimsherd 1-104, and

vertical corded. rimsherd. L-204 "

b.

PLATE 28
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a, From top left: Blackduck lrlod.e 3 Variant A (1-184)

Blackduck I-226, horizontal corded 1-14 (row I);

d.iagonal corded and smoothed. L-4, Laurel Dentate

I-31, horizontal corded 1-110 (row 2).

b. From top left: Laurel Pseudoscallop 1-191, hor-

izontal corded 1-128, Winnipeg fabric-jmpressed

L-L79, diagonal corded and smoothed 1-184, dia-

gonal corded L-L7L, Waskish 1-185-

PLATE 29
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a. From top left: horizontal cord.ed rimsherd L-L62'

Waskish 1-136, vertical corded 1-166' Laurel

Incised. 1-143' diagonal corded 1-154' diagonal

corded and smoothed 1-148.

From top left: Alexander fabric-impressed 1-159'

L-L67 n 1-153. Row 2z diagonaL corded and smoothed

1-153 and 1-154, horizontal corded' 1-81'

b.

PLATE 30
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PLATE 3T

a. Mound. 1 bodysherds; from top left, trailed'

fabric-impressed, Plain, stamPed.

b. t'lound I bodysherds; f rom top left, Iarge

corded, miscellaneous corded, smooth corded,

horizontal-vertical-horizontal corded r heavy

twine, and horizontal corded.
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a. Mound. 2 bodysherds; from Èop left, heavy twine,

horizontal, heavy tr'rine, smoothed corded.

b. Mound 2 bodysherds; from Lop Ieft, Blackduck,

dentate, Laurel Incised., overlapping corded.

and t,railed, and Laurel Pseudoscallop"

PLATE 32
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a. Mound. 2 bod.ysherd.s: plain, shell-t.empered, red-

t.railed ( left to right, top to bottom).

Miniature vessel 1-68, Mound 1.b.

PLATE 33
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b



PLATE 34

X-ray: right fibula (Burial 7), left tibia and

fibula (Burial 4).

PLATE 35

X-ray: right and left tibiae, Buria1 7 "

PLATE 36

X=ray: 1eft. and right ulnae, radÍi, Burial 7.

PLATE 37

x-ray: ulnae, radii, fibulae, Burial L7a.

PLATE 38

X-ray: normal and. abnormal t,ibiae, Burial L7a.
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